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Lockwood Offers Frankel A Job
By Lindsay Mann
Last Friday, President Theodore D. Lock-
wood offered Assistant Professor of Physics
Eugene Frankel a two year reappointment,
effective September l, 1974 (see letter
pg.15).
Lockwood's offer came as a result of the
Academic Freedom Committee's written
recommendations, which the Committee
released last Friday.
"I am seriously considering staying,"
said Frankel, "however, I haven't decided
yet." Citing two reasons, upon which his
decision to remain rested, Frankel said he
had immediately started to search for other
jobs, after the Appointments and
Promotions Committee turned down his
reappointment and appeal. Thus, he said, he
is still continuing to consider other job op-
tions.
Frankel also noted that the whole process,
which his reappointment underwent, led
him "to rethink his position at the College."
"Will I have the opportunity to do the work
in the history or science at Trinity that I
want to do?" asked Frankel. He said he has
not been able to offer as many courses in
this area of study as he would have liked.
The statement, which the Academic
Freedom Committee released to the faculty,
recommended Frankel's reappointment,
because they discovered there was a
"mutual mistake of fact (between the
College and the Physics Department) in-
volved in the hiring of Professor Frankel."
The fact in question, the Committee said,
was "whether Professor Frankel was an
historian of science who could also teach
some Physics courses, or whether he was a
physicist who could also teach some courses
in the history of science."
According to the Committee, Charles
Miller, chairman of the physics department,
and Frankel assumed that Frankel was an
historian of science who could also teach
some Physics courses. On the other hand,
the College assumed Frankel was a
physicist who could also teach some courses
in the history of science.
As a result of this mutual mistake of fact,
the Committee stated that the Appointments
and Promotions Committee was the "un-
witting inheritor" of this situation. The
Appointments and Promotions Committee
had evaluated Frankel in two separate
areas of competency, the history of science
and classical physics.
Furthermore, the Committee said the
Appointments and Promotions Committee
never notified Frankel nor the Physics
Department that they would evaluate
Frankel in this manner. "It was the
assumption of the Chairman that courses in
the history of science were to be counted as
'Physics courses,' and that Professor
Frankel's work would make him a 'full
member of the Department' without any
qualification," explained the Academic
Freedom Committee's report.
The Committee said the Appointments,
and Promotions Committee believed they
should consider the history of science
courses as a "separate program," a
program which "fell beyond the category of
'Physics courses.'"
According to the Committee, these
deficiencies have nonetheless produced "a
substantial unfairness" in the manner in
which the Appointments and Promotions
Committee evaluated Frankel.
Thus, they recommended that Frankel
"be invited to remain at the College for an
additional term of appointment with the
assumption that his obligations and stan-
dard of evaluation will now be defined with
sufficient clarity."
In their investigation, the Academic
Freedom Committee "found no evidence
whatever of political bias on any level or at
any stage of the (Appointments and
Promotions Committee's) deliberations
regarding Professor Frankel." Members of
the Appointments and Promotions Com-
mittee, they said, were not aware of
Frankel's political views at the time of their "
deliberations.
The Academic Freedom Committee
stressed that they found no fault with the
Appointments and Promotions Committee,
or with its deliberations. "We believe the
mistakes to have been unwitting and to have
occurred prior to the involvement of the
Appointments and Promotions Committee
in the matter," the Committee said.
Based upon their findings, the Committee
recommended that the President, as chief
executive officer of the College, have the
primary responsibility in acting upon their
recommendation. The Appointments and
Promotions Committee, they said, would not
be competent to reenter the case until the
Dean of the Faculty and the Department
Chairman work out a basis for judging the
candidate.
The Committee said the basis should
include determination as to whether
Frankel falls under the "department-
program category," or completely within
the "department category" of ap-
pointments. Secondly, they said Frankel
should be given an appropriate amount of
time in which to perform under the revised
bases of evaluation.
The Faculty as a whole should not directly
enter the case, recommended the Com-
mittee. They too are in the "same position
as the A & P Committee," they stressed. "In
fact, it is even less able than the A and P
Committee to carry out a rigorous scrutiny
of the candidate's achievements, and it
would thus act outside the guidelines of its
own Report on Appointment, Promotion,
and Tenure," the Committee noted.
"The Academic Freedom Committee did
a fine job investigating my case," said
Frankel. He said they made a fair report.
Frankel stressed that he felt the Com-
mittee's recommendation would not have
come about without the support of the
students and faculty who worked for his
reappointment. "I realize that without their
activity, it could not have come about," he
noted.
Frankel said he hopes that "certain
people will draw.a lesson from this."
"Students should realize that if you really
fight for something you believe in you get
results," he stressed.
Finally, he said he thanked Lockwood and
the Academic Freedom Committee for their
recom menda ti on.
Zoning Board Refuses Beer Permit
By Alison Stoddard
Following a public hearing of the Zoning
Appeals Board of the city of Hartford, the
Board officially denied Trinity College
clearance to obtain a state liquor license.
The college applied for a license a number
of months ago, to allow the sale of beer in the
Cave, according to Del A. Shilkret, dean of
student services. He said the application
required approval of the Fire Marshall and
the Zoning Administration of the city of
Hartford before it could be approved by the
state liquor board.
The college is located in an R-3 residential
area, according to zoning laws of the city of
Hartford, in which the sale of alcoholic
beverages, including beer, is normally
forbidden, explained Shilkret. ;
According to Ellen Mulqueeri, Associate
Dean for student Services, the regulation
was appealed on the grounds that the sale of
beer would be a "service incidental to the
running of the college." Said Mulqueen,
yur purpose would be to expand the ser-
vices of the snack bar, which is a legitimate
incidental activity."
nA
c,c.ordihg to Riel S. Crandall, Director of
dirlo ingSuand Groun<Js, who has been most
the n h a n d l i nS Trinity's involvement in
clearln°Cess> the college's request for.
the 7n»?e w a s initially denied by the chief of
was ?K lng,board- T h e n o r m a l procedure
SineAniOll,Td t0 aPP^1 to •*» ^
a t S v ^ l s B o a r d - I n a le t te r t0 coUege
andHn/ R* c h a r d Mackenzie of Day, Berry,
A p p e
H S d ' d a t e d AP r i l 16> 1974, the Zoning
UST™?-
 B o a r d stated that it concurred with
h S Administrator that the sale of
8 £ £ E u ! E t n o t permitted in an R-
stretch the wording of the law to make an
exception for the college. Said Crandall, "As
written, the law says we cannot sellbeer.
They had no choice but to turn us down."
There is an additional zoning regulation,
according to Crandall, stating that places
selling alcoholic beverages in an R-3 area
must be 1500 feet apart. However, no local
tavern or package store owners raised any
objections. Crandall stressed that there was
no indication that our request was denied for
any reason other than the law.
Shilkret expressed the feeling that the
request was denied in part because the sale
of beer on college campuses in the city of
Hartford is an unprecedented occurrence.
No area schools yet have permits, and only
about six colleges in Connecticut are
licensed to sell beer on campus, he added.
Mulqueen stated her belief that the
regulation must be changed before beer
could be sold at Trinity. "Unless the state
legislature passes a bill to change the zoning
regulation," said Mulqueen, "we will not be
able to obtain a license."
As far as what the college will do next,
Crandall did not know. "There are a number
of courses of action the school may follow,
some involving large legal fees and political
hassles," he noted. A meeting is being
planned in which Vice President Thomas
Smith, Dean Shilkret, Mr. Crandall and
treasurer James Robertson, will determine
what course of action would be most
beneficial to the college. "The ultimate
decision lies with President Lockwood,"
said Crandall.
Before the college takes any action,
Crandall emphasized the importance of
student support for the idea. According to
Mulqueen, "The school might suffer a slight
social disadvantage withoutf'the sale of beer
on campus." It is important to know how
important this matter is to the students
before any action should be taken, CrandalJ
added.
d i U a t t r i b u ted the denial largely to
wording of the regulation. The Appeals
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On The Spot:
("Editor's Note: These interviews lasting 10 minutes each, were conducted by Mark Henrickson, Kim Jonas, Jim Cobbs, Peter Basch,
J. Carey LaPorte, and Will Matthews. The Editor-in-Chief was present at all times, and the interviews were tape-recorded for both the
interviewer's and the interviewee's protection. ,
The TRIPOD requested an interview with all the candidates for the Academic Affairs Committee, the Budget Committee, the
Committee on Buildings and Grounds, the Committee on Student Life and Community Relations, the Curriculum Committee, the
Library Committee, the Steering Committee, and the Student Activities Committee.)
Academic Affairs Committee
(Editor's Note: The TRIPOD asked the
candidates for the Academic Affairs
Committee the following questions: with
what does the Academic Affairs Committee
deal? What type of a stance do you take on
Trinity's merit system? Is cheating a
Droblem at Trinity?)
The Academic Affairs Committee over-
sees the faculty's rules concerning
academic standing; votes to require with-
drawals for academic reasons and to
readmit students who had been required to
withdraw; considers and rules on cases of
plagerism and academic dishonesty;
Charles Moore
Charlie Moore would like to see a change
in the present system of evaluation of the
student in his academic career. He would
like the Academic Affairs Committee to deal
with the question of how to maximize the
student's academic experience. He feels the
highly structured 13-point grading system
stifles student motivation towards really
true learning. Rather, it motivated the
student to get good grades. It's more of a
training exercise."
Sandra Smith
Smith feels that the Academic Affairs
Committee is a viable organization per-
taining to the admission policies, academic
standards and dishonesty, student with-
drawals, etc., of Trinity College.
She believes that to evaluate those and
other intricate decisions deserves the at-
tention ot those who are willing to assess
them objectively, "It is towards these ends
and others that I am willing to work hard
on," she noted.
From her class experience, local cheating
is not fair to those other honest individuals
but doesn't think it really that big of a
problem.
Susan Crimmins, Janice Hester and Willette Sharp were not available for an interview,
Budget Committee
"I think the present merit system which
promotes learning through grading is
conducive to cheating due to the fact that it
creates undue pressure. By removing this
pressure of plusses and minuses, the
students will be studying out of their own
interests. Cheating is a problem only if
grades are a problem," said Moore. He
stressed that we're here to learn, not to get
good grades.
(Editor's Note: The TRIPOD asked the
Budget Committee's candidates the
following questions: Why are you running
for this particular committee? In general,
what do you see as the function of the Budget
Committee? What financial priorities do you
feel the Budget Committee should stress?)
The Budget Committee establishes
budgetary procedures for the allocation of
the student activities fee' to recognized
student organizations, approves check
requests and bills from these organizations,
and recommends budgetary policy to the
Student Activities Committee.
community. He said he would like to provide
"functions and activities open to all."
Adron Keaton
Adron Keaton feels that monies are not
being handled properly; for this reason he is
running for the Budget Committee.
The present structure of the Committee is
based on previous evaluation, noted Keaton.
He said he would like to see stricter
guidelines in the Committee. The Com-
mittee should have the dual function of
"evaluation and watchdogging" funds
allocated through the Committee.
Keaton would like to establish priorities
"suitable to Trinity and surrounding
Tony Piccirillo
"I feel that I have the necessary ex-
perience and good judgement to deliberate
in making some of the decisions this com-
mittee has to make," said Tony Piccirillo
who is running for the Academic Affairs
Committee.
Piccirillo briefly noted the Committee's
responsibilities: "It deals with academic
dishonesty," he said. He explained that the
Committee decided whether or not
dishonesty occurred, and what the punish-
ment would be. The Committee also dealt
with cases of students being required to
withdraw after being on probation, he
continued, as well as handling appeals of
such cases, and handling petitions to reenter
after withdrawal.
Piccirillo said he felt that the Committee
also had a responsibility for admissions
standards, as academic standards depended
on the quality of students being admitted.
Cheating exists at Trinity, said Piccirillo,
though people were afraid to admit its
existence. "People look upon cheating as a
dirty word," he said. Having a merit
system, he said, required that people face
up to the problem of cheating,
Charles Cohn
Cohn said most of the other people running
for this committee have too much of a
connection with the Mather Board of
Governors. He said he would like to offer an
alternative to this.
"I think it should be more of a policy
making board, as the allocation of money
certainly influences policy." Cohn stated
that he is interested in economics and policy
making, and that he could, as a member of
the Budget Committee, make a good con-
tribution to the College.
Cohn stated that the Budget Committee
should be responsive to the general student
population and reflect their needs in budget
allocations. He added that the Budget
Committee should be a realistic body and be
aware of its limitations.
"Student publications and other outlets
for student expression should be funded."
Cohn said the radio station should be well-
funded, as it is very important to Hartford
as well as to Trinity.
Raymond Albo
Albo said that he had several reasons for
wanting to serve on the Budget Committee.
"First of all, it is a personal attempt to get
more involved in the activities of Trinity."
He said that he was already involved in the
Latin movement at Trinity. "Minority
students are getting the shaft."
There is a big problem with budgets and
budget cuts, especially with minority
student organizations. Much of this problem
could be alleviated by promoting more
understanding between the heads of these
student organizations and the Budget
Committee.
He is committed to showing the Trinity
community the worth of minority
organizations. Albo also stated that an
organization's budget should be based on its
merits and not on its membership.
Albo said his priority is to have the Budget
Committee allocate funds on the basis of the
organization's merits and the interest that it
generates on campus.
Deborah Jean Smith
Smith said she would like to get ex-
perience in student policy matters. She
stated that she is interested in being an
economics major, and felt that her ex-
Sue Coyne
Sue Coyne said she felt that students had
to be judged by students in cases of with-
drawal and readmissions. Fellow students
had a better idea of the problems students
faced, while faculty members had a'dif-
ferent viewpoint, she said.
Coyne said that, in regard to academic
dishonesty, students and faculty usually had
differing attitudes. Teachers at Trinity, she
said, tended not to trust the students. In
some courses, she said, teachers allow
students to look at the work of students who
took the course previously, because it
helped them to learn. Others, however,
regarded this as cheating. Coyne said she
felt that students can learn from other
students, and such practices should not be
considered plagarism.
Coyne said she didn't feel cheating was a
problem at Trinity. She said that teachers
created their own problem by not trusting
students.
perience on the Budget Committee would
both be helped by and help to her studies. _
She said the Budget Committee has to be
extremely organized. "I was shocked to find
out that until this year, the Budget Com-
mittee kept no formal records. When you re
dealing with 100,000 dollars, organization is
Gsscntifll"
Smith stated that her priorities are the
IVY, the Tripod, WRTC, and the Mather
Board of Governors. She added that tne
Mather Board of Governors should be so
funded that students don't have to pay extra
for campus events.
Arthur Johnson
Arthur Johnson feels he can
representation to minority groups who na
little to say about committee pol cies. n
running for the Budget Cwnnutwe.
Johnson wants to offer an obj«-
review of all groups and ensure that m
goes into a lot of different areas. mflre
"I would put more emphasis on me
important, capable groups^especially
which benefit the most students anu v
interest groups as well," concluded
son.
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Candidates Answer
Budget Committee
munity. She believes she is capable of
making a good objective decision.
"The function of the BC is to make sure
that the money taken from each student is
used in a manner that will best benefit the
college as a whole while allowing a broad
spectrum of interest to florish here. Said
Heilbronn she thinks these are compatible
because diversity among students is to the
advantage to all students.
Heilbronn wants the BC to stress activities
ana organization that benefit the college
community as a whole. This includes
danctes, lectures and organizations such as
the Tripod and WRTC which provide the
campus with information, she concluded.
though the Budget has no direct influence in
the matter, I feel that Resident Advisors
should be getting much less money," noted
Blitz. Student publications, the Mather Hall
Board of Governors and recreational sports
should all get more finances, he concluded.
Sandra Smith
She feels that one criterion for the
allocation of monies shouldn't be the size of
the organization but its contribution to the
college and even the Hartford community.
"I would tend to get away from the college-
oriented projects and seek more in-
volvement with the Hartford area," con-
cluded Smith.
Sandra Smith feels the committee
working on the allocation of student ac-
tivities fee should represent every aspect of
the Trinity college community. She also
feels that more money can be saved by
and/or allocated to various organizations
through increased efficiency.
"The function of the BC is to allocate the
students activities fee to various other
committees," noted Smith.
there should be a better liaison between
these two committees. "What we want to do
in the new SGA is get a lot more student
interest voiced," said Ishizaka. He feels that
there are some student activities were
getting the short end of the stick, in light of
the recent student budget.
Specifically, the function of the Budget
Committee is Ishizaka notes, to allocate
funds among the various student activities.
As far as various student activities are
concerned, student interest should reflect
the amount of money given to each group, he
said.
Lisa Heilbronn
Lisa Heilbronn recognizes the importance
of allocating student funds in order to obtain
maximum utility for the Trinity Com-
Ron Blitz
Ron Blitz feels there are some inequities
in the budget committee and would like to do
something about distributing the money
better.
"The function of the Budget committee is
to allow a given amount of money to be
distributed among certain activities and
committees," Blitz said.
He feels that WRTC should get much more
money than is given presently. "Even
Louis Vasallo and Zelman Yarber were not available for an interview.
Committee on Buildings and Grounds
(Editor's Note: The TRIPOD asked the
following questions of the candidates for this
committee: Why are you running for a
Trustee Committee? Do you think students
on the Trustee Committee should always
argue for a student platform on all issues, or
act as an individual on all issues? What do
you hope to accomplish by being a member
o/this committee?)
The Committee on Buildings and Grounds
meets periodically to review with the ad-
ministration major projects of repair and
renovation, to consider proposals for ad-
ditional projects requiring approval by the
Board of Trustees, to receive and pass upon
any property acquisitions, and to make
recommendations on any new building
contemplated at the College. The treasurer,
six trustees, the President, the director of
buildings and grounds, and the director of




Mor8ans is running for this com-
mittee because he feels it would be in-
faonihf j 0 s e r v e o n a J° i n t student/-
lacuity/administration committee without
fitIv t a p e a n d bureaucratic handlings,
ne Deiieves it could be productive. He noted
B&G 1S n° r e a l s t u d e n t representation on
J v ? i n k , , t h a t representing the students
f rS,eif s h o u l d b e a m i x e d combination
1 ^ 0 1 * ' i f a c o n f l i c t sho«W arise,
S t u d e n t i n t e r e s t > " said
"I feel I've expressed an interest in B&G
by service on the laundry service com-
mittee. I would try to make B&G a little
more effective an operation," concluded
Morgans.
future plans and projections. In addition to
this, he feels it will be his responsibility, if
elected, to keep the students informed.
; v
Ishi
Yutaka Ishizaka is running for the SGA as
well as the Budget committee and feels that
Jamie Arnold
Arnold said the Budget Committee hasn't
done a good job as far as social en-
tertainment. He stated, "They could have
done much better things with the 2000
dollars that was spent on the Margaret
Mead lecture.
He said the purpose of the Budget Com-
mittee is to allocate the Student Activities
Fee toward bettering the social good of the
Trinity community.
Arnold stated that his priority is en-
tertainment. He added that entertainment
on campus has been very poor this spring.
d i n g s a n d G r o u n d s
m L m l n e f f l c l e n t ; t h e r e i s much waste and
of mtna?ement thl>ough the poor planning
resDonn \tleS; ? e f e e l s that B&G doesn'tE l t t i
Larry Golden
"Because this is the first time in the
history of Trinity College that student input
has been permitted, I feel that this year will
be a critical one, Larry Golden said. If
responsible students are elected to the
committee, then the Board of Trustees will
be able to be convinced that student in-
volvement is important. I hope to make this
first test year successful, Golden noted.
When a student is elected, Golden feels he
has a responsibility to the students who
elected him to look at issues in the best in-
terest not only for the students but in the
best interest of long range planning of the
college."
Golden hopes to get new input on what the
situatin is on student housing conditions,
Norman Luxemburg
Norm Luxemburg noted that Buildings
and Grounds controls the money and the
decisions on dorms and other new con-
structions. According to him, the
beautification of the area outside of Mather
as park is a waste of $500,000 which should
be used in expanding the Mather facilities.
He also pointed out a great lack of parking.
"In general, money management could be
better run," he stressed.
Luxemburg would plan to represent the
student platform. Ideally, he could give
suggestions to the Committee which would
be derived from actual student recom-
mendations. The biggest problem is that
there is no feedback from the students on
this Committee. He feels that there could be
a reassessment of priorities, he concluded. Gil Childers
uestions,
Committee On Buildings And Grounds
Gil Childers
Gil Childers believes that the College
could make much better use of its facilities.
Because of this Childers feels that the
representative on this committee should
work on behalf of the student body to help
represent them to the fullest.
"Being on the Board of Governors, I
noticed a lack of large space to hold ac-
tivities and concerts," he said.
occasions such as parents day and
graduation. In addition to this, he called the
Mather park area beautification plan a total
waste of money.
or the college," stressed Kupferberg He
doesn't feel accomplishments can Z
characterized as a physical embodiment of
construction. He hopes to foster an un
derstanding between students and trustees
Tim Landers
"I'm not just running for a trustee com-
mittee.. Buildings and grounds appealed to
me. I feel I can do as good a job as anyone
else," said Tim Landers.
He will try to represent the student but it
can't hurt to bring up individual ideas as
long as they are in the students' interest.
Landers has noticed that B&G is still
cleaning up after the ice storm, and that
B&G comes out in force only for special
Scott Lewis
It is purely coincindental that this com-
mittee is a Trustee committee. Because of
my service on the Laundry Service Com-
mittee, I have an interest in B&G and realize
some of the problems they face.
Students on Trustee committees should be
responsive to student needs and weigh each
decision logically and reasonably.
I hope to make B&G more responsive to
student needs.
Mark Kupferberg
Mark Kupferberg is very disturbed when
many trustees see the students in an ad-
visory role, would like to do something to
change that through closer contact with the
Board members. He believes that then the
trustees will be able to see that if decisions
aren't made in the best interest of the
students, they're not being made in the best
interest of the college.
Part of the problem that prevented earlier
student input on the Board of Trustees was a
feeling that student representatives would
only look after their own interest. "As a
member of the trustee committee, I would
represent the student but I would have to
take a broader view because if I only
represented student interest and didn't
consider the welfare of the community, I
would be doing service to either the students
Peter Voorhees
Peter Voorhees is running for this com-
mittee because he has a particular interest
in seeing things done in a more pleasant,
economic and efficient way.
He feels Trinity needs more practical and
asthetic consideration in new buildings and
renovations. "There is a need for better
management. I could see more supervision
on the job to cut down on inefficiency," he
said. "He would like to see students em-
ployed for some of the B&G positions which
might open up in the future."
Committee On Student Life & Community Relations
(Editor'* Note: The TRIPOD ashed the
following questions o] the candidates /or this
committee: Why are you running for a
Trustee Committee? Do you think students
on the Trustee Committee should always
argue for a student platform on all issues, or
act as an individual on alt issues? What do
you hope to accomplish by being a member
of this committee?)
The Committee on Student Life and
Community Relations meets periodically to
discuss the quality of student life at Trinity,
to review relations between the community
of greater Hartford and the College, to
consider and to initiate proposals where
appropriate for policy changes for sub-
mission to the Board of Trustees, and to
confer with administrative officers on any
matters relating to these two areas. In
addition to the three students, the Vice-
President, the dean of community life,
seven trustees, and, as appropriate, other
administrative officers are members of this
committee.
dining facilities provided.
The student members of the Trustee
Committees should bring other students'
proposals before the committee, noted;
Sachs. The student members must also
inform the student body of the ad-
ministration and trustee positions he con-
tinued. The exchange can only enhance the
students' identification with the College and
counteract their feelings of alienation. "The
student members must be able to suggest
very definite proposals to the committee,"
concluded Sachs.
Scott Smith
Scott Smith believes it is very important
for students to have input as high up the
ladder as possible. He is running for the
Committee on Student Life and Community
Relations.
"At some point you have to make a
decision which way to go. You have to
decide at the beginning whether to vote as a
student or as a matter of conscience. I have
decided on the latter," commented Smith.
He feels it is unfair for the students to have
those who only vote for students.
Smithjwould like to see some sort of for-
mal way of involving trustees with the
students. Smith would like to suggest a
proposal to the Trustees where the Trustees
and Alumni would attend classes with
students to make them more "in tune".
Moore feels that it is difficult to divorce
oneself from the issues; it is the job of the
students on Trustee committees to tap
student opinions. The most effective position
is to present a successful combination of
both, she continued.
"As I've stated, it is impossible to be
specific, since this is a new committee, I
regard this student-Trustee committee as a
mutual enlightening process," she con-
cluded.
going on within the campus and what could
be going on with Hartford.
"I can't see any reason to stick with the
students just for the sake of sticking with
them. I think the important thing is to look
out for everyone's interests, but not to the
point where it becomes a bias," noted
Ehrlich.
Ehrlich's main objective would be to
utilize Hartford for students, students for
Hartford, and students for each other in
places where the other committees on
campus aren't picking up the slack. He then
looks for a -more well-rounded campus Me
from everyone's point of view.
Paul Sachs
Sachs believes the College should in-
vestigate the possibility of acquiring
housing in the New Britain Avenue -
Crescent Street area so that campus activity
and influence can be spread over a greater
i area..
He suggested that the Committee should
also look into the equities of the Hartt Music
School exchange for Trinity music students,
the quality of weekend medical care for
students (especially women), and the.
possibility of an organized food co-op with
Nancy Moore
I am interested to know the attitudes,
thinking, and extent of power of the
Trustees, and in what goes on during
Trustee meetings. I also believe that
students can add a lot to the Trustees' un-
derstanding of student problems.
Barry Ehrlich
Barry Ehrlich is approaching this office
with an attitude toward social aspects of the
college especially social activities. His
service this year on the Mather Hall Board
of Governors helped him to realize, he feels
as student relations are concerned, could be
11'
. Ken Tate
"I do think it's important. I have w
because in a way many more aspects u
college life will be available for tneu
(Committee's) investigation," said Ken
Tate, running for the Committee on Studem
Life and Community Relations.
Tate thinks students who will be on tne
committee will serve as a sufficientliason
between the student body and the rest oftM
college community. For Tate this means
being familiar with a variety of common
interest groups. "That way you can have a
general idea of what the concerns ot tne
student body are as a whole," he contused.
Some, of the things Tate is partlcn
u)dV*
interested in investigating concern tne
community relations level, such as
pansion, say of some of the effects of the
Office of Community Affairs, expans on o
educational knowledge in the commum
and especially the recruitment
applicants from the Hartford c
Carol Powell was not available for *
interview.
w . J ~ I 1
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Curriculum Committee
("Editor's Note: For this committee, the ments and find out what their desirTRIPOD asked the candidates the following
questions: Why are you running for this
particular committee? Is the Curriculum
Committee a key committee for determing a
Trinity student's curriculum? If so, with
what does it deal? Do you consider dance to
be part of a performance oriented
curriculum? If so, does dance belong in a
Trinity curriculum? If no, what type of
study do you feel belongs in a Trinity
curriculum?)
The Curriculum Committee handles all
changes in the curriculum and in the
curricular policy of the College. It must
approve all new courses (including student
taught courses), programs, and majors. In
addition, students seeking interdisciplinary
majors must receive the approval of the
Curriculum Committee.
Tom Santopietro
Santopietro feels that the Curriculum
Committee is the most important area for
students to have some say in what courses
and interdisciplinary options are open. He
noted that, "It is the basis for the college's
offerings."
"It is an important committee
because it is supposed to approve all
student-taught courses, all in-
terdiscriplinary majors, and the policy of
the college as a whole toward its
curriculum, said Santopietro. He believes
College is a time to investigate as many
options as possible. "Shutting these options
out limits the exposure you can have." He
said the rejection of a dance major and the
elimination of the education department
would limit thes« options.
"Yes dance is definitely a per-
formance oriented program from what I
have learned from talking with people who
take it," he stated. "The emphasis is on the
student performing."
"It should be offered because the school
should keep options open so students can try
a lot of things," he said. "The fact these
courses are filled means there is a demand
igLthem." he concluded.
Jeff Mandler
Mandler feels the Curriculum Committee
is me most important committee open—it
f°"cer.ns academics, which is the most
™portant aspect of life at Trinity," he said,
nc aoes not like some recent decisions
*e faculty is controlling changes
the students have no input."
6 W a s n o t s t u dent input on the
V. Case> a n d s t u d e n t s were dismayed.
« V e ]
n o c o n t r o 1 o v e r w h i c h c l a s s e s w i l l
fed- H e fee l s h e c a n ^present
whnt«t / c c u r a t e l y> h e b e l i e v e s he knows
Th!. r w a n t i n t h e academic desires.
he said°m m i t t e e l s nOt d o i n 8 e n o u g h n°w,"
ieir desires are. "I
would like to extend influence of committee
to the hiring and firing of teachers because,
this is important part of the curriculum," he
added. It should have input of who is on
faculty, he continued.
"Dance is a performance oriented—it is a
performance art," he said. He feels it does
belong in the curriculum because it is
popular because people want it. "Also you
need courses that will develop the body as
well as the mind, Mandler stated.
Robin Landy
Landy would like the Curriculum
Committee to reconsider the credit
requirement at Trinity. She would like to see
it lowered if not to 32 credits then to 34, she
said.
"Variety" is essential to any curriculum,
noted Landy. She noted that President Lock-
wood promised variety in the curriculum
and yet continues to curtail departments. In
the end, a better curriculum would result if
variety were assumed.
"Dance is not necessarily a performance
oriented discipline," said Landy. She em-
phasized: the rigors of movement in dance,
history, working with one's own body, and
others. She feels that dance has been treated
as a second-class department, "along with
basket-weaving." "The dance department
is not just in response to a fad," she noted.
In conclusion, Landy noted that variety is
essential to any good curriculum, and that
she resents people in the "higher levels
making value judgements".
get f ^Curriculum Committeetouch with majors in depart-
David Snyder
David Snyder feels that the role of
students on the Curriculum Committee is
not representative at all. He plans to present
three proposals which he believes to be
representative of the students of the College.
These proposals include: Dropping the 36-
credit requirement to 32; lowering the
performance credits in music and dance;
presenting a diversity in the curriculum- he
notes that it is "too cut and dried".
Snyder feels that the role the Committee
plays is entirely up to the students. He noted
that the system of the committee is flexible,
but it does determine the courses.
Snyder noted that, "Dance is both a
performance oriented and physically
satisfying activity." He concluded that the
discipline belongs in the Trinity curriculum
if only for these reasons.
Peter Voorhees
Peter Voorhees is running for the
Curriculum Committee because he believes
one can achieve a chief input "when one
sees what education should be." In par-
ticular Vorhees objected to the "dismissal of
the philosophy (sic) of science."
The Committee is a key department,
Voorhees noted, saying that he would like to
see more student-taught courses and
specific input in the art department. He
ifeels that "stimulation of awareness is the
key in education."
Voorhees said dance "has a primal value
in developing an understanding of things
that are difficult to grasp in rational, linear
form." Dance is made up of "flows and
balances, in the focus of self," he continued.
The dance major, which would only belong
in the Trinity curriculum if it were well-
taught, he noted, must not be formal.
Trinity is not a big enough place to have a
"super formal major" program, concluded
Voorhees.
Betsy Kellog
Kellog feels the Curriculum Committee is
crucial because the financial situation of the
school is forcing a reassessment of offerings
and policies,. It is important that students
have input in this because they have dif-
ferent opinions from the administration and
the faculty, she noted.
This is an important committee because it
establishes the philosophy of Trinity's
education and dictates limits on the
student's academic freedom, she continued.
"Dance is not necessarily a performance
oriented program, "Kellog stated. "Per-
formance is an aspect of it, but it offers
more; personal growth." It should be part of
our curriculum-dance should be recognized
as a serious discipline as all performing arts
should be, she concluded.
Stow Walker
"I am sincerely interested in the
Curriculum Committee—it has puzzled me
from the time I started to serve on it last
year," Walker said. He feels the political
know-how he gained on the Committee last
year will help him be an effective member.
Walker notes that it is an important
committee because it is a clearing house for
new ideas. This committee cannot be afraid
to try new things, he noted. "New ideas
must survive at Trinity in these times when
the school is cutting back and being
generally austere; you cannot run a school
like a corporation—you must be inventive."
He stressed that people come here and
want to be exposed to things because it
might be their last chance before taking a
job. "The Curriculum Committee must be
more than an efficient body—it must be
intellectually interested and open to new
ideas," he said.
He feels dance could be a performance
program, but it is not allowed to become one
here.
Cindy Rowley
Cindy Rowley, is running for the
Curriculum Committee because she is upset
by somethings, including the dance major,
anthropology courses and the Eugene
Frankel situation.
Rowley would like to see "diverse kinds of
courses offered," even at a small school,
such as Trinity, she noted. The Curriculum
Committee is in a key position, she said,
particularly where students are involved.
Dance should be a major, Rowley ex-
plained, but, "not as a major only for per-
formance." There are a lot of valuable
things that anybody can learn in dance, she
added.
With diverse options in the curriculum,
Rowley said she hopes to see a more diverse
student body.
Gail Andrews
We need people to find what all students
want not just what a few departments need,
stressed Andrews. Every student has
his/her own goals and fulfillments and the
Curriculum Committee must see every
student has this chance. Since this is a
liberal arts college, the Committee must
make sure the curriculum covers all areas,
she noted.
The Curriculum Committee decides if a
course should be continued or whether or not
"It also offers special courses, making.sure
that one student does not suffer at the ex-
pense of another," she said.
"It's (dance) just as important for those
who don't want to perform but want to take
dance for personal needs and exercise," she
said. Some want to perform, others do not.
Dance does belong in the Trinity
curriculum, because it is in a field in whicl
many can be interested.
Diana Kirk
Diana Kirk is running for the Curriculum
Committee because she feels there are
several issues which she would like to take
up with the Curriculum Committee.
These include cutting back in an-
thropology courses, abandoning the
education major because of its vocational
emphaisis, and continuing the 36-credit
, she said. "I feel that I could express a wide
range of student opinion on these issues'' she
continued. She feels the Curriculum Com-




Jeanne Horn is mainly interested in the
need for changes in the curriculum. She
feels many incoming freshmen go elsewhere
because of the fact that the Trinity
curriculum is limited.
Horn is also interested in student feedback
and think of myself as a vehicle to transport
the ideas of the students. "We need com-
munication between students, faculty, and
the committees," she said.
The Curriculum Committee plays a major
role in the college. It is one of the major
devices for bringing about changes. She
stressed the need for interaction between
committees and the college community.
Horn said dance should not be just per-
Formance oriented. "Performance is only
the result of learning dancing techniques,"
she continued. Dance should hold a place in
any curriculum nevertheless, she con-
cluded.
Arlene Kanter
Arlene Kanter believes the Curriculum
Committee to be one of the most powerful
committees open to students. She is running
for the Committee this year with a full
semester of experience on this committee
behind her. This, she believes is one of her
strong pluses.
According to Kanter, she is "working on a
proposal to lower the graduation
requirement to 32 courses." She noted this
requirement is different from 32 course
credits.
Kanter said she would like to see an-
thropology and Jewish-American studies
incorporated into the College curriculum.
She is also in favor of dance as a major. She
noted that it is not merely a glorified gym
program. The dance program is a coor-
dination of academics and physical energy,
she continued.
Kanter also worked to create a major in
Italian studies and Computer Science, she
said. The Trinity education is geared to a
liberal arts education, yet the committee
seems to be afraid of "cultural diversity,
such as Black and Jewish studies," she
noted. Kanter revealed that the cultural
studies programs are no longer being
funded by outside organizations.
Kanter concluded the purpose of an
education is to provide a diversity of ex-
periences, which she hopes to provide, if she
is re-elected.
Ann Fein place's a primary focus on the
catalogue of courses issued by the college.
"I think that along with the course
description, the teachers should publish a
statement of' their course on how it was
previously taught and on what they expect
of their students," she said.
Fein does not think the committee is as
important as it used to be. She notes that,
"except for student evaluations, it's a fairly
silent committee now."
Dance should be an important part of the
Trinity curriculum, stressed Fein, and she
feels that "in order to be a good dancer, you
have to be trained in all other kinds of music
and art." She concluded by noting that
dance uses the mind as well as the body.
of courses needed for graduation, Cohn said
that there should be a minimum of 34.
He said the Curriculum Committee is
important for getting courses changed and
approved. "I don't know exactly the
Curriculum Committee's power, but I do
think that students' positions can be voiced
and heard in all areas."
Cohn stated, "Dance as a performing
discipline definitely belongs in the College
curriculum." He said that dance is more
performance oriented and not really an
academic discipline, as the reading and
Writing assignments for dance courses are
not that demanding.
ment. Regarding a dance major, she said
there are pros and cons. "I'm not solid on
this yet, but right now, I'm more pro than
con."
Larry Glassman
"I want to be on the Curriculum Com-
mittee because I am not pleased with the
direction of the curriculum of this school,"
Glassman said. "It is too conservative and I
think a different outlook, be it radical or
whatever you want to call it, is necessary."
"I think we should think seriously about
reducing the number of credits," he stated.
"It is an important committee because it
has the power to control what students
study," he said.
Glassman felt that dance was per-
formance oriented, but that it has virtues as
discipline and should be open as an option
for students. "No person should not be
allowed to major in dance." "There is no
reason a person should not study dance
instead of chemistry." The Curriculum
Committee should let people study what
they are into as long as it is worthwhile."
"People have been losing sight of the fact
that school is for students' benefit—students
welfare is not being considered as the most
important consideration."
"Students should determine what they
want to study, not the faculty or ad-
ministration," Glassman said.
Charles Cohn
Cohn stated that there Is a need for
student representation in decisions
regarding courses and academic policies.
He said that presently there exists gaps in
the curriculum. "Specifically, more
diplomatic history courses should be of-
fered. There are now only three courses
offered in this field, and all three are in the
political science department, with none in
the history department. Additionally, there
should be more chances for independent
study outside of the IDP." Cohn also stated
that students shouldn't have to pay extra for
taking a sixth course in any one semester.
Regarding the controversy over the number
Dean Hammer
"I am running for this committee because
my view of education is relevant to the
committee," Hammer said. "My view is
that education is finding limitations and
then going beyond them." Hammer said his
action on the committee would reflect this
point of view. "The more you know the more
you realize you do not know. This opens up
doors for you—you. can gain an un-
derstanding."
"This committee is relevant because it
could change something like the number of
credits," he said. They should lower the
requirement from 36 to 34—it would have a
definite effect on a student's life because he
would be taking four instead of five courses.
"Dance is something more than per-
formance," Hammer said. "Theirs is a
technique beyond the actual body
movement-—you must put your theory into
practice." He feels that dancing is a
metaphor for life—- you must be able to
dance through life instead of trudge.
"You learn an attitude in dance and
performance is the culmination of this
theory," he stated. Hammer concluded that
you cannot separate dance from life.
Sue Coyne
Sue Coyne believes the Curriculum
Committee "has not been responsive to the
wishes of students." To remedy this, she
said, if elected, she will survey campus
opinion.
"People basically come to Trinity for the
curriculum," she said. "Students should be
able to decide how much work they want to
do," she continued.
Her views on the dance department at
Trinity are favorable. She notes it is moving
in the right direction, since the department
now includes courses in the history of dance.
"Dance is partly performance, but you don't
have to dance to be part of the whole
movement," she said. She particularly
disagrees with the apparent "frozen
faculty" problem in the dance department.
Coyne plans to deal with what the faculty
sees as necessary, and hopes to see what
students want, if elected, she concluded.
Susanne Tilney
Tilney stated that the Curriculum Com-
mittee is a very important committee, as
"the curriculum is obviously one of the most
important aspects of the College." She said
that she was personally very interested in
the committee. "There has been much
controversy recently regarding . An-
thropology, Dance, and Education at
Trinity." Tilney said the great thing about
our curriculum is its broadness.
"Yes, at this point since I'm not on it, I'm
not sure. Iwould like to know myself," she
said of the importance of the Committee.
Tilney said that dance by its very nature
seems to be performance oriented. She said
it is in a category like the drama depart-
Judy Hudson
"I have become dissatisfied with some
decisions made recently and want to change
them," Hudson said. "I am referring to the
decisions made to reject a dance major and
eliminate courses in anthropology and the
history and philosophy of science. She feels
the Curriculum Committee can make
decisions that will ensure the continuance o(
these courses."
Hudson believes other committees have
influence or make the decisions on some
curricular matters, but hopes she can help
the Curriculum Committee do its particular
duties. "These duties include approving
majors, student taught courses, and sup-
plements or changes to the curriculum," she
said.
"The dance program does not offer
professional training at Trinity," she said.
"You must take courses outside the college
if you wish to perform." She feels that there
is much you can get out of dance without -
performing. A purely performance oriented
course does not belong in the curriculum,
she concluded. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Nancy Moore
"I have strong views on various aspects of
the Curriculum Committee," Moore said. "I
think they should require 32 or 34 credits
instead of 36."
She said student advisory committees
should be created for each department for
greater student input. She believes
"students should have a greater say in who
teaches and what is taught.
"I have taken three independent studies
and am very concerned about them." She
said her experience with them qualified her
to make judgments concerning them.
Moore feels the Curriculum Committee
should not have all the power centralizea-it
should have outlets like students working
with each department. "The Committee
should be a major avenue of com-
munication," she said. .
"I feel that dance is one of the strongest
departments here and that it is neitnff
academic or performance," she saw.
"There is a performance aspect, but tnac
there is also reading. "It helps you earn
body movement." She felt that it should W
part of the curriculum because it enhances
the academic experience. "
Lisa Heilbronn
"After two years of work with course
evaluation, because I'm a double major, ana
have an interest in innovating in tn*
curriculum, I feel I'm interested ano
knowledgeable in the purpose of the com-
mittee," said Heilbronn.
Although the Curriculum Committee does
have influence in the area of self-taugni
courses and in the inclusion of department
and majors, she said, no decisive control on
the subject matter was given by depart
ments and therefore no decisive impact on
students.
Dance is as much of an art as is p
or scripture, noted Heilbronn. "I don t
of it (ehnce) as a technical training so mufl
as a honing of an artistic talent just as a g |
for writing has to be trained," she said. It*
a form of artistic expression and if wes ar
going to include such courses as EngM»
courses to develop writing talent, we shouw
also include dance, she said.
Camilla McRory did not want an *
terview and Peler Spielman was
available for an interview.
J
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Issues
Library Committee
(Editor's Note: The TRIPOD asked the
following questions of the candidates for the
Library Committee: Why are you running
for a Trustee Committee? Do you think
students on the Trustee Committee should
always argue for a student platform on all
issues, or act as an individual on all issues?
What do you hope to accomplish by being a
member of this committee?)
The Library Committee meets
periodically, at the request of either the
librarian or the chairman of the committee,
to review the needs and resources of the
library, to discuss policies relating to
library services, and to prepare recom-
mendations when appropriate to transmit to
the Board of Trustees. In addition to two
students, the librarian, the President, and
six trustees are members of the committee.
Andrew Yaffee
A library is an important building on any
campus, according to Yaffee. Because of its
importance it is necessary that it be well-
organized and efficient. The Trinity Library
is neither, said Yaffee, and he attributed
this to the fact that it has failed to complete
its scheduled conversion from the Dewey
Decimal System to the Library of Congress
System.
Having worked in a library for three
years, Yaffee said he is aware of the
enormity of this project Aside from re-
cataloguing the books (a large task in it-
self), it also requires changes in the
-catalogue cards on file. But it must be done
and not according to the time-table now
scheduled, he said.
Along with a conversion to the Library of
Congress system will come the end to
another problem of our library - the in-
consistency of the floor plan, said Yaffee.
The floor plan is extremely mixed up - you
can find books on Russian films in at least
four places - and Yaffee said he is sure a
reorganization of the library according to
the Library of Congress System can do this.
Ellen Shanley
Shanley thinks it's a good idea to have
student representation on something as
important as the library, which is the most
important source of information besides the
professors.
"The representative for this position
should act on behalf of student concerns. Its
not totally a personal thing," said Shanley.
She is not sure how much there is to the
group but this committee certainly can use
student input. She feels students have very
occasionally come up with good ideas and
suggestions, and notes there should be
representation. She said there is not enough
media equipment and organization at
Trinity. She feels the library should be the
center for all information. "I feel I can
perform well on this committee because I
have worked in a public library for the past Committee to present and argue student
five years and would like to go on to library views on the Library,
science," said Shanley.
Sutro said she would like to see more non-
written material in the library and more'
new books in areas relevant to course study,
not just additions by random collections.
Sutro noted that she would have salaries
for student workers reviewed and examined
if she were to be elected to the committee.
Marge Sutro
Marge Sutro feels that it is important that
students should be on the Trustee's Library
Student Activities Committee
(Editor's Note: The TRIPOD asked the
following questions of the candidates, who
are running for the Student Activities
Committee: Why are you running for the
Student Activities Committee: Why are you
running for this particular committee? Over
what do you feel the SAC has jurisdiction?
Hypothetical Question: Should the SAC give
one organization control over all the social
activity programming? Or, should socia!
activity programming be spread among
several organizations?,)
The SAC sets policy and procedures for all
recognized student organizations, acts on
recommendations and complaints from the
Budget Committee and the Mather Policy
Board, and refers actions outside its
jurisdiction to the appropriate College body.
Tony Piccirillo
Piccirillo said the Student Activities
Committee is an important committee, as it
is in charge of all student activities. He said
he is the only person currently on the SAC,
seeking re-election. He stated that he is also
on the Budget Committee. Thus, Piccirillo
added, he has much experience in dealing
with these matters.
The SAC is responsible for many things,
said Piccirillo. "It has final say over the
student Activities Fee; it approves con-
stitutions of all student organizations and
therefore controls which organizations get
budgeted. It is also responsible for activities
on campus and through indirect control,
decides on much of the social and cultural
Programming done at the College."
Piccirillo said the responsibility for social
activities should be spread among several
organizations. "I can't see how one
organization can handle it efficiently. As
Jong as organizations aren't overlapping,
they should all be able to do programming.'
would be more assurance of getting things
done. He said he did not see any problem,




William Bond said he was running for a
position on the SAC because he wanted to get
involved. He said he has seen things at
Trinity which he didn't like and which ought
to be changed. He also said running for the
SAC would be a goodway to start changing
things.
"I don't see anything that they (the SAC)
are doing," he said. He said he did not know
if this was the committee's fault or the fault
of an apathetic student body in general.
Bond said that he felt social activities
programming "should be spread among
several organizations." He expressed the
feeling that this would result in more
diversity in social activities, and that there
Steven Batson
I think the SAC is a pretty important
committee and I would like to take part in
some of the important decisions, said
Batson. The communication between the
SAC and some of the other committees could
be improved, he stressed.
He .noted that the SAC has jurisdiction
over the allocation of funds and where the
money should go and whether the requested
amounts are justified.
Control over social activity planning
should be spread out over several
organizations because of the greater
representativity of more viewpoints, said
Batson. That's what the inherent purpose of
the SEC is, to spread out the control among
groups, he concluded.
Lar ry Golden
"The main reason that I'm running for the
SAC is that I feel that student government
needs more responsible people who will
attend as many meetings as they possibly
can, who will be willing to spend some time
in order that student government may be
straightened out at Trinity," said Larry
Golden.
Golden said he felt that the SAC's duty is
to supervise allocations of funds to the
various student organizations at Trinity.
Since the funds the SAC has the opportunity
to work with are limited, it is important that
these funds be used wisely. Golden said that
he would like the opportunity to help
manage these funds.
Golden felt it was important that more
than one organization be responsible for
social programming, in order to "represent
the various special interest groups who
should have the opportunity to be en-
tertained.
However, Golden said he would like to see
some cooperation required among the
various groups, perhaps in the form of a
joint meeting every month or so. Currently,
he said, lack of coordination between the
groups resulted in sutiations like having
three jazz events in one week, and none the
rest of the year. .
Golden said he wanted to see more student
imput on Trinity social activities. He
suggested conducting a survey of the
student body, adding that the SAC might be
the group to do this, as they controlled the
money.
Jeff Clark, T. J. Gottesdiener, and Janice Hester were not available for interviews.
Steering Committee
S t a r s Note: The questions for the
candidates were as follows: Why are you
running for a Trustee Committee? What
special qualifications do you have for this
committee? What do you hope to accomplish
oy oemg a member of this committee?)
An ad hoc committee of the Trustees, the
m«nt"\g Committee meets regularly once a
month to review and to implement plans for
* " ™ s i n g by the College. Its primary
S " * a r e *« 2°*^ set, the timetable in
of *,«g mt
Oney> t h e identification of sources
for £ ? ' ! n d Participation in campaigns
he d l funds- The President, five trustees,
from ^ T of development, and members
a r fJ j ! u m n i a n d Parents Associations
r e a l s o members of this committee.
William Bond
h e i s running for a
bemuse I want to geth e h a d s e e n *ingS hire
^ f e l t should be
f"r Steerinc
Committee would be a good way -to get
started.
Regarding his qualifications for the
Steering Committee, Bond said he had been
involved in publication finance in high
school, working with the school newspaper^
year book, and literary magazine.
If elected, he said he hoped to help fulfill
the functions of the Committee.
Chip Kruger
"I'm running for the Committee in hopes
of balancing the interests of the College in
the future towards the students," said Chip
,Kruger.
For example, Kruger noted, during
Aetna's tennis tournament here this year,
students were completely shut out of the
Ferris facilities for four days. "I was talking
to some of the people involved and I found
o»t that Trinity didn't get a dime for it." He
said he felt that this was sacrificing the
interests of present students for a dubious
h«»n<»fit nt art * •"
Kruger said he felt that another problem
that had to be dealt with was that, as tuititon
and expenses continued to rise, Trinity's
student body was becoming more upper-
middle class and upperclass in orientation,
with fewer lower-middle class and minority
students in the student body. He said he felt
that if we had only one type of student here,
it would hurt our education.
"I want to get a feeling of how the
Trustees view the College," said Krager
Were its present or its future interests more
important to them, he asked. He also said he
understood that the college was doing little
to solicit aid from alumni who were in a
position to give money. He said he wanted to
explore this matter further.
Kruger said that his major in economics,
and his experience in working for the in-
vestment department of Traveler's In-
surance have prepared him to have a better
grasp of the financial aspects of the College,
and that this would add to the effectiveness Peter Spielman was not available for an
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Two separate views of Beth Page as the elderly, faded Southern matron, Cornelia being attended by her thoughtful,
quietsecretary, Grace, played by Tucker Erwin in Tennessee Williams'one-act drama, "Something Unspoken". The
play was directed by Timothy Warren and presented last Friday afternoon in the Goodwin Theatre.
Synchronized Swim Show Sails Smoothly
By Carla Rosati
Guided by whiffs of chlorine, I stumbled
up the stairs to the pool and perched on the
rock-hard seats to await with the
packed crowd (and in the stifling air!)
the third annual girl's synchronized
swimming show. Although my ac-
quaintance with synchronized swim-
ming had been limited so far
••(Ad'Busby Berkeley musical,'! was per-
suaded by my roomie (who just happened to
be one of the water nymphs) to abandon my
studies and rush down to Ferris to see how
entertaining water ballet could be.
Let me say from the start that syn-
chronized swimming is difficult; it's very
exhausting physical exercise just swim-
ming, and it's doubly difficult moving in the
water with the beat of the music and with
the rest of the swimmers. The girls put a lot
of hard work into the show and it really paid
off for them Thursday and Friday nights;
the numbers were choreographed and
executed well, with lots of fun for both the
performers and the audience.
The theme of the show was "Let Us En-
tertain You", with the numbers illustrating
various and varied forms of entertainment.
Some of the most popular numbers were a
square dance (with the swimmers in cutoffs
and bandanas really, sashaying and
promenading in the pool!), a salute to the
Rockettes, and a stripper routine, with the
girls slinking and shimmying in the water
with black stockings, tassels, and cot-
tontails,
Other numbers made good use of the
accompanying music and its rhythms in
their routines. A salute to television
featured a duet to the strains of the theme of
the "Sunday Mystery Movie", with the girls
moving perfectly with the music, doing
cartwheels and kips as the melody rose and
sinking underwater when it sank. "Syn-
copated Clock" set the rhythm for a clever
routine on time, but the best coordination of
movements with rhythm was in the
slithering "Pink Panther" number, with a
very effective use of diving from the
springboard.
Two numbers really stood out in both
excellence and audience appeal and ap-
proval. The first was an outstanding solo
number by Mickey Nowak on love, a routine
graced by both beautiful movements and
precision. The other number was unex-
pected; an ebullient routine by four guys
with water-polo shirts, who belly-flopped
and satirized the delicate movements of
water ballet to the accompaniment of
frenetic ricky-ticky music. And a special
note must be made of the perky wit arid
talent of Ann Scurria, who, as the page who
pranced across the edge of the pool will
placards announcing each number, per
fectly captured the spirit of each routine.
Marked by clever costumes, lighting
(especially the flickering half-light in the
silent cinema salute), and choreography,
the synchronized swimming show was great




Last Thursday night I once again
managed to work my way into the inner
recesses of the Bushnell by posing as a
Tripod reviewer. And once again they
couldn't find my alleged complimentary
tickets. They finally let me in this time just
to get me away from the ticket window.
The theatre was about three-fourths full,
and those who were there were treated to an
excellent evening of music by Pinchas
Zukerman and the English Chamber Or-
chestra. The program opened with Mr.
Zukerman conducting Mendelssohn's
Symphony #10 in B-minor for strings. The
piece was in one movement and resembled a
concert overture more than a symphony.
It became immediately evident that the
English Chamber Orchestra was a well-
rehearsed, precise group of fine musicians.
Intonation, phrasing, style, ensemble; all




After the Mendelssohn, Mr. Zukerman
returned to the stage, this time with his
violin, to play the Mozart violin concerto in
B-flat, K. 207. His playing was disgustingly
effortless; his bow seemed to move of its
own accord, with his hand merely following
it around. The performance was flawless,
and a pleasure to hear, although a Mozart
violin concerto is not, perhaps, the most
flashy, exciting violin piece one could hope
to listen to.
One thing that frankly annoyed me about
Mr. Zukerman was the manner in which he
conducted. For something as straight as
Mozart, all a conducter really need do is
start the orchestra. This is afl Mr. Zuker-
man should have done in my opinion, and
then assumed the role of soloist, but every
time the solo part had a few measures rest,
(quite often in a concerto of this period), Mr.
Zukerman for some reason felt obligated to
Rondo in C-major, K. 373. This rather short
piece was pleasant to hear, but once again
was not exactly an energetic virtuoso piece.
For a violinist of his caliber, it would have
been nice to see him attempt something a
little more daring. ,
The program closed with another or-
chestral piece, Haydn's Symphony #46 m a-
major. Why they chose this particular worK
I don't know; it was rather uneventful even
for a Haydn symphony. It at least coum
have had an exciting coda, but Haydn was
obviously saving these for his later sym-
phonies. • nfi
Nevertheless, the performance was once
again excellent, and the applause did noi
diminish even after the fourth curtain can,
The group was luckily equipped witn an
)re, which I recognized as the vercuencore,
String Quartet in E-minor. ...
Although the program selection was a.P
D b l a n d , the high quality of performance
turn around and conduct the orchestra, who both orchestra and soloist inade it a w
really didn't need a conductor at all. It worthwhile evening. If you like this kmd»
and more precision than the Hartfo
Since this is the season that everybody
seems to be going out, we decided that it
would be appropriate to present a summary
of some of the better restaurants we have
visited this year. The restaurants are rated
on the basis of atmosphere, style, food
quality and service, and most importantly
the reviewer's personal taste and
idiosyncracies. Five stars are the highest
rating—one is the worst.
1) La Trattoria *****
Rt. 44
Canton
Fantastic salad bar, sophisticated, yef
relatively casual atmosphere. Italian-
American food which is just super. Dinners
run $15-40... Reservations are recommended
on weekends.
2) The Hearthstone *****
650 Maple Ave.
Owned by the same family that runs La
Trattoria the food is uniformly superb. The
atmosphere is formal, as is the service.
Especially good are the Roast Beef, Veal
and Duckling. Dinners run $18-
42...Reservations are a necessity on
weekends.
3) Chuck's Steak House ****
788 Farmington Ave.
Farmington
Great steaks at very reasonable prices.
Very casual atmosphere—salad bar is
second in Hartford only to La Trattoria.
Dinners run $10-18.
4) Jay's International Place ***** 1/2
360 Ocean Blvd.
Hampton, Beach, New Hampshire
For grinder connoisseurs this is seventh
heaven. Only a year old, Jay's has already
acquired a truly "international" reputation,
which takes many restaurants decades to
achieve. Jay's is the home of the Syrian Sub,
which is a gastronomical dream come true.
Featuring a grinder smorgasbord and also
oven-hot pizza. Service is excellent, as is the
location which is right on the waterfront.
Meals run $2.00 to $6.00.
5) El Comedor ***
Holiday Inn
Quality food at premium prices. At-
mosphere is fairly formal and somewhat
stiff. Best bets are the shrimp or the





Great, inexpensive Mexican food. Super-
almost seemed an insult to his accompanists
to treat them as if they needed his guidance
every minute that he wasn't playing.
After intermission, Mr. Zukerman played
another piece by Mozart, this time the
music iSymphony, you'll be well satisfiedI if J»
the chance to hear Pm^s
or the English Chamberever getZukerman
chestra.
Musical Events at Trinity May 1-8
Wed. May 1 -10 p.m. Postlude Margaret Holmes, soprano, Garmany Hall.
Sat. May 4 - 8:15 Concert Choir Spring Concert, Chapel.
Wed. May 8 -10 p.m. David Meriwether, organ, Chapel.
casual atmosphere . . . Always order a-la-
carte as you will save money and stomach
linings . . . Dinners are $4-6.00 BYOB.
7) Mr. Steak *• 1/2
3237 Berlin Tpk.
Newington
Good steaks at reasonable prices—full
dinners are* served, (salad or soup, and
choice of potato). A family restaurant, the
atmosphere is aimed towards these
customers. No liquor served—so again,
BYOB. Dinners $7.00-12.




food. Service is apt to be s l o w o p£n
spending a 2 1/2-3 hours a dinner K
vations recommended . . ., uinnei» »
9) Honiss Oyster Co. **
44 State St. = e s At-





mosphere is unique—distinctly mio
Dinners $8-12.
10) Last National Bank
750 Main St. . ,ini,eual a'"
Good, overpriced food. Veryunujua f
mosphere based on a bank m o t l * : £ r e r s are
for pre- or postdinner drinks. Dinners.
$19-32.
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Aerosmith & Springsteen
Rock Hard at UConn
By Reynolds Onderdonk
Aerosmith and Bruce Springsteen were on
hand this Saturday for an outdoor festival-
type rock concert opposite the skating rink
in the parking lot. Although the concert was
supposed to be free for UConn students only,
I had no trouble getting in for the simple
reason that it was utter chaos. Thousands of
people were streaming in at once for the 1-6
P.M. show and the deluge of humanity made
it all but impossible to scrutinize each
oerson's identification.
Gasping with relief as I was carried into
the parking lot on the elbows of the throng
my eyes lit up when I saw the stage: a
rickety-looking spidery affair that towered
above the expectant crowd. Columns of
massive loudspeakers (Marshall amps, if
you are interested) assured me that the two
dollars a friend of mine deviously made me
spend on gas to get me there was going to be
worth it, for I came for the express purpose
of having my ears blown out.
After a delay of an hour, as apparently
incompetent roadies scurried across the
stage laden with wires and tripping mover
mikes, I was surprised and delighted to hear
that Bruce Springsteen was starting off the
set as I was under the impression that
Aerosmith was going to be the only band
playing.
The emcee was shouting at the crowd to
use the portable toilets they had set up when
Bruce Springsteen and the Lower East
Street Band jumped on stage, leering and
smirking at the youthful gathering that
smoked, drank, threw frisbees, and
scratched their stomachs. Springsteen and
the band threw themselves into a hard
rock/blues/soul set that delighted the crowd
for an hour and fifteen minutes.
Springsteen is a name that has recently
come into its own. Critics have acclaimed
him as a new Dylan, and Time magazine,
(or was it Newsweek?), cranked out an
article on him, chiefly noting his talents as a
lyricist. I don't know what the background
story is on Bruce Springsteen, as I had
almost no idea who or what he was before he
leaped up and screamed; all I know is he
and his band, which included drummer,
bass guitar, piano, electric piano/ac-
cordion/organ and saxophone players can
electrify an audience and make them jump
up and shout.
Guitar slung phallically between his legs,
Springsteen jumped around stage peeling
off riffs and blowing his blues harp in one of
the most satisfying shows I have seen.
Sounding like a cross between Otis Redding
and Joe Cocker, he sang of New York streets
and the loneliness to be found in them. His
last song, which I imagine to be called
"Rosie" was the most musically satisfying,
as it was fast moving "foot-stompin"' hard
rock which finally moved the crowd to stand
up and scream for an encore. Springsteen
cheerfully complied and obliged his
audience one more time, finishing off in a
blast of guitar and bass chords. If Bob Dylan
was to appear on stage after that, I would
have shouted him off.
The stage crews took an hour and a half to
set"* up Aerosmith's junk and take off
Springsteen's. The crowd was in an ugly
mood as equipment kept making funny
noises while a white-faced roadie insisted
only five more minutes were all that they
needed.
At four o'clock, Aerosmith "came on
flash, monster mash, motors on their feet",
which is an appropriate quote because they
dressed like Mott the Hoople. Steven Wyler,
lead vocals, was dressed in spangled blue
tights and a maroon velvet robe. A mean
looking lead guitarist was dressed in black
tights, black shirt and had a black guitar
that matched his black hair and black
sunglasses. The rhythm guitarist was
dressed in skin-tight light blue satin trousers
and a negligee-like wispy etc., etc. They lay
into "Same Old Song and Dance" and
"Pandora's Box" with a vengeance, Wyler's
thick lips wrapped around his harmonica.
Wyler amused me immensely when he lifted
his mike and stuck it over his drummer in
order to catch grunts and groans in that
worthy's attempts at a frenzied drum solo.
Steven Wyler recaptures the old Mick
Jagger despite himself. Jagger-sized, with
Jagger-lips and Jagger-hair, Wyler jumps
about on stage Jagger-like. His voice is
reminiscent of Jagger also, but I believe
Wyler to be a better hard rock and roll
singer, with a better range than Jagger ever
had. He even dresses as Jagger used to,
complete with robes and strips of cloth on
his mike-stand.
Fairport Convention was also scheduled
after Aerosmith but I didn't want to rot
through another hour and a half of stage-
wrecking. Suffice it to say that Bruce
Springsteen and his Lower East Street Band
and Aerosmith are both excellent bands and
I was tired as hell when I left.
Going-Out Guide
ON CAMPUS-
Cinestudio- Tonight: Playtime (7:30),
a French film with Jacques Tati as M.
Hulot; Belle de Jour (9:40), a film by
Luis Buneul,
Wednesday through Saturday: Travels
with My Aunt: (7:30); Day For Night
(9:45), a film by Francois Truffaut which
won the 1973 Academy Award for Best
Foreign Film.
Music- See Musical Events Box
Exhibits- Faculty of the Studio Arts
department exhibits their own works in
tne Austin Arts Center gallery through
May 3rd.
Dance- Woodwork, an informal
showing of dance by the Intermediate
Dance Composition class will be held in
Seabury 47 this Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
Theatre- The National Theatre In-
stitute Bus Company presents "Souls on
£> rc ' . a project of the Eugene O'Neill
ineatre Center, tonight at 8:15 in the
^oodwin Theatre. Admission is free.
OFF CAMPUS-
Theatre- Yale Repertory Theatre
Presents the world premiere of Isaac
H.asnevis Singer's new comedy, Shlemiel
" e fIrs<- playing in the rotating
repertory series with the double-bill
Premieres of Sam Shepard's Geography
a i i o r s e Dreamer and Adrienne
?v s An Evening with Dead Essex
r e n c e McNally's The Tubs.
^ p Sondheim and Burt Shevlove's
""weal adaptation of Aristophanes' The
f -°p e n s M a y 20th- For t i c ket in-ion, call 562-9953.
f Stage Company performs
^ i n ' s A Touchfof the Poet now
M a y 5th- Rfchard Brinsley
Mav ?n>hS Jh ,f Sch001 for Scandal °P e n s
L th; C a l 1 525"4258 f o r reservations.
Theatre, New Haven
presents the American premiere of
British playwright Peter Nichols' The
National Health through May 3rd. Bertolt
Brecht's The Resistable Rise of Arturo
Ui opens May 10th. Call 1-878-4282 for
information.
The national touring company of Jason
Miller's Pulitzer-prize winning drama,
That Championship Season plays the
Shubert Theatre, New Haven April 29-
May 4th.
Dance- Members of the Watertown
Dance Theatre Workshop will use the
Wadsworth Atheneum's Avery Court as a
background for performance of con-
temporary dance on Sunday at 3 p.m.
Music- Richie Havens performs at the
Bushnell Memorial on Saturday at 8 p.m.
Dionne Warwicke sings at the Bushnell
on Sunday at 8:15 in a performance to
benefit the Dionne Warwicke scholarship
fund of the Hartt Opera-Theatre Guild.
Exhibits- Brandywine Heritage '74, an
exhibit of paintings by Howard Pyle,
N.C. Wyeth, Andrew Wyeth, and James
Wyeth will be presented at the Museum
of Art, Science, and Industry, 4450 Park
Ave., Bridgeport, now through May 28th.
Admission is $1.50.
New Photo Realism: Painting and
Sculpture of the 1970's, an exhibit of work
by 30 contemporary American and
European artists dealing with the new
photo-realism trend in art will be held in
the Wadsworth Atheneum's Austin
Gallery through May 19th.
The Shape of Sound, an exhibition of
sounds from the natural world by artist
Howard Jones is on display in. the
Atheneum's Tactile Gallery through
June 3rd.
Hartford Architecture Conservancy
presents an exhibition of photographs of
Hartford's historic cityscape through
May at the Atheneum. ________
The Trinity Pipes will perform their
annual spring concert this Friday, May 3,
at 8:00 p.m. in the Washington Room.
Last year, "Button down Sounds" was
incorporated into Trinity's 150th An-
niversary Celebration in the Ferris
Athletic Center, and the enthusiastic
audience totaled 1,500 members of the
College Community. This year, the
Pipes' repertoire includes songs by The
Beach Boys, John Denver, The 5th
Dimension, John Hartford, and Sergio
Mendes, as well as traditional folk songs,
and original compositions.
Also appearing will be Dick Norden &
Andy Taussig, "pianists unex-
traordihaires", who were first heard at
the Mather Hall Talent Show earlier this
year. Tickets are $1.00, and may be
purchased at the door.
Front row: Greg Duffy; Elizabeth Ross; David Snyder; Paul Loether; and




ALICE IN WONDERLAND—Disney's first
reissue of one of its least successful
animated films is proving to be a large
success, particularly in college towns. This
is due in large part to the heads who are
comprising the bulk of the audience and
enjoying "Alice" in the same way they
enjoyed "Fantasia". (Showcase Cinemas)
BLAZING SADDLES—Mel Brooks spoofs
the Hollywood western genre in his new
comedy. Reviewers found this film to be
funny in spots, but the total effect does not
add up to a satisfying movie. (Cinema I, E.
Htfd., Central, W. Htfd.)
BUSTIN—Elliot Gould and Robert Blake
star in still another movie about a pair of
working cops, this time in the narcotics
division. Many critics found this picture
grim and repellant. (Showcase Cinemas)
CONRACK—Jon Voight pulls a switch on
Sidney Poitier as a white teacher in a poor
Southern community who arouses the wrath
of the school administrators with his
unorthodox method of teaching his young
black pupils. This movie was generally
enjoyed by the reviewers who praised
Voight's performance but found the film as
a whole rather syrupy. (Cine Webb,
Wethersfield, Bloomfield, E. Htfd.)
THE CONVERSATION—Gene Hackman
stars in a film by Francis Ford Coppolla (of.
"Godfather" fame) about the invasion of
privacy in contemporary life. Critics
praised the film and especially Hackman's
fine performance. (Burnside, E. Htfd.)
THE EXORCIST—Hugely popular tale of
the demonic possession of a 12-year-old girl
which necessitates the summoning of an
exorcist. Critics' ratings ranged from
"masterpiece" to "utter garbage."
(Showcase Cinemas)
THE GREAT GATSBY—Buried under an
avalanche of pre-release publicity,
Paramount's third film version of F. Scott
Fitzgerald's classic tale of the spoiled, in-
dolent rich could only be a masterpiece in
order to live up to the public's expectations.
According to the major reviewers, it
assuredly is not. The performances, though,
were highly lauded. (Showcase Cinemas)
THE LAST DETAIL—Jack Nicholson and
crony are assigned the task of delivering an"
18-year-old kleptomaniac to a naval brig.
The film was well received, particularly in
light of a fine performance by Nicholson.
(Cinema City)
PAPILLON—Marathon adventure of escape
which stars Steve McQueen and Dustin
Hoffman. Critics found the movie dull and
difficult to sit through. (Cinema City)
SERPICO—Al Pacino is at his best as an
honest New York City cop who is helpless
against the rampant corruptions he sees in
fellow officers. Critical accolades.
(Showcase Cinemas)
THE STING—Paul Newman and Robert
Redford play a pair of confidence men out
to swindle big-tfme hustler Robert Shaw.
Critics rate this picture highly for its en-
tertainment values. (Elm, W.Hartford)
THE THREE MUSKETEERS—Dumas'
classic tale of swashbucklery is second only
to the Bible in readership. Reviewers found
the latest screen version to be a sheer
delight, rich in visual sweep, with a winning
all-star cast. (Cinema City)
Kathy Falk (right) admires Ann Convery's crystal as the two reminisce in
Lanford Wilson's "The Great Nebula in Orion", directed by Mitchell Karlan
and presented yesterday in the Goodwin Theatre.
ACORRECTION
The by-line for last issue's dance review
should have read only: "By Karen Siegel"
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editorial
On May 2 and 3 you will vote for candidates to represent you on
student, student-faculty • and Trustee committees.
Because we felt this is an important decision, we interviewed can-
didates, who are running for what we considered are the key com-
mittees, the Academic Affairs Committee, the Budget Committee, the
Curriculum Committee, the Student Activities Committee, and the four
Trustee Committees. In; this way, you too will be able to "know" the
candidates.
Based upon these interviews and incumbants' past records, we offer











Committee on Buildings And Grounds
Gary Morgans

















Although we have endorsed these candidates,, you yourself should
consider carefully each candidate's merits before voting on Thursday
and Friday.
From the Inside
Frankel And The Issues
By Martin Landsberg
First I am very happy and excited that
Gene Frankel has been rehired for two more
years. I think it is a great victory for those
students and faculty who refused to let this
issue die.
In evaluating what has taken place, one
must think carefully about the report of the
Academic Freedom Committee and the
letter from the President. The very fact that
the President's letter informed only the
faculty ot his decision is symbolic of the
whole affair. This is an issue that obviously
involved the whole Trinity community. I
think that many people tried to keep the
community from taking action, and the fact
that the President did not inform the whole
college was most indicative of this line of
action.
I also think the Committee's report
showed that there were specific misun-
derstandings in the way the physics
department on the one hand and the Ap-
pointments and Promotions Committee and
administration on the other hand viewed
Gene Frankel's position. I do not think the
President should have referred to his
decision to to rehire Gene Frankel as one of
"generosity". The Committee as well as
concerned students and faculty did much
hard work and I do not think it was a
situation that required generosity, but the
reversal of an unjust decision.
I am also disturbed by several recent
Presidential statements. If you remember,
the faculty created a committee to study
appointments and promotions decisions.
This committee has barely begun its
deliberations and yet we have the
President's statement in which he asserts
that there is no need for change. It has also
come to my attention that he has written
each member of that committee indicating
the same position and in addition has
written a letter home to the parents of
Trinity students stating his satisfaction with
the present procedures. It seems that the
President would have an opportunity to
voice his opinions when called upon by the
committee, but that he should not be at-
tempting to use his privileged position to
influence the Committee's conclusions.
The President in his letter to the faculty
states, "Thus we as a faculty can discuss the
irresponsible allegations of political bias
(emphasis added)." When one reads this
allegation of irresponsible charges the
obvious implication is that there is no
political bias at Trinity; that we have an
orderly objective process of selection. Yet, I
have been involved in an incident stemming
quite directly from the Gene Frankel case
which demonstrates that the situation is
quite different from that described by the
President.
Approximately one week ago, I was called
by a colleague on the faculty and informed
that the Dean of the Faculty had stated his
displeasure with me because he (Dean Nye)
had heard from some students that I had
taken at least two full days of class time to
discuss the Gene Frankel affair. The im-
plication was that I was not engaged in
teaching my subject matter. I was forcing
students to hear my personal political
positions and that I was attempting to
recruit student support in my class for
personal reasons.
I was rather stunned. First the charge is
not true, and yet had been passed on by the
Dean to at least one faculty member without
any attempt to verify or discuss the charges
with me. In attempting to find out how
widespread it had become, I discovered that
the chairman of my department had been
informed by the Dean, but had also heard
this rumor from another source (still
unknown to me). It remains to be discovered
how widely this rumor has been
disseminated.
It is important that this issue not be seen
as just a personal matter. Important
principles are involved which extend beyond
what is said about me as an individual. The
central question is who has the respon-
sibility to decide what should be discussed in
a class and how much time should be given
to any particular topic. If an issue is of
importance to the Trinity community (which
must include both students and faculty) is it
not legitimate to devote some class time to
discussing it? The attempt to insinuate that
such discussions of unpopular issues in class
should be looked upon as questionable
teaching activity is a direct violation of
. academic freedom.
Notice how the objective judgement of
teaching competency becomes politically
subjective. I was being branded a poor
teacher because of supposedly discussing a
political issue.
This kind of rumor has the effect of
communicating administrative (or other)
displeasure with certain classroom
behavior (i.e. we know what you do in class,
and we do not think "good teachers" do
that). This procedure is very much a part of
the Trinity atmosphere. There is no way
around seeing this as a direct violation of
academic freedom and as an attempt to
intimidate the faculty.
I also resent the corollary to this
discussion which is that somehow students
are easily duped, manipulated or led by
professors into taking positions on im-
portant issues. Perhaps students wish to
discuss problems which relate to their lives
and perhaps they wish to act upon them. I
for one believe that this is. true and do not
find it surprising. So I think that there is
much work that remains to be done. This
fact should not take away from the victory
that the Trinity community has won. Tne
students should understand that their voice
in this matter was an effective one, and mat




After serving this past semester as a
member of the Curriculum Committee, I
have decided to run for re-election. And, at
this time I feel compelled to make my views
known.
During these past few months I have
become sensitive to the strengths and
weaknesses of the Committee, and have
grown aware of its procedures, and those
issues which lie within its jurisdiction. For
example, the Curriculum Committee does
not automatically reconsider the 36 credit
requirement. The Committee would act on a
proposal brought before it; it would create a
subcommittee to study the proposal. This
fundamental issue must not wait until next
year. Except for the aid of two students, who
will not even be at Trinity next fall, I have
been preparing a proposal to lower the
course requirement, alone; and I hope to
present my proposal before the end of this
year. Several candidates have expressed
their interest in working to lower the
requirement. Where have these interested
students been all this year?
Secondly, I feel it is necessary to present
my voting record. Although I was not a
member of the Curriculum Committee when
the proposal for the Dance Major was
denied, I strongly support the creation of
such a major. Dance is a reputable
discipline of study, and the demand for a
major in dance is obviously present.
Therefore, as Trinity claims to have the best
interest of its students in mind, the Dance
Major must be passed. I voted in favor of
Professor Lerner's Intensive Study
Program both when it was first rejected,
and after its revision, when it was proposed
again and passed. Finally, I strongly believe
that there must be an increase in the
number of American and Jewish Studies
courses within our curriculum. In fact,
courses in Jewish Studies would not exist
letters to
courts and practiced for about ten minutes
^wUlc.w *«. Uv.,,.o., ui u.es umu uL CAIOI Saturday, a Ferris janitor asked us to le
next year, if a handful of students and so he could sweep the courts for a varsity
faculty members had not made our sen-
timents known.
The curriculum of Trinity College affects
each one of us, personally; therefore, I have
grown increasingly frustrated when change
is attempted and only a few students help in
the fight. Trinity College is no longer a
school for "young men." It is a community
of men and women from various
backgrounds and with a multiplicity of
interests. Therefore, the curriculum must
meet the demands of its students. Trinity
College claims that it desires students and
faculty members with diverse concerns and




When we walked onto the outdoor tennis
match that afternoon. _
reasonable, except for the fact that fte aw
this at 10 AM for a 2 PM match a full«"
hours later for a job that appeared to taken
more than an hour to do. I inquired asi to wny
he was doing it so early and was tola i» •
Roy (Dath, I assume) told me to. We tm
tried to play indoors, but found unit A W
closed. Janitors said automatically, »"'»J"
we're closed today." *
I would like to ask Dath or any
Ferris bureaucrat a couple of <lu<*1. t0
realize help on weekends is limited due
financial considerations, but why can t tnt
indoor tennis courts, squash courts, -
other facilities that only need the ug
turned on (as opposed to swmirmng wn.c
needs a lifeguard) be available for "
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A Study of the
Community of Trinity College
Prepared by Randolph M. Lee and George C. Higgins, College Counselors
(Editor's Note: This study is printed inits entirety, except for eight tables from Section
E: Impact of Co-Education.)
"In the 1960's many of the assumptions on which. American society rested were
called into question. The older generations were sometimes skeptical of
established institutions; the young were often actively hostile. Schools, colleges,
and universities seemed particularly vulnerable. They, perhaps more than other
institutions, were obliged to cope with the effects of a cultural revolution that had
its greatest impact on (and impetus from) youth, a growing segment of the total
population now in a position to make its influence felt."
(Graubard & Ballottd, 1970)
There appear to be two simultaneous and interdependent factors related to the
changes described above, particularly as they apply to colleges and universities
generally, and to Trinity College specifically. One is a relatively recent, and still gradual
realization of an historic misperception among psychologists, educators, and others; the
other, a more immediate and less gradual confrontation of this misperception by
students. These require some elaboration.
Historically, college and university education was conceptualized in terms of in-
tellectual development and pursuit of academic knowledge in an environment of
physical and mental tranquillity and relative isolation from external interference. The
implicit psychological assumption was that these individuals, having achieved a
relatively full degree of personal developmental maturity could (and more importantly,
should) invest all their energy into their academic pursuits. The four years an individual
spent in college were simply not viewed by psychologists or educators as particularly
important ones in terms of significant personal development. In fact, as Nevitt Sanford
wrote,
"It would hardly have occurred to the psychologist or psychiatrist who wished to
understand the development or characteristic functioning of a particular adult
personality to look to the college years for important determining events." (1962,
pp. 809-810).
Going only about the business of academic instruction, colleges and universities
dismissed the relevance of anything but intellectual development, to the point where
Sanford also noted, little more than a decade ago, that
"Implicitly or explicitly it is commonly assumed by educators...either that the
student is already sufficiently developed, or that the level of his development does
not matter." (1962, p. 27).
Historically, even within the traditional academic model little individual and personal
intellectual development was encouraged or even permitted. It suffices to quote from the
Trinity College Catalog of January, 1938:
"In addition to the regular courses of instruction arrangements are made from
time to time, at the convenience of instructors, for voluntary studies in such
subjects as may profitably be pursued by undergraduates; but no voluntary study
may be counted toward satisfying the requirements for any degree." (p. 49 Un-
derline added)
This perception of the college student has only very recently begun to become anar-
chronistic, "and we have only begun to understand the intensity of the social and
psychological processes (intrapersonal and interpersonal) which are at work
simultaneously, and too often in opposition to the "traditional" intellectual processes.
As Erik Erikson (1959) cogently points out, in additipn to, intellectual experiences,
these individuals are involved intensely in, '
a state of acute identity diffusion (in which)...a young individual finds himself
exposed to a combination of experiences which demand his simultaneous com-
mitment to physical intimacy, to decisive occupational choice, to energetic
competition, and to psychosocial self-definition." (1959, p. 123).
We are only recently facing the fact that the commitment of our colleges and
universities must be similarly multi-faceted, and just as involved.
lne second factor mentioned above concerns the "confrontation of this misperception
py students." As the awareness grows, initially on a theoretical level, students have
impatiently, but often quite justifiably, demanded that these realizations be employed
operationally as well as hypothetically. They insist that we try rather than postulate;
mat we gather experiential evidence rather than theoretical assumptions. The clarity
ana optimism of what we too frequently dismiss as "naive idealism" is an exciting and
valid contrast to the "traditional" reticence and conservatism of our colleges and
universities.
Students are unwilling to retain the "ivory tower'' in its classical form. They reject the
aescnphon of college offered by historian William Prescott in 1849 which is only recently
becoming dated:
"that little world of itself, shut out by a great barrier, as it were, from the past
equally from the future, bounding the visible horizon of the student like the wall of
a monastery." (Prescott, 1849).
dpm F a dissoluation of the "ivory towers" is at once cause and effect of their
emands for experimentation and change. The students' exposure to and involvement in
wthT«tC be.y°nd t h e college serves as a course of fresh incentive for relevant change
roia V instltution, and the direction of the sought changes is toward greater,
'eiateciness with the larger community outside the college.
Many colleges and universities are today far more willing, in fact eager, to move
toward change than ever before. Retaining the primary concept of academic excellence
as an inviolable value, but also more clearly and more practically acknowledging the
other simultaneously vital components of individual growth and development, colleges
and universities such as Trinity, and their students, have, in the past few years, designed
and effected numerous significant changes, both in the academic and non-academic
quarters of the institution. Some changes have been major (at Trinity, for example, co-
education and the new curriculum), others less far-reaching (administrative
reorganization, redefinition of social regulations, student government demise, etc.).
The enthusiasm and momentum for change, however, coupled with the un-
derstandable pressures of urgency too easily permits us to table the vital process of
evaluating these decisions and experiments. Growth and change are not ends in them-
selves but the foundations of further development.
For the process of change to lead to effective ends, and for it to precede further
significant development, evaluation must be a continual and reliable process. We cannot
rely solely on careful planning, common sense, informal or interinstitutional concensus,
or well-intentioned pressure in justifying our current direction or delineating our future
goals, though nei ther can we afford to exclude them.
The past lew years have seen considerable change at Trinity. Much of it has been
received with enthusiasm and optimism; some has opened the door to new problems.
There had, however, been no clear, empirical, systematic, concrete and broad
evaluation of the effects of these changes on the Trinity Community.
"A Survey of the Community of Trinity College" was conceived in early 1971 as an
initial step toward such an evaluation. Throughout its planning and implementation two
essential goals guided the project.
First, the study sought to return the information to students, who, after all, were the
ones who gave the several hours required to complete the surveys, so that their un-
derstanding of their own behavior and attitudes could be based on facts more reliable
than what freauentlv amounts to anxious or euphoric misperceotion. The second was to
provide a general body of information to faculty and administrators in order to maintain
vigorous and effective dialog and communication and to provide an empirical basis to
assist in their continuing planning and day-to-day operation, and future institutional
research.
The "Survey of the Community" was distributed in two parts: Book I, Non-Academic
Aspects of the Community, was mailed in November 1971. Book II: Academic Aspects of
the Community, reached students in April, 1972. Half of the student body (719 or 49.2%)
returned Book I completed, an unusually high percentage or return for such a survey.
Book II, distributed just prior to final exams, was completed by approximately one-third
of the students (464 or 31.7%), a lower, but still quite statistically legitimate figure. Table
0-1 compares the percentage of surveys received from each class and sex with the same
groups in the actual college population during 1971-1972.
While there is a recognizable overrepresentation of women in the survey (e.g., 40.6% of
the respondents to Book I were women, while the percentage of women at the college was
33.7%), the figures are not considerably disparate.
TABLE 0 - 1 : COMPARISON OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS WITH ACTUAL ENROLLMENT.
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Tests of statistical significance were made on the data to determine if a) the respon-
dents to each book as a group were representative of the college as a whole, and b) if
respondents to each book were similar to each other. To accomplish this, questions asked
in both books were compared with each other, and questions which could be validated
with actual figures (e.g. major, percentage of students on financial aid, kind of secon-
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dary school, etc.) were compared with data from the Registrar's Office. All such com-
parisons were made with group totals and percentage figures, and no individual student
records were examined.
With the exception that women, students with higher grades averages, and white
students were somewhat overrepresented in the survey respondents, these comparisons
demonstrated that students who responded to the survey were generally quite
representative of the student body as a whole.
While any generalizations are subject to some distortion, it appears that data
presented in this report do approximate figures which would have resulted if every
student had completed the survey. The reader is cautioned, however, that the word
"approximate" is a relative one and that the apparent concreteness of, for example,
36.3% is potentially somewhat misleading.
The problem of generalization and interpretation of data such as that presented in this
report deserves some further elaboration. While we do believe that the figures listed in
this report do represent within a reasonable degree of accuracy the attitudes of Trinity,
students at the time the survey was taken, innumerable sources of bias make any sur-
vey, particularly one which deals with sensitive material, subject to some question.
Unfortunately, in many cases it is difficult even to delineate theoretically the direction in
which these biases occur. For example, it has been shown with respect to questionnaires
dealing with drug use, that some respondents will inflate their reporting of drug use in
order to be somewhat startling, while other students will report the use of less drugs than
is actually the case because of fears that somehow they will be identified personally and
action will be taken against them. Similar rationale has been presented to explain
response biases in both directions for other areas of questionnaire data. While the
comparisons which were made between the data reported here and the actual figures of
the Registrar's Office do lead to the conclusion that there is at least reasonable validity
to the findings reported, caution remains in order.
One additional area of caution in interpreting the figures reported in this survey is the
unfortunate time lapse between the academic year 1971-72 when these data were
collected, and the present report. The survey was originally designed such that actual
computer time in processing data could be kept to a minimum for financial reasons, and
the questions and format was designed to allow relatively easy processing by allied
computer hardware (card sorters, etc.) Problems were encountered in the data
processing both with regard to the initial computer runs which provided frequency
counts and percentages, and also with the allied equipment with which we had planned to
do the bulk of the sorting and analysis. As a result of these problems, the final form of the
data was not realized until late summer, 1973. It is quite clear that some of the data
reported in the survey, both with respect to attitudes and frequencies of particular kinds
of behavior, have changed since 1971-72 when the data were collected. We believe,
however, that given this additional caution in interpretation, the trends presented in the
data remain generally valid. In addition, because one of the purposes of the survey was
to provide a data base for future studies, and to serve as a pilot project through which
questions which might later be used in a briefer form of the survey could be identified,
that most of the primary value of the task remains in tact.
The "Survey of the Community of Trinity College" provides data on seven broad areas
of the Community within which, of course, there exists considerable overlap. In order to
present the findings most clearly, each is dealt with a separate section of the report. No
attempt had been made to provide all data which was collected. To do so would require
thousands of individual interpretive analyses and cross-correlations in the billions. It is
hoped that the results discussed provide a comprehensive general picture of the Com-
munity as well as specific findings. Your reactions to the report are most welcomed.
Section A: Residential Life
As a primarily residential institution, over seven-eights (88.6%) of the student body
lived in college operated residences. Of the remaining 11%, just over 3% lived at home
and almost 5% maintained an independent off-campus apartment. Compared with the
previous year, these figures represented a slight decrease in students living at home and
asUghtincrease in those living in off-campus apartments. The percentage of students in
each residence hall who responded to the survey almost exactly matched the actual
percentages reported by the Office of Student Services.
The residential areas of the campus may be viewed as three major geographic areas
(See Table A-l). The most highly concentrated area was the South Area (Wheaton,
Jackson, Smith, Jones, Elton, and New Britain Avenue) in which 40% of the students
lived (See Table A-l). Only in the North Area however, (North Campus, High Rise, Allen
Place, 90-92 Vernon, and the fraternities) was the sex ratio approximately equal to the
campus sex ratio of 2:1 (25% of all males, 27% of all females). Almost twice as high a
proportion of the men lived in the Quad Area, and while half the females lived in the
South Area, less than one-third of the males did.
The North and Quad Areas also maintained equal proportions of each class, while the
south area had a somewhat higher proportion of freshmen and sophomores.
Recent increases in residence hall demand has forced the College to acquire several
buildings on the periphery of the campus. If these peripheral residences are viewed as a
group (Allen Place, 90-92 Vernon St,, 194 and 216 New Britain Avenue) a notable disparity
emerges, The low priority afforded sophomores in room selection and the apparent
undesirability of these peripheral residences interact such that while only 12% of the
students lived in the "periphery", this included 36% of the sophomore class, as con-
trasted with no freshmen, 5% of the juniors, and 1% of the seniors.
This fact may have other effects as well. To begin with, sophomore year is often
considered the most difficult. Coupling this with abundant recent literature documenting
the negative effects of residential dissatisfaction on mood, motivation, and performance
raises the possibility of, in essence, exacerbating the "sophomore slump."
Overall evaluations of residence halls appear in Tables A-2 through A-8, and Table A-10
breaks down the evaluations by respondents living in each residence, Table A-9 was
drawn from tables A-2 through A-8 and summarizes the percentages of students who
evaluated their residence as "excellent" or "good" on each criterion.
In general, women tend to evaluate their residence higher than men (a fact partially
attributable to the nature of residences available to them), and ratings, understandably,
increase for each higher class because their priority allows selection of more desirable
residences. Two exceptions to the latter should be pointed out. Freshmen, who come to
college with no comparative reference, evaluate their residences more conducive to
social contact than any other class, and they evaluate their physical location more
favorably than sophomores and juniors.
To summarize, approximately three-fifths of the students rate the physical location of
their residence highly with a range of 52% for sophomores to 73% for seniors. The same
overall percentage applies to ratings of physical condition and conduciveness to privacy,
although the range of ratings on 'physical condition" varies more widely (43% for fresh-
men and 77% for seniors). Less than half of the respondents evaluate their residence's
conduciveness to Studying as excellent of- good, and freshmen are particularly critical,
with only one in four judging their dorm as "conducive to studying." An additional
corretery of the "periphery effect" discussed earlier is that only slightly over one-fourth
of sophomores view their residence as excellent or good in its conduciveness to social
contact. The "social contact" criterion is one of the only two criteria (with "con-
duciveness to rest and sleep") where women's evaluations were lower than men's.
While overall evaluations of residences sheds important light on general strengths and
problems, perhaps even more significant are the evaluations of individual residences by
their occupants. Composite residence evaluations, while serving a valid function ir
establishing selection priorities may fail to delineate the specific functional elements of i
given residence which significantly affect its perception as "good" or "bad" and
therefore, cloud the question of where effective change should come.
Table A-10 offers the average qualitative rating of each residence on each of the su
evaluated criteria made by occupants of that residence. Such figures may be of helj
particularly to students making selections for whom certain criteria are more importan
than others. Because some "less desirable" residences are quite highly regarded oi
some criteria, information of this nature may, additionally, help alleviate the "squeeze'
for the "best" dorms.
For example, while Wheaton and Jackson are generally considered to be among th
"top residences," they are evaluated rather low in conduciveness for study and socia
contact. Jones Hall, on the other hand, a "less desirable" residence, is considerei
"excellent to good" in its physical location and its conduciveness to social contact. As;
final example, High Rise is rated very low on the physical location and social contac
criteria, but very high in physical condition and conduciveness to rest and privacj
Inasmuch as great qualitative variation in residence halls exists at Trinity, more refine
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- - • evaluative delineations may be essential in appropriate selection and subsequent student
satisfaction.
The question of cohabitation has become an increasingly important one, particularly
as a result of the introduction of co-education, and recent liberalized Connecticut
legislation. At the time of the Study, (See Table A-12) slightly more than one-fifth of the
student body had "lived with" someone of the opposite sex (26% vs. 16%).
The tendency in cohabitation, however, appears to be more frequently a short-term
proposition. Only 5% of the students lived with someone of the opposite sex both during
the survey year and the previous year (4% male, 7% female), and only 4% spent almost
all of both years living with someone (these figures include the 1.8% of the students who
are married).
There do appear to be residence halls where cohabitation is more likely than in others,
in many cases for obvious reasons of available privacy or preponderance of un-
derclassmen, Residences where a high incidence of cohabitation was reported were
Cook, Woodward, and Goodwin (44% had lived with a member of the opposite sex), Elton
(31%), Jones, Northam, and Allen Place (22%). Low incidences were reported in Ogilby
(8%), and North Campus (7%). The highest incidence occurred among students living
off-campus (46%). It should be noted that the figures do not mean, for example, that 44%
of students in Goodwin were then cohabitating, but that 44% had done so at one time
while living there.
Of particular relevance to current problems of meeting the residential demand is the
type of facility preferred by students. (See Table A-13). Among the five options presently
available the consistent and overwhelming preference was for four person suites with
individual bedrooms as in High Rise and parts of the South Campus complex. There were
almost no sex and class differences, with 55% reporting first preference for these ac-
comodations. Next most desired were single rooms (26%), followed by the traditional
double (11%). Only a total of 3% preferred eigher "triples" or quadruples without
private bedrooms.
Table A-14 lists the perceived significant problems with residence halls, and Table A-ll
lists percentages of respondents living on co-ed floors during 1971-72.
Finally, based on respondent evaluation of the three best and three worst residences a
qualitative hierarchy of Trinity's residence halls was constructed. Because all
residences were not ranked by responses the ordering involved statistical ex-
trapolation. Several alternative approaches were utilized in constructing the list, the
reliability among which proved relatively constant. In two cases, pairs of residences
were ranked quite closely and these have been bracketed to so indicate. The heavy lines
delineate very clearly distinguishable qualitative groups.




























































































































North Area - North Campus, High Rise, Allen Place, 90-92 Vernon, Fraternities
Quad Area - Cook, Woodward, Goodwin, Jarvis, Northam
South Area - Wheaton, Jackson, Smith, Jones, Elton, New Britain Ave.
Periphery - Allen Place, 90-92 Vernon, New Britain Ave.
TABLE A-3: Residence hall ratings r PHYSICAL CONDITION
Excellent Good Fair
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TABLE A - 5 : Res idence h a l l r a t i n g s - CONDUCIVENESS TO SOCIAL CONTACT
TABli A - 9 : PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO EVALUATED THEIR RESIDENCE HAIL AS
"EXCELLENT" OR "GOOD" ON EACH CRITERION.
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TAMJ5 A - 6 : R e s i d e n c e Hal l r a t i n g s - CONDUCIVENESS TO REST AND SLEEP
Total












































38.9 29.2 15.3 8.3 8.3
_ ,
34.5. 24.7 17.9 14.4 8.5
14,4 36.7 31.4 15.4 2.1
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TABLE A-15: QUALITATIVE HIERARCHY OF RESIDENCE HALLS.
TABLE A-11:Percentage of respondents living on official co-ed floors.
Not thia Not this This year This year































NEW BRITAIN AVENUE (216 and 194)
ELTON
9 0 - 9 2 VERNON STREET
"JONES HALL
ALLEN EAST & ALLEN WEST
NORTH CAMPUS
TABLE A-12: Percentage of respondents living with someone of the opposite sex.
Not this Not this













































1.6 1.6 55.6 5.7
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Note: This hierarchy is based on evaluations by all survey respondents
Brackets Indicate close similarity between pairs in the.ratings.
Lines designate clearly distinguishable groupings, i .e. there is
a considerable difference between residences above and below, the
heavy lines.
Section B: Drug Use
One of the most problematic areas in any evaluation of college student behavior
concerns the use of a plethora of natural and artificial chemicals. Indeed the word
"drugs" is certainly a misnomer and has been used to describe everything from
alcoholic beverages, to the dried leaves of the female variety of a natural plant, to the
water soluble essence of the beans of another plant, as well as manufactured chemical
compositions. Nevertheless it provides a convenient, if inaccurate, umbrella. With that
proviso "drugs" will be used to represent the totality of substances described in this
report.
As with any other set of statistics, the same data may be represented to provide almost
any conclusion and the reader is again warned of this fact as he peruses the figures
presented here.
More than once during the survey year, practically all students used aspirin (91%),
alcohol (92%), and caffeine (92%), (the latter, it should be recalled, is present in cola
beverages, tea, and No-Doz, as well as coffee). Only in the case of caffeine is that used
quite frequent (81% use it at least once a week as compared with 51% for alcohol and 21%
for aspirin). Only two respondents in five (39%) smoked cigarettes or cigars, and less
than one-third (32%) do so at least weekly.
Marijuana had been tried more than once during the year by about half of the
respondents (52%), a figure higher than those who had smoked cigarettes in the past
year, but the frequency of marijuana smoking is lower than that of cigarettes with only
one-fourth smoking marijuana at least once a week.
Mescaline and stimulants were each used more than once in the year by about one
student in ten, but virtually no one used either drug more than once a week.
Hallucinogins, declining significantly in popularity since 1969-70, were used more than
once in the year by under 6% while only two people (.3%) reported using them once a
week or more. Use of hard narcotics was reported at 3.5% for use more than once a year,
and practically all of these respondents reported using them no more than once a month.
There were differences between sexes for each of the five frequently used drugs when
frequencies of at least once a week are considered. More women than men used caffeine,
nicotine, and aspirin at least weekly (85% vs. 75%, 34% vs. 30%, and 25% vs. 18%
respectively), and more men than women used alcohol (57% vs. 44%), and marijuana
(29% vs. 21%) this frequently. Sex differences tend to dissolve when frequencies of
"once a year or more" are evaluated.
Differences in drug use between classes also demonstrated variability, although in
some cases the meaning of these differences are unclear. One predictable finding was
that the frequent use of caffeine slightly but steadily increased during college. Three-
fourths of freshman used caffeine at least weekly, while the percentages for the other
three classes were 79%, 81%, and 83% respectively,
For three of the other four most used drugs (alcohol, nicotine, and marijuana) a
similar pattern emerged although the actual percentages differed in each case. For
these drugs, fewer freshman than any other class used them at least weekly* followed by
a sharp rise among sophomores. There was a consistent drop in the percentage of juniors
using the drugs weekly or more often, although rise among seniors where the extent of
frequent use was highest. The only exception to this pattern was that the senior increase
in use of nicotine fell slightly short of the sophomore peak.
Aside from caffeine, discussed above, the only major drug not fitting this pattern was
aspirin. The number of students using aspirin at least weekly remained approximately
constant among freshmen and sophomores (1 in 5) then peaked among juniors (1 in 4),
falling back to the earlier 1 in 5 level among seniors.
The frequencies of use of the so-called "hard drugs" are so small as to make class
comparisons difficult, with the exception that for almost all (mescaline, sedatives,
narcotics, stimulants, hallucinogins, tranquilizers, and anti-depressants) there is some
increase from freshmen to sophomores. Other changes are present but they are
statistically very questionable because of the small frequencies of overall use. .
Figures B-l and B-2 graphically illustrate the drug use data. Self-report data on use ot
drugs, however, presents a significant validity problem in general. The psychological
literature suggests that, here perhaps more than in other areas of social inquiry, mere
are reasons to believe that figures may be both inflated and supressed from actual fact.
Many are hesitant to acknowledge drug use at all, or at least with the true frequency,
even when confidentiality is assured. Other studies have demonstrated that, at least witn
some drugs, respondents will report a higher frequency than is actually the case.
Because it is naive to assume that this over - and under-inflation simply balances out,
such data must be invariably viewed with tentativeriess. .... t
Students felt quite consistently that drug use at Trinity was essentially no diftereni
from use on other college campuses, with three fourths of the respondents so answering.
The remaining quarter were about equally divided in viewing use here as greater ana
less than at other colleges (Table B-3).
Roughly three respondents in five favor the legalization of marijuana. About 17%i were
indifferent or unsure and the same number were opposed to legalization (18%)r ,
i n e °~
attitudes were quite consistent between sexes and across classes, except that only nan oi
the freshman responsents favored legalization (52%) while one-fourth were opposea
(24%), (Table B-4). '
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There was more variation in where respondents saw the peak drug use occurring
during 1971. Table B-5 indicates that the most common perception was during the fresh-
man year, however freshman themselves felt the peak occurred during the junior year
of high school! Less than one in ten felt that the peak came as late as the junior year in
college. This finding is consistent with other studies and theoretical hypotheses which TABLE B_3. P e r c e p t l o n o f d r u g u s c a t trinity,
tend to view peak drug use as having gradually shifted backward over the past 3 or 4
years.
TABLE S-ll PERCENTAGE OP STUDENTS USING SPECIFIC DRUGS ONCE A WEEK OR MORE.
Notei Figures for sedatives, narcotics, mescallno, halluclnogins, and
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Few aspects of collegiate behavior in the past decade have undergone as many
changes as social and sexual behavior, but few have been more misunderstood,
misrepresented, and overgeneralized. One of the primary loci of this misunderstanding
results from the differential effect of attitudes and behavior. While it is clear that, to
some extent at least, social and sexual behavior has undergone significant change, many
believe that changes in attitude have been far more radical.
The question is a complicated one which will riot be dealt with at length here. At Trinity
specifically, in addition to changes which share greater or lesser generalizability to
collegiate populations in general, the factor of recent co-education provides an additional
source of variability which has without question had an impact on these changes,
perhaps one at least as significant to this particular population than the broader impact
of changed "collegiate values."
While the concept of "dating" has, at Trinity, become an anachronism, the behavior
itself has not shifted as dramatically. Students don't refer to themselves as "having a
date", but the primary difference seems to lie primarily in the formality of asking for a
date rather than in the frequency of two people of opposite sexes doing something
together during an evening. Another change in this regard appears to be in the lowered
frequency with which "dates" involve some predefined activity (movie, concert, party,
etc.).
Two thirds of the respondents report having an informal date at least once a month
("informal" was defined as being preplanned by less than eight hours, if at all), the
frequency being higher for women (74%) than men (59%). Just under half o£ all
respondents (44%) do so at least weekly, where again, women date informally frequently
in considerably greater numbers (57% vs, 35%), a result at least partially a function of
the male-female ratio and the elements of supply and demand! (See Table C-3).
Formal dating, however (preplanned by more than eight hours) was done at least
monthly by only 41% of all respondents and at least weekly by only 20%. Further, the sex
differences in informal dating do not appear in formal dating. One male in 5 reported
formal dating at least weekly, while the figure for females was 17%. (See Table C-2)
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Approximately 3% of respondents (slightly more males than females) report never
having had a formal or informal date at any time.
Despite the Zeitgeist of "casual dating" as the reported collegiate norm, dating pat-
terns remain rather monogamous. A very consistent figure (across classes and sex) of
50% reported that they tend to date one person at a time and become more involved,
rather than "dating around" which appeared quite infrequently (10%). Roughly one
student in four reported not dating very much and considering members of the opposite
sex as friends. This latter pattern was more characteristic of freshmen and sophomores
(30%) than juniors and seniors (18%), (See Table C-l).
An interesting contrast emerges when the dating percentages are compared with
results of a similar study at Trinity in 1966 in which over 90% reported "dating"
frequently or occasionally (all male respondents).
Less common dating practices were reported as well. Approximately 15% reported
having dated a married person at least once, males slightly more often (See Table C-4),
and' one student in four reported some experience with interracial dating, with females
reporting it more frequently (31% vs23%), (See Table C-5).
Almost two-thirds (63%) of respondents reported that they had experienced sexual
intercourse at some time, and there was little difference between males and females
(64% males, 61% females). There was a slight tendency for women to have had in-
tercourse with fewer partners (See Table C-6). One-third of all women had had in-
tercourse with only one person while one-fifth had had between two and five partners.
Less than 6% reported having experienced intercourse with more than 5 people. Among
males, less than one-fourth had had intercourse with only one person and another fourth
had had 2-5 partners. 11% had experienced intercourse with more than 5 people.
TABLE C-2: Formal dating frequency
Did but 1 - 2 Less 1 or Once a
not for times than 1/ 2 a week



























































The number of students reporting never having had intercourse declined steadily
during the college years. Whereas 43% of freshman reported intercourse experience, the
percentage increased to 65% among sophomores, 70% among juniors, and 76% among
seniors, The same consistency applied to both men and women and showed a steady
gradual rise in the number of respondents who had had intercourse experience.
In the 1966 survey (all male) 52% reported some intercourse experience. The actual
increase, therefore, in the number of men who had had intercourse between 1966 and 1971
amounted to one more person of every eight. Comparable data on females are obviously
not available. In this respect at least the sexual revolution appears hardly revolutionary.
Tables C-7 through C-10 list frequencies on intercourse in the context of various
heterosexual relationships. In brief summary, males appear far more willing than
females to engage in intercourse on a "casual" basis (39% vs. 19%) and 30% of all
respondents report intercourse experience with someone they plan to marry, though not
necessarily to the exclusion of other partners as well. About half of the respondents
reported having intercourse with someone they cared for but weren't considering
marriage, and only 10% had e,ver experienced intercourse with prostitutes (15% of
males, 4% of females). Twelve percent of respondents reported intercourse with
someone who was married to someone else (14% male, 7% female), and a similar
number had experienced interracial intercourse, (See Tables C-ll, C-12).
Approximately 90% of males and 52% of females reported having masturbated at some
time in their lives. Amone males, 43% reported masturbating at least weekly while only
9% of females report this frequency. 62% of freshmen report masturbating at some time,
a figure which climbs to 72% among
seniors, (See Table G-13).
, a ong sophomores, 76% among juniors, and 80% among
Very few respondents reported any experience with "group sex" (12%, Table C-14),
although males did slightly more than females (15% vs. 6%).
Approximately one student in five reported some homosexual experience (See Table
C-15), including 26% of males and 13% of females. Approximately 7% of respondents had
homosexual relations at least monthly, and 6% had not in over a year.
Tables C-16 and C-17 illustrate the frequencies of "petting above and below the waist"
and demonstrate generally that the former is slightly more frequent (89% and 83% had
had some experience) and that the activity increases from freshmen (85% and 72%)
through senior (96% and 93%) year. Table C-18 deals with maintaining more than one
separate sexual relationship at the same time, a task accomplished at some time by
about 40% of the males and 30% of the females.
Methods of birth control used by respondents are given in Table C-19, which lists
percentages of people who have used each method at some time (because many people
have used more than one method, rows do not sum to 100%). The most frequently em-
ployed method was the birth control pill (38%) followed closely among all respondents by
condoms(37%) and withdrawal (36%). Least often tried were the I.U.D. (3%),douching
(3%), and the diaphragm (6%). Only among freshmen had the condoms (23%) and with-
drawal (20%) had been used more often. Figures in this table include only those
respondents who had experienced sexual intercourse.
Finally, three common sexual self-concept attitudes are illustrated in Table C-20, C-21,
and C-22. Over 60% of the respondents reported feeling like a sexual prude compared with
their friends at some time in their lives, a figure consistent between sexes and across
classes. Slightly over half, on the other hand, have felt oversexed. While the perception of
personal prudery remains constant from freshmen through seniors, perception of being
oversexed increases during college. While only 43% of freshmen reported ever feeling
that way, almost 60% of seniors have at some time.
Additional data on sexual behavior appears in Section E regarding students' per-
ceptions of the impact of co-education.
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TABLE C-22:Frequency of feeling oversexed.
j
I Used to Less Once More
I Never not in over 1-2 a than </ Twice Once a than
j a year year a month a month week 1/wk.
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The data on interpersonal patterns among Trinity students can be divided into three
general sections, each of which will be dealt with separately in this report. This section
deals first with aspects of relations between students and faculty and administrators,
next with students' relations with each other, and finally with data on the emotional
climate of the campus as manifested in a variety of affective response patterns of
students.
Three quarters of the respondents felt that faculty at Trinity were generally accessible
and were willing to talk (See Table D-6) and there was no significant difference between
males and females nor "across classes in that regard. The situation was considerably
different with administrators however, and less man half (45%) viewed them with ex-
pressing the same willingness and accessibility (See Table D-7). Even more striking
perhaps was the fact that only one student in twenty strongly felt that administrators
were genuinely concerned about students, although 47% expressed at least some
agreement with this concern (See Table D-8).
It does appear that at least in many cases, attempts are made by both students and
faculty to increase the extent to which their communication can exist outside of the
formal classroom structure. By the senior year (See Table D-l) two-thirds of the
respondents had visited a faculty home on campus, and three-quarters had visited
faculty homes off campus. Part of the difference here is certainly a function of the fact
that comparatively few faculty members live on campus. By mid-way in the freshmen
year, only 20% of the students in the freshmen respondent group had been to an on-
campus family home, but this number increased to 42% among sophomores, 51% among
juniors, and peaking at the 64% figure among the senior class. With respect to visits to
home off-campus, the equivalent figures beginning with the freshmen are: 35%, 55%,
58%, and 74% for seniors (see Table D-2). In both on-campus and off-campus home visits,
males have had this experience more frequently. Half of the males had visited the
faculty home on campus, while only 30% of the females had. In both cases these visits
were not particularly frequent. One student in ten visited a faculty home on campus
more than once or twice a year, while almost the same percentages of students visited off
campus homes with this frequency.
Fewer students tended to entertain faculty members in their campus rooms, and only
one student in four reported having ever done so. Again, faculty visits to the rooms of
male respondents were more frequent (32%) than were visits to female rooms (18%).
The frequency of these visits as well increases from the freshmen to the senior year, (See
Table D-3).
Tables D-4, and D-5 illustrate the frequencies of complimenting and critizing faculty
lectures. More students reported complimenting than criticing (59% vs. 40%), and
while males were slightly more willing to compliment faculty lecture, they were far
more likely than females to criticize one. In another case this behavior is not common, as.
demonstrated by the fact that the model number of time for either criticizing or com-
plimenting was once or twice a year.
Only one respondent in ten felt that faculty members at Trinity were more concerned
with personal advancement than with teaching, although only slightly more than half
disagree with that feeling. A sense of unsureness about faculty motivation accounted for
almost a third of the attitudes of respondents (See Table D-9).
Slightly less than half of the respondents (although almost 60% of seniors) felt that
there were faculty members and administrators whom they considered personal friends.
Males felt this way slightly more than did females (See Table D-10). Despite the en-
couraging frequency of friendship between the segments of the community there was a
prevailing attitude of being unsure just how much of an idea administrators actually had
of "what it is like" from the students point of view. Close to half (42%) felt unsure about
this, while less than one-fourth of respondents felt that the administrators did have some
sense of student attitudes, (See Table D-ll, D-12).
Tables D-14, D-15 illustrate two aspects of parental relations among respondents. Two
students in three had their parents visit them while at Trinity, and while women were
more likely to report going home for a weekend than males, more males than females
had had their parents visit the campus (62% vs..70%). The most often reported frequency
or these visits was on an annual or semi-annual basis, reported by 36% of the respon-
dents. Only 15% of the students' parents visited more often than this.
One of the expected effects of co-education on a theoretical level is the reduction in
frequency of students traveling to nearby institutions for social contact. As Table D-16
indicates, 80% of the respondents to the survey reported having gone a road trip to
another college at least once, while for 18% of the introduction of co-ed education
nowever, only 9% reported frequently going to a local girls college, and only 73%
reported ever having done so.
More than half of the respondents reported having attended an athletic event at Trinity
a l least monthly, and only 8% reported having never done so. These figures were quite
consistent across classes and sex (See Table D-17).
i ables D-19 through D-36 illustrate the frequencies of students who reported a group of
varied emotional responses including feelings of loneliness, depression, confidence,
nappmess, and superiority-inferiority. These tables do not require individual analyses
except to point out the general conclusion that many of these intense feelings are often
pPenenced far more frequently and by far greater numbers of people than those who
jeei them frequently realize. In no case do the results indicate remarkable differences
' , f ot"er systematic empirical and theoretical analyses of emotional responsiveness in
college students.
data appear in Tables D-37 through D-39 regarding joining and leaving
.i-« __ J. m • * i -___ ' _ _ *"•* . . _ « i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ U H _-__ir
TABLE D-Z Frequency of visits to faculty home off campus.
fralert™es a t Trinity. During the survey years, 14% of respondents were members of
mp K es> i n c l u d i n S 18% of males and 8% of women. Practically no freshmen were
iiemDers, but, the figure rose to 17% among sophomores, 22% among juniors, and 18%
]il»H ufeniors> Of Primary importance to those people who did join was simply that they
whlw ? e o p l e i n t h e fraternity, and of those who did not join fraternities, the over-
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TABLE D-3: Frequency of v i s i t s by faculty to campus rooms.
IT
Never
Used to Less Once More
not in over 1-2 a than Twice Once a than NR
a year year a month a month week 1/wk
TABLE D-4- Frequency of complimenting faculty lecture
Never Used to Less Once Once More j
not In over 1-2 a than Twice a than NR [
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TABLE D-6: Atti tude: Faculty at Trinity are accessible & willing to talk
Strongly Indifferent Disagree
i [ agree Agree or Unsure
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TABLE D-7: Attitude: Administrators at Trinity are accessible & willing to talk, „.„,_ „ , . J t j u , , ,. , , . . , 1 L , . , , •
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TABLE D-13: Freauency of giving a party in student room
TABLE D-17Frequency of going to a Trini ty a t h l e t i c event.
Used to Less Once More
Never not in over 1-2 a than Twice Once than
a year year a month a month a week 1/wk.
NR
Used t° Less Once More
Never not in over 1-2 than Twice Once a than NR
, l y £ f £ a year a month a month week 1/wk.
31.1 20.6 4.2 3.8
31.5 15.4 2.4 2.7
10.4 23.6 34.0 15.3 1.4
4.3 i. S l 9 " I 10.6 1.1 3.j2__ 3.2 |













TABLE D-18:Frequency of introducing oneself to another student.
- 1 r -
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Never not in over 1-2 a than Twice Once than NR
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TABLE D-26: Frequency of feeling socially Inferior.
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TABLE D-29iFrequency of feeling embarrassed TABLE D-33: Frequency of feeling well- l iked by same sex peers.
Used to Less Once Less
Never not in over 1-2 a than a Twice Once a than NR
,..„ ...a year year month a month week 1/wk.
Used to Less Once Less
Never not in over 1-2 a than a twice Once a than
S-Xear y,ear m.onth_^ _a month,_ week 1/wk
NR
23.1 39.4 5.03 .
13.5 32.2 25.1
10.3 24.7 22.0
1 1S72 i 2 .5
11.1 36.8 23.6
LU2 26... 9. 2 5,.6 2Z,
14.9 23.9 29.3 16.5 9.0
20.6 40.8 4.9
23.9 44.7 3.7
TABLE D-30 .Frequency of feeling extremely nervous.
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15.4 7.4
TABLE D-31: Frequency of feeling like you didn't f i t in at Trinity.
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TABLE D-35: Frequency of feeling extremely confident.
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TABLE D - 3 2 : Frequency of thinking seriously about suicide.
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TABLE D-'37:Most important reason for joining fraternities (of those who joined). i '.,:!.!: K-l : lVrci-'ption of effects of co-education: Time spent studying
" 1 : i"
To make
Friends Liked the friends/
j joined people social life
Better
food Other NR
Consider- Increased No effect Decreased Consid.
ably innreascd I don't know decreased
1.8 5.9 57.6 27.3 1.0TntJUl j 3 ^ 2 0 1.5 86.3 i n ...I ! _.,,_ L.,9-.,.- .—i:,? i'~i-" iZi.... _..4'..r_i... ,. Lir S-3
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TABIE D-:38:Most important reason for not joining f ra tern i t ies (those who did not join)
TABLE E-'2: Perception of effects of co-education: Number of formal dates.
Don't be- Could Friends No
Finan- lieve in not didn't chance Other NR
j cial frat^aluea &et_in loin___,_yet „._ r
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TABLE D-39:Host important reason for leaving fraternities
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Section E: Impact of Co-Education
!
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There is considerable evidence that one's mere assumption that a particular event or
situation will have a significant effect on his behavior (whether or not it would in reality)
does have the effect of altering behavior itself.
This section reports the rspondents1 perception of the effect of changing an educational
institution from uni-sexual to co-educational. The question was asked differently of
senior males (Class of 1972) who experienced Trinity as an all-male institution during
their first year, than it was of other respondents. Senior men were asked how the in-
troduction of co-education at a non-coed school would affect the same aspects of life. The
results appear in Tables E-l through E-8.
Of the 28 aspects evaluated, there was clear perception that co-education increased the
frequency or extent of nine aspects: mature sexual behavior, sexual intercourse,
classroom discussion, positive feeling about the college, respect for fellow-students, time
spent on campus, friendliness of the campus, cooperation among students, and
preparation for the "outside world."
On an additional six aspects, more students felt that coeducation increased their
frequency than decreased it, but still more felt that co-education had no effect. These
were: promiscuity, money spent, drug use, physical appearance of students, com-
petition, and athletic spirit.
No significant effects at all were perceived on four items: grade average, alcohol use,
obscene language, and academic rigor.
More students perceived a decrease than an increase although still more saw no effect
of co-education on four items: time spent studying, amount of sleep, formality in the
classroom, and general level of tension.
Three items were perceived to be clearly decreased as a result of co-education: time
spenton other campuses, importance of fraternities, and percentage of virgins.
Two final items, the number of formal dates and the feeling of loneliness on a dateless
weekend met with ven' r r :ed perceptions, and no clear trend was found.
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TABLE E-.7: Perception of effects of co-education: General posit ive feeling @ College.
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Personal respect for newly enrolled se:
TABLE E-12:Perception of effects of co-education: Grade average.
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TABLE E-20:Perception of effects of co-education: Amount of sleep.
Consider- Consider-
| ably Increased No effect or Decreased ably
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TABLE E-14:Perception of effects of co-education: Alcohol use.
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TABLE E-.17: Perception of effects of co-education: Iraoortance of fraterni H o JJ .1^ .












































































































TABLE E-18: Perception of effects of co-education: Competition between students
TABLE E-27: Perception of effects of co-education: Academic Wjor.
total
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Section F: Image Of Trinity
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Page V
Attitudes of the respondent's toward Trinity College specifically, and regarding their
perception of Trinity's image and reputation are presented in Tables F-l through F-27.
It is interesting to note that while almost four-fifths of the respondents (Table F-l) feel
that the most important reason that they came to Trinity is still present, only slightly
over two-thirds report that they would come to Trinity if they had to do it over again.
Somewhat more women than men feel that the most important reason they came is still
present, although an equal number of men and women feel that they would come again.
More than half of the responding students feel that the general impression of Trinity
nationally is that the College is not very well known on a national basis, but it is highly
respected where it is known (Table F-3). An additional 30 percent feel that the College is
well known on a more national basis, and that it either has high or moderate respect.
Despite these perceptions of Trinity's national reputation (Table F-4), only 14 percent
of respondents care a great deal about that reputation. Almost half expressed moderate
concern, and almost four students in ten either didn't care particularly or didn't care at
all about the national reputation.
Tables F-5 through F-23 list responses to 19 questions regarding attitudes about
Trinity. Topics covered in these items include attitudes toward coeducation, social life,
intercollegiate athletics, fraternities, campus organizations, and faculty tenure.
Because most of these are self-explanatory, no further discussion is provided.
Tables F-24 through F-26 deal with students attitudes towards the fulfillment of their
own goals for their college career. Table F-24 indicates that approximately half of the
respondents are basically or completely satisfied that they are fulfilling their college
goals. An additional one respondent in four reported feeling somewhat satisfied.
Three-fifths of the respondents perceived that their college experience was basically
or highly valuable interpersonally (F-26). More'men than women felt that the academic
experience was valuable, while the reverse was true for perceptions of the interpersonal
experience of college.
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3.1 , _ ^ .
TABLE F-3; How would you describe your opinion of Trinity's reputation nationally? TABLE F-7: Attitude; Should be stronger college regulations on social l i f e .
Well Well Not very Not very
known known well known we IT known Not
highly medi. respected mediocre respected Other NR j
J-g.spec. respec. where known respect much '
! Strongly Indiff- Strongly
i Agree Agree or unsure ^Disagree Disagree NR
1 . 4 3 . 8 25 66.8
kiX
1.6 2.7 . 26.1
1973
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TABLE T-9: Attitude: Intercollegiate football at Trinity should be abolished. TABLE F-13:Attitude: I've made some of my closest friends at Trinity.
Strongly Ipdiff- Strongly




























































TABLE F-10:Attitude! Fraternit ies have no place on the Trinity carapus.
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TABLE F- l l :At t i tude: On the vjhole, I really like being a t Trinity. TABLE F-15:Attitude: The Tripod has some influential power over policy.
10.6 ,_2 :7 4.6 ^ _5
Strongly Indiff. Strongly
A8*eiB Agree or unsure Disagree Disagree
I6.3 28.1 36.6 14.9
0 10.3 43.8 26.7 14.7
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TABLE F-16: Attitude: Organizations like TCC & TCB, and student membership on faculty „.„„„ „ ,„ , .
committees are more token tolerations than expressions of real ™ B L E F"20:Attitude: Trinity ought to provide gynecology specialist as veil as














































































































TABLE F-17:Attitude: As an institution, Trinity is discriminatory against whites TABLE F-21: Attitude: I think Trinity should provide a sex counseling service


























































































































TABLE F-18: Attitude: The college should sponsor more organized events.













































































































TABLE F- 19 :Attitude: There should ultimately be an equal number of men and
women at Trinity.
























16.1 37.3 15.1 4.1
26.9 20.6 11.2
13.2 14.6 20.1 31.2 15.3
18.8 23.8 19.3 JUi.
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Section G: Academic Aspects Of The Community
This final section of the survey provides in tabular form data from respondent*
regarding their academic environment and attitudes about it.
Several problems specific to the academic section of the survey were encountered
which make impractical the reporting of some of the specific figures with reference to
course evaluations and departmental ratings.
Because of the mechanical problems discussed earlier and the subsequent delay in
these reports, evaluations of specific courses and specific departments appear far less
relevant. Substantial changes occur annually in course design, and faculty turnover has
been sufficiently significant since the survey year of 1971-72 that such reports would be
better viewed from historical than an actual perspective. While this problem plagues all
of the data reported in the entire survey, it appears more significant in terms of these
specific evaluations.
Tables G-l through G-23 report attitudes of respondents on various aspects of the
academic community ranging from the tenure system to classroom facilities, pass/fail
grading, sex ratios, office hours, and vocational and technical courses. '
Tables G-24 through G-28 report attitudes on new curricular options which have been
introduced into the Trinity curriculum during the past three to four years.
In Tables G-29 through G-31, several philosophical questions about higher education
are approached. These include the right of all individuals to try college, and the
possibility of feasibility of separating college from high school by at least a year. It
should be recalled that at the time this survey was taken the threat of the military ser-
overshadowed the question of taking time off, and these questions are therefore worded
with the hypothetical assumption that students could be guaranteed that they would not
be drafted if they made such a decision.
Tables G-32 through G-51 report the freqnency of specific behaviors listed by
respondents, such as studying in the library, cheating, cutting classes, talking to faculty
advisors, and taking courses at other colleges while enrolled at Trinity.
While the evaluations of freshmen seminars are included in Tables G-52, specific
evaluations of open
While the evaluations of freshmen seminars are included in Tables G-52, specific
evaluations of open semesters and student taught courses are not included because of the
comparatively small number of students who reported ever having utilized that
curricular option. Only slightly more than 5 percent of respondents during the survey
year reported ever having taken an open semester, thereby minimizing the validity of
any specific evaluations of these experiences.
Tables G-55 and G-56 itemize the ways in which respondents spent the two Open Week
periods during the survey year.
The change in the concreteness of students vocational plans from the time when they
entered college until the time when they completed the survey are evaluated in Tables G-
59 and G-60, while an estimate of annual income at the peak of students' careers is
detailed in Tables G-61.
The final Tables in this section represent summaries of departmental evaluations
which were solicited in the survey. Students were asked to list the three top departments
and the three bottom departments in each of four general catagories: academic respect,
difficulty, flexibility of the program provided for majors, and interest. To make, an
assessment of the validity of such departmental evaluations, the survey was designed
with the built in valididty check by asking respondents to list both the top three and
bottom three departments in each category. •
The final Tables in this section represent summaries of departmental evaluations
which were solicited in the survey. Students were asked to list the three top departments
and the three bottom departments in each of four general catagories: academic respect,
difficulty, flexibility of the program provided for majors, and interest. To make an
assessment of the validity of such departmental evaluations, the survey was designed
with the built in validity check by asking respondents to list both the top three and bottom
three departments in each category. Theoretically, for these evaluations to be
statistically reliable or valid the overall ordering of all departments generated by the
listing of the top three should parallel somewhat closely the reverse order of the
rankingsgenerated by the list of the bottom three. An evaluation of the data generated by
these questions showed that while there was approximate correspondence in this regard,
there was sufficient reason to question the validity of the lists such that specific ordering
of departments on any category would be statistically spurious at best. What was
possible from these data was a series of categorical groupings, in which departments
could be placed in either a high, average, or low grouping with respect to each of the
criteria evaluated. These lists are provided in Tables G-62 through G-65. Finally, Table
G-66 lists departments in which students reported that they would take the most courses
outside their major.












































.8 16.4 34.4 32.0 15.6 j
13.7 58.3 21.6 5.8 .7




















































Strongly Unsure or Strongly
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i TABLE G-3: At t i tude : Would come to Tr in i ty again.
TABLE G-7: At t i t ude : Some faculty should l ive in residence h a l l s .
? ;-
Strongly Unsure or Strongly
_Ag£eJ_ Agree.. do^t_care Disagree disagree NR










































































don't care Disagree Disagree NR
70.7 10.8
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TABLE G-5: At t i tude : More regular courses should be scheduled during evening
hours.
Strongly Unsure or Strongly


















































L E 0-6.i. At t i tude: A P-F grading system should be begun.
Strongly Unsure or Strongly
Agree Agree don ' t care Blsagreg__—4iaftg3:ee N
TABLE G-10: Atti tude: • Trinity should offer more technical or professional courses


































































28.9 . 11.5 1.9
21.6 4.3 0
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TABLE G-ll: Attitude: Trinity has gone perhaps a bit too far in academic
flexibility.
TABLE G-15:Attitude: The faculty adviser system does not work
| Total j 5.4
Strongly Unsure or Strongly




don't care Disagree disagree
^ : ^ : ^ ^ l ^ ^ v . ; - ^
TABLE G-12: Attitude: Trinity has gone perhaps a bit too far in liberalizing
social regulations. TABLE G-16: Attitude: Generally I'd encourage a friend to apply to Trinity.
Strongly ,, Unsure or Strongly



















































14.2 55.6 16.4 10.6
















TABLEG-13: Attitude: Hiring^ Trinity graduates to the faculty Is not a very
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Strongly






































































































TABLE G-14 Attitude: In academic quality, Trinity ranks closer t o U-Coroi than to TABLE G-18: Attitude: Recommendations written by professors for a student should
Amherst. be shown to the student.
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TABLE G-19: Attitude: There should'be a Dean's l i s t .
i Strongly Unsure or Strongly
i Agree Agree don't care Disagree disagree NR
I T o t a l j 5 6 1 9 4 2 9 1 2 8 2 16.8 .7
TABLE G-23: Attitude: Trinity should attempt to achieve greater economic cultural
and racial balance in student body.
i r
Total
Strongly Unsure or Strongly
_Ag_ree Agree d o n ' t ca re _.J2ij!>2gree____disagree_ NR
14.9 37.1 23.5 16.8 6.7 1.1
TABLE G-20: Attitude: Most professors' Office hours are too short.
Strongly Unsure or Strongly
Agree Agree don ' t care Disagree disagree NR
] Total

























TABLE G-24: Opinion on distribution requirements.
if"
"i Very Favorable @
I Favorable reserva t ions
Total
i •


















































_ _ 2 • 0 j
1.0
2.9
TABIE G-21: Att i tude: More likely to take course taught by female than male.





Strongly Unsure or Strongly



























Favorable of Favorable Generally Strongly Unsure no


















































TABLE G-22: At t i tude : T r in i ty should enrol l more i n t e l l e c t u a l l y motivated s tudents . TABLE G-26: At t i tude toward in tensive study program (Tutorial College)
"'*""" '"!
j i Strongly Unsure or Strongly
^ Agree don ' t care Di_saS£?JL S5
t Favorable of Favorable Generally Strongly Unsure no
I p a r t i c i pa t i ng wouldn't do i t opposed opposed opinion HH_
_ _ ^ 1.3 20.9 2.8
'age fnpomnsiaelVlagazine April 30, 1974































( Have & Have but Haven't would Haven't-but Haven't I
_!.,_glad J?o.LSlad wi.th .guarantee WQUL4H'.t-@-.guax,._might .....Ifosure. jn'







; 1372 j 6.1
•6 33.0 13 6 15
-j-.:,i=aT;-i!i~.Ia;;ai1.-.,:iJ.l;ii,1,,"i;(M
30j.6 23.6 . 12.4 J
3-7 23.3 46.6 15.3 4 ,'










_3A-.S. A 3.-! 2.5J
33.8 J
TABLE G-28: Attitude toward Exchange Program. TABLE G-32Frequency! Talked to your faculty advlaor
i Total
Favorable of Favorable Generally Strongly Unsure no




















































8.7 29.8 46.2 14.4 1.0
4.9 36.1 46.7 10.7 1.6
2.2 22.3 69.8 5.8
TABLE G-29:Do you think everyone regardless of ab i l i t y , should have right to try
college?






























TABLE G-30;Attitude toward requiring students to take year off between high school TABLE G-34: Frequency: Studied a l l night
and college & guarantee wouldn't be drafted.
Very Favorable 0 Generally Stron^.y Unsure no








:.-|:1:k-.~:S;:.-.-;:li,==K:W™.. „.,._..,, 1. ?..
_.2JL"_L__ 21-4 „. 7-3 2-6
30.2 13.8 7.4 1.1
25.2 19.2 6.1 2.0
,' Total









25.i_Q_ " ̂i,_2 8.2 „
_..26._2_ 20... 5 .5., J ..1.6 \
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BBLE G-35t Frequency: Read a book not assigned in a course.
'total
Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never
=r-^=^^a
 3i\3s_.J_.....=J-L 6__
21.8 38.9 26.6 12.0
, 18.1 _38.4 .7
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Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never'
1-7 4 .7 18.3 74.1
NR
Id
TABLE G-37: Frequency: Cheated Academically






































































































^G-SS: Frequency: Dropped a course a f t e r the 2 week period.
~S3i!£!^y_. . Occasionally Rarely Never _ NR
i^sasBTTs-.—.~--3-i-? .-20.-7.- 73,5 '7
1.4
TABLE G-42: Frequency: Asked for an extension on paper/test
* *
U
 ' ' ' ^ ' ,-in *.» . ' « * * « • ' • . • •»••• - •-« ' • " -J~
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1.0 1.0 4.8 92.3
Ji.0.
1.0
.8 3.3 4.1 90.2 1.6
2.2 2.9 92.8 2.2
TABLE G-44: Frequency: Been to a faculty committee meeting as a member.
Frequently Occasionally . Rarely Never
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1.0
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TABLE<J-43:Frequency: Talked to a Professor in his off ice <? a eoura*
Frequently Occasionally
TABLE G-49: Frequency: Planned your schedule to avoid early a.w. c law .














Frequently Occasionally Never JSL










11.5 17.2 19.7 50.8
14.4 25.2 21.6 38.1
.8 .
.7
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•4ELEG-51" Frequency: Taken a course at another college while at Trinity. TABLE G-55: How "Open Week" spent. (Fall)



































; At Trini ty At Tr in i ty At home At home















TABLE G-52: Overall evaluation of Freshman Seminar
TABLES G-56: How "Open Week" spent (Spring)
i: At Trinity At Trinity At home At home
J. l ^ j y . 1 ^ not studying _ studying not _studyy_£raveling Other NR
20.4 14.6 10.9
j 1973 J 29.8 20.2
10.6
, 8 ^ _ ,5.0_ j
6.9 4.7 1





13.7 9.3 5.0 I




























































77..9 . „ 6,-,6..̂ .̂  i
G-54; Have you.taught or taken a student taught course? TABLES G-58: How satisfied are you at this point that you are•fulfilling your
college goals?
" Completely Basically Somewhat Hot very Completely
! satisfied satisfied satisfied satisfied unsatisfied
25.4 ...i 14.3
2.2 Vi ;.;: o i- : 74.1





















































11.5 32.4 30.9 23.0 2.2
TABLE G-60: How concrete are your vocational plans now
TABLE G-61: Regardless of importance of financial success, to you, estimate your
annual income at the peak of your career.
Less than
10 K 10-25 K
More than
25-40 K 40 K
The following tables, G-62 - G-65, list those departments and programs which were
rated as "HIGH" and "LOW" on the four criteria of academic respect, difficulty, in-
terest, and flexibility of major. Departments and programs not appearing in the tables
fell within an "average" range on the ratings. Within tables, no ordering of ratings is
given for reasons given in the text. All departments are listed in alphabetical order.
Table G-62 Departmental Ratings of academic respect.

















































Departments not appearing in any of the tables but included in the rating scales were'
Classics, Comparative Literature, Modern Languages, Music, Non-Western Studies and
Urban and Environmental Studies. '
TABLE G-66: Departments in which students plan to take the most courses outside of
their major department.
Departments are listed in order of the frequency with which students reported that
they will take the most courses outside their major. Only departments in which more









Over 10% listed this department





















Between 5% and 10%
SUMMARY
It is our hope that the utilization of the vast amounts of data gathered in this survey
does not stop with this report. While one of the primary purposes of the task was, anai •
to provide reliable data for students, faculty, and administrators in their *»»-«-««
functions at the College, an even more important purpose was to establish a (
base from which additional analysis can begin, and with which subsequent i'
research may be meaningfully compared. .. . , u.
In the first task we must acknowledge some failure. The report is now avauapi e »
years after the data were collected. The mechanical problems, which were pnmar \
responsible for delays of up to nine months, compounded the organizational prot) a    ?^
sifting and selecting from some 60,000 pieces of data and almost three billion pos:*>'
intercorrelations. As a result, there are many cases in this report where a t t l W a ! L o j
behavior reports are of more value historically than as a picture of the Communi y
Trinity College as it is today. While this is certainly not as we had hoped, we believe u^
there remains considerable relevance and approximate accuracy of the data w
College Community of 1974. • _ Hn .„
We have not, by any means, reported all of the data which were collected. io uu
even in stricly numerical format, would have filled volumes. All data remain access ^
both on data processing cards and on computer tape for serious research w » .
College Community. Such data bases are available from sources outside the V ° P ; ' ^ o n
and there are several national organizations whose task it is to collect such lnioru ^
and to provide it for purposes of institutional research. The disadvantage we
considering the utilization of such resources was that the date collected in sucn »"'* >
are generalized to large numbers of colleges and universities throughout tne co
rather than specifically applicable to Trinity. We felt that by establishing a OTW rf
specifically designed for the purposes of this institution, we would have ™°,i" f u tu re .
far greater value, particularly as a reference point for comparative studies in me
Cuweatlxa da . , shorter
Currently in preparation is a combined single book form of the survey wnicn » . ^
than either of the books used in the current data collection. One of the tasks oru rf ^
survey was to be able to make statistically viable judgements about those a sP? a t j o n ,
Community which would be important to tap in the subsequent survey in prei» ^
The survey reported here, then, served the additional function of a pilot stuay" roVjde
concise instrument which may be used on an annual or biennial. basis j _F it
longitudinal data relating to the nature of the Community and the directions
changes. These data are a reference point. , H providing
For additional research of this type to be effective in meeting the neeas a HO_F whefl
relevant information to the Community, your reactions to the report are vital. r e a s o n e d
information gathering meets specific needs can it be an effective tool
change.
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If Elms Could Bark
Athletic Department-2, Students-0
By Martin Kanoff
You all remember how Saturday morning
was. The sun was shining, birds were
singing, the air was crisp, no clouds in the
sky, no tennis players allowed on the
courts...
Yes, that's right. No tennis players on the
courts. No Roy Dath to be found, either. It
seems that his tennis team had to have a
match rescheduled~it was rained out, so I'm
told-so as to further deprive Trinity
students their right to use the facilities. Mr.
Kurth, there's your answer as to why the
facilities are not used by Trinity students;
they can't!
Hearing a weather forecast a few days
ago that this weekend would be clear, sunny
weather and in the 50's and 60's, I decided
that it would be nice, for a change from
studies, to play some tennis. Although I'm
not on the team, I still love to play tennis and
would give up almost anything to play.
That's how I felt Saturday.
My friend and I went down to the courts to
play. A student sitting there said that it was
useless to open my new can of balls, because
the "grounds keeper" had told her that the
courts were closed for the tennis match. The
time was 9:50 A.M. Being very naive, I
asked when the match was to be held. I
should have known better! The match
wasn't scheduled until 2:00 in the afternoon.
Aetna all over again! Security, huh?
Being a reasonable person, I wanted an
explanation and went to find Roy Dath (you
know, the invisible guy you try to find when
you have problems getting into that Phys.
Ed. class you so desperately wanted). I
figured, there's a match today, so Roy Dath
must be around somewhere. WRONG!!!
Uncle Roy was nowhere to be found. All the
guys from B&G could say that they were not
responsible, find Dath, or that they had no
knowledge of the situation. Who said that
Washington had all of the mysteries?
Now really, this situation is getting out of
hand! A friend of mine, a senior, has put
about $20,000 into this place (tuition, student
fees, etc.) and he couldn't get to play with
less than two weeks of classes here. That's
terrible! It's no way to run an institution
designed for the purpose of education of
students. After all, colleges were originally
founded by students for their own education
(I learned that in History here). We don't
need to be taught about corruption in school;
there's enough of it in the newspapers that
we don't need a practical course in it here.
This is not the first time that Trinity's
facilities have been denied to the students. I
fully agree that varsity sports have their
place in a college. But I get burned up when
I hear the administration griping that
Trinity's students don't make use of the
facilities when there is no possibility to do
so. I can't understand why the match wasn't
rescheduled for a weekday when most
matches are scheduled. Saturdays and
Sundays are the only days when students
can use the courts because of classes until
2:30, team practices until 6:30, and alumni
time at lunch. Why not reschedule the make-
up match during a practice session instead
of denying the students and faculty their
right to play tennis in nice weather? It took
long enough to get the courts ready for play
(whose brilliant idea was it to put clay
courts up in New England weather?), and
now we are not allowed to play on them
anyway because of team matches. Varsity
sports have their PLACE IN, not the right to
DOMINATE OVER the life of Trinity
students and faculty.
From the Inside
Planned Community Stops Fear
By Clyde McKee, Associate Professor of Political Science
Below the Columbia Association is a
variety of advisory associations that
debates policy issues. The Columbia Council
is a city-wide body whose membership
consists of one elected representative from
each village. Below the village levels are the
neighborhood associations, the townhouse
associations, and the tenant associations.
These are mainly structures for the
discussion of issues. They have no power to
iset policy or allocate funds.
fa general, I felt that the plan for
Columbia's political development — as
distinct from its physical, economic, social,
and cultural development — was not suc-
cessful. In March 1972,1 was asked to serve
as one of 325 delegates to the First Annual
Columbia Conference on Community
Governance.
The Conference on Governance demon-
strated Columbia's ability to meet delicate
problems head-on and with candor.
As delegates we saw our task as that of
recommending how "residents," who are
consumers of local services, can be made
'"to "citizens." We made a number of ob-
servations, which were later published.
We found that Columbians were con-
cerned that their institutions needed
strengthening. They felt there were serious
weaknesses in public communications.
Many individuals said they felt powerless.
Sentiment was expressed that voting in
local elections should be on a basis of "one
wo/man, one vote." rather than by units. ,
Some felt their rights under the 14th
Amendment to the United States Con-
stitution were being violated. Others
believed public officials should be made
more accountable to the public.
Delegates felt local institutions should
have open rather than closed meetings. And
finally we felt that there should be an
educational program so citizens could have
a better understanding of their institutions
and how they function.
There is also a number of significant
differences between Columbia and Con-
necticut towns.
Voter turn-out for local elections in
Columbia is 14 to 18 per cent. In Connecticut
this figure usually is more than 50 per cent.
In Columbia there was relatively little
competition for public office, whereas local
offices are hotly contested in Connecticut.
Columbia's politicians said they were out
every night of the week on public business
and felt like strangers to their children.
Many Connecticut agencies meet only twice
per month for a few hours and accomplish
major portions of the public's business.
The big difference I found was that
Connecticut has a competitive local two-
party system, whereas local politics in
Columbia is non-partisan. Partisan
organizations exist, but they do not take an
active role in neighborhood and village
elections.
As a conference delegate, I said Columbia
was making a mistake and should adopt the
I suggested that Columbia should improve
its system of governance by legitimatizing
local political parties as Hatford did in the
mid-1960s after experimenting with the non-
partisan philosophy. My case was based on
the argument that political parties can.
recruit good candidates, manage their
campaigns, get out the vote, develop public
policy positions, provide linkage with state
and national agencies, and create avenues
for local politicians to seek higher office.
My argument did not persuade a majority
of the delegates to support this position.
What does Columbia have to offer Con-
necticut?
The answer is complex. Let me suggest a
few broad areas for consideration.
First, an understanding of Columbia's
physical design and plan of development
can help any community develop a
framework for establishing its own
priorities.
Second, Columbia has proven its ability to
identify and confront many of the major
issues facing America's urban society.
Another community might study these
definitions and evaluate the commendations
that study groups have made.
Third, Columbia can show a community
how it can better relate its public and
private sectors. Columbia has considerable
experience in creating urban environments
for commercial and industrial development.
(It convinced General Electric to move in
and create 12,000 new jobs for Columbia
residents.) Fourth, Columbia knows how to
coordinate such diverse local services as
recreation, and transportation, public
education and teen-age manpower training,
the need for personal privacy and the need
for intense competitive activity.
Fifth, Columbia has created a balance
between planning and personal freedom
that enhances personal freedom to a greater
extent than is the case in most Connecticut
communities.
Important though they are, these features
were secondary for the members of my
family, Columbia's greatest value for us
was its pursuit of excellence.
We are all pretty average individuals, but
Columbia in some strange way forced us to
examine our individual and family values
and aspirations.
Columbia encouraged each of us to think
in terms of personal excellence and not to be
satisfied with traditional standards.
the editor
which I knew a couple of our tenured Ferris
•acuity could hear, yet they didn't make any
dtcempt to answer my query, a fairly typical
response from those parts, I'm afraid. I
would also like to ask Dath why the courts
Umc.S7h
ept. s o ridiculously early, when it





T o the Editor:
m ^ " l °Pe n e d my eyes this past Saturday
Thrn, «wm y s o u l became filled with ectasy.
thai T e h a z e of m y hangover I realized
1 l w a s witnessing the beginning of
the nicest day thus far this spring.
> drudgery of the week behind me I
court*, ^,yself to do battle on the tennis
WhL m y f a v o«te playing partner.
ProximatT a r r i v e d a t the courts at ap-
my evp S V 1 ' " " a-m., I could not believe
discovor V?a*L c o u r t s were unoccupied. I
for Znl . Possible contributing causesurf, . m i r a c l e ! l o c k e d g a t e s « o t i d n g
in playable condition, I
only possible explanation
Ptes was that the janitor in
" e gates had been
to pick flowers or
inspired by such
Undaunted, my partner





a " d l
dedication to the sport), and proceeded to
hit the white sphereoid back and forth
across the net.
Before long Mr. Roy Dath came out onto
the courts and ruined what had the making
of a relaxing morning of tennis. He
chastized my partner and myself for playing
on the courts when they were supposed to be
closed. Why were the courts closed? Ap-
parently there was a tennis match
scheduled for 2:00 p.m. and for this reason
the courts were closed to the entire college
community.
I can appreciate the need for a match to be
conducted on a well groomed court, but
depriving the entire college community the
use of the tennis courts on such a beautiful
day is a crime. To close the courts for the
entire morning is uncalled for.
The courts could have been closed perhaps
an hour before the match which would have
permitted ample time to prepare the courts
for the match. If need be the players
themselves could sweep the courts.
I think Mr. Dath's actions exemplify the
Athletic Department's continuing efforts to
neglect that large segment of Trinity
students not participating in intercollegiate
sports. In this case, finances was not the
concern, it was a simple matter of the
Athletic Department's discrimination
against the majority of the Trinity students.
The Athletic Department must be made




To the Trinity Community:
As we reflect on our experiences with the
dance program this year we want to inform
the Trinity community of, the educative
process that is indicated in the high rating of
the department in the student evaluations as
well as the success of the recent dance
concert. The training that we have received
has involved a total mental and physical
alertness of ourselves in terms of our bodies
and in relation to the environment. This
alertness has encompassed an artistic
consciousness as well as an intellectual,
psychological, and philosophical con-
sciousness. This consciousness is derived
from the many elements that are inherent in
the study of dance. A kinesthetic un-
derstanding of the body in space is a result
of intensive technical discipline, an ap-
preciation of movement repetoire, im-
provisation, and the study of the forms of
composition.
Studio work is one form of the study of
dance. As well, we are exposed to theory,
history of dance, dance therapy, dance
criticism, dance education and per-
formance. For example, this past semester
we have been involved with the Hartford
school system at the elementary level
teaching dance movement as an integral
part of the primary learning process.
The study of dance has required a total
mental alertness, as these many aspects
draw upon and develop our physical and
intellectual resources. As reflected in the
course evaluation and the high enrollment in
dance courses, students at Trinity has
recognized the educational value of dance.
We are especially lucky at Trinity to have as
mentors, a faculty that is highly skilled and
committed to dance, to teaching, and to the
students. We consider ourselves very for-
tunate to have been exposed to this
discipline, which has been an integral part
of our liberal arts education at Trinity.
'victory'
To the Editor:
This is a great victory for student
militancy and for the small group of faculty
who were willing to fight for what they knew
was right. Only because students were
willing to be disruptive when all other
channels had been exhausted, only because
some faculty were willing to risk their own
futures and raise embarrassing questions
and refuse to be silenced did Gene Frankel
get rehired. Without that struggle none of
this would have happened.
But the victory should not lure us into
false sense of security. The Academic
(Continued on ps. 18)
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If Dogs Run Free
Catcher In The Rye-Bread
By Matt Moloshok
Larry's spring vacation had proven a
frustrating search for a job. First he had his
bid for the attorney generalship denied.
Then his resume was rejected out of hand
when he applied for the job of Chief Prelate.
In the end, there was only one hope: chief
aide to the assistant municipal director for
canine activities.
"Dog catcher?" asked his mother. "What
sort of job is that for a nice Jewish boy?''
"The only one I have even a snowball's
chance in hell of getting," Larry replied.
His mother blushed. "I bet you've been
waiting all week to say that."
Larry shook his head in disbelief.
His mother tried to lighten things up,
"You really want to be a dog catcher?" she
asked.
"Yes mamma."
"Well, your father and I have a little pull
with the dog catcher^she responded. "He
was on the same bowling team with your
father until the hoof and mouth disease
caught up with him. They played very well
together and he owes your father a lot of
french fries."
Larry was a bit put off. "I don't like the
idea of pull," he told her,
"Alright, we don't do anything about it,"
his mother responded. "But when your
snowball melts because the mayor's son
wants the job and is using political influence
to get it, don't complain to us."
"What do you mean, 'the mayor's son?' "
"Just what I said," his mother continued.
"Cynthia Tapersnout was in the beauty
parlor the other day and she told me that
Mayor Firefly's wife had told her..."
Larry shook his head. "But mom, mom,
Cynthia Tapersnout is notoriously
unreliable as a rumor monger." .
' 'Not as unreliable as Clementine Sutter,"
his mother retorted, "and besides, Clem is
far more malicious. I'd give Cynthia a grade
of 5 on a scale of nine for trustworthiness."
"Alright already," said Larry, "you think
this is legit?"
"Sure it's legitimate," said his Mother,
"and Larry, I do wish you'd stop using all
this terrible slang."
"O.K., Mom," said Larry. "Do what you
think is right."
"Right," said his mother.
The next week in school, he got a phone
call from his dear old dad. "Well, sonny,"
said he, "I just got a phone call from the dog
catcher. He doesn't know you're at college,
so he called home. He says he thinks you're
well-qualified but he and the city personnel
director want to interview you."
"Interview me?" asked Larry. "But they
never interview people for dog catcher. I
mean they give them physicals and rabies
tests and stuff, but interviews?"
"I don't know what the procedures are,"
his father continued, "but I think you better
accept. And get a haircut."
"You sure he's not doing this just because
you're his old bowling buddy?"
"You mean am I using pull?" asked his
old man. "Nonsense. You think I'd help my
son become a dog catcher, the first Libido
ever to be repressive?" •
The interview came. Larry went dressed
in a coat and tie. The dog catcher was
waiting for him in coveralls. They talked a
little bit about the local pedigrees and the
latest news on the bowling circuit and then
they thanked him and it was over.
The following week, he received a phone
call from his mom. "Your father doesn't
want me to tell," she confessed, "but I'm
going to tell you anyway. You got the job"
Larry was dubious. "Was there sonie
pull?"
"No," she said, "that's why he dian't want
to tell you, so you wouldn't think he was
influencing things. Only don't let him know
that you know."
"You mean I shouldn't let him know that
you know I know."
"Right."
"O.K." Larry said. "Will there be some
official notification?"
"Yes," said his mother. "You can expect
a letter this week telling you to report on
June 12."
"Wonderful," said Larry. "It will be our
little secret."
"I just want to tell you darling". said
momma, "that I'm real proud of you.
Everywhere I go, every fire hydrant I see,
every mutt in the street, I'll be able to hold
my head high and say, 'My son, the dog








Tuition Up; Frankel Out
By President Theodore D. Lockwood
(Editor's note: Once a semester, President
Locfewood writes a letter to the parents
concerning an issue relating to the College
life. Last semester, Locfewood wrote about
students at the College. On April 5, Locfe-
wood sent a letter concerning the Trinity
/acuity.
During.one of those premature spring
afternoons when softball reappeared on the
Quad, I began thinking about what I would
write in my next letter to you. My last letter
concerned students. I decided that you
might welcome some thoughts on faculty,
both because there is so much public
commentary on the difficult situation
confronting professors these days and
because it is they who most directly help
your sons and daughters achieve their
academic goals.
In a real sense, it is the close relationship
between individual students and faculty that
accounts for much of the success of this
College. Anecdotes and impressions might,
therefore, more accurately portray the
quality which distinguishes the engagement
between faculty and students at Trinity. But
the broader issues--and how Trinity is
currently meeting them-occupy this letter.
Trinity has 124 full-time faculty and 35
part-time faculty teaching in 19 depart-
ments and 3 interdisciplinary programs.
Ungracious as it may sound, the faculty are
growing older and more experienced. We
can foresee few retirements, no net ad-
ditions, and, as against previous years, few
new positions. Over a decade, the median
age is likely to rise 5 years. This shift to a
steady state in the profession, and thus an
oversupply of new teachers, means a college
may be far more selective in choosing
among the, say, 400 candidates for a position
in English. To those of us now on the faculty
and to the many more who seek to join it,
this presents an agonizing human problem.
To illustrate: you may well hear from
your son or daughter that the College failed,
to reappoint an attractive young assistant
professor who has been with us a year and a
half. Unless Trinity is prepared to keep
everyone indefinitely, then some will not
receive reappointments at precisely a time
when other opportunities are scarce. Many
who have spent years preparing for an
academic career will have to seek another
vocation. Hence, the agony. But given the
present restriction on the growth of faculty
size, that choice is unavoidable if the College
is to retain the flexibility needed in the
curriculum.
The problem ultimately relates to tenure,
that oft-misunderstood provision for con-
tinuing appointment in a college after a
Drobationary period. Normally, after a
series of reappointments for a total of six
years, a professor, if recommended, is
eligible to be considered for tenure; if he
receives tenure, he may, unless later shown
to be incompetent, continue to teach at
Trinity until age 65. The justification for the
tenure system rests on the necessity of
guaranteeing freedom of both inquiry and
expression. By obliging the College either to
grant a continuing appointment or to ask the
individual to seek a position elsewhere, we
force ourselves to make the hard decisions
which we hope will assure both the con-
tinued quality and versatility of the faculty
at Trinity. These are difficult decisions, but
no other method yet devised seems as likely
to maintain educational excellence.
Often a tangential question enters the
discussion of tenure. Do political beliefs
influence our decisions about ap-
pointments? I can firmly state two things
about this issue. At Trinity, the political
persuasion or activity of a faculty member
does not enter into these decisions. Nor do
faculty allow their ideological con-
siderations to affect intellectual obligations
or their political positions to distort
academic judgements. In being frank about
so emotional a question, I hope that you will
also recognize our great concern that a
college remain institutionally apart from
partisan politics so as to prevent it from
becoming a political instrument.
The faculty have the responsibility for
honing the critical facility of students so that
they reach their own decisions as to the
values they consider important. Therefore,
faculty go out of their way to avoid telling
students what is right or wrong, but they do
insist that your son or daughter gain the
knowledge and skills to make choices in-
telligently. In our contemporary setting, the
demand for leadership from the faculty in
cultivating critical understanding is heavier
than it has ever been. Despite the many
pressures now on the teaching profession,
Trinity intends to do all it can to make that
leadership possible.
And that brings me to another problem:
compensation for persons who are truly
professionals in the best sense of that much
abused term. It has once again become a
national issue, after a period of fifteen years
in which colleges made considerable
headway in overcoming the inadequate
salary scales of the early 1950s. Now we are
having trouble making annual increases
equal to inflation, for we are cost-conscious
and are reluctant continually to transfer the
cost of higher salaries to students and thus
to parents faced with rising prices on bread,
oil-everything.
For that reason, I want to share with yoTJ
information about salaries at Trinity. A full
professor earns, on the average, $18,625 in
1973-74; the average salary for associate
professors is $14,825; for assistant
professors, $12,075; and for instructors,
$10,350. Though good on a national scale,
these figures are not sufficiently com-
petitive to allow us to rest easy. Comparison
with other professions only aggravates the
worry, but my main concern centers on the
morale factor. Can we continue to call upon
faculty to improve our academic offerings,
to consider new approaches to learning, and
to work closely with students if we cannot do
more than "hang in"? In the long run, the
answer has to be "no", especially since,
over the last five years, the faculty has
accepted a 25% increase in the number ot
students per professor. ,
For next year, faculty salaries will in-
crease, on the average, 7.7%. These raises
express our determination to reward goofl
teaching and to meet your expectation that
the College retain a faculty who sustain an
atmosphere open to change, marked b>
traditional rigor and by the spirit of tree
inquiry. To provide for this adjustment an
to meet inflationary pressures on ou
operating budget, there will be an overs'
increase in tuition ($175 ,̂ room ($50), aw
board ($80)-which we hope is «"J
derstandable since it includes the equivaw
of $75 per student for fuel price hikes oi l»»
in only nine months. These increas
represent a 7% rise in the total cost »
students and parents and compar
favorably with those at other college
similar to Trinity in size and quality.
In conclusion, we are trying to meet; j e
issues confronting the faculty forthngnw
We want that high morale which permits tne
College to move forward: Trinity has been
fortunate in this regard and we intencn
keep it that way. I share these observations
with you so that you may help us mainta >
an excellent faculty and an open acadenw
community. ' „ • „ ! «
In closing, may I thank the Parent
•Association for its help and encouragemw
and your President, Robert K. Mooney, i»
his leadership in your behalf. We have_ a
unusually dedicated association, an?'";L
privilege for me to acknowledge this grw
feature of the Trinity community by wn««
to you from time to time, by seeing youa^
listening to your comments at our van"
gatherings, and, I hope, by welcoming yo
whenever you can come to the caw •
(Incidentally, those pre-spnng SOHD*
games revealed the typical early sea"
fielding lapses.)
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In The Public Interest
Needed: Better Housing
e, Director of ConnPIRG «1BI#
By Steve Wisensale, Director of ConnPIRG
Many people here in the U.S. as well as,
those abroad are convinced that an over-
whelming majority of Americans con-
sistently partake in the so-called "affluent
society". However, a look at the facts
presents us with a completely different
picture. For example, statistics show that
most Americans have never stayed in a
hotel. In a given year, half the population
does not take an overnight trip or travel
over 100 miles from home. 4 out of 5
Americans have never flown in an airplane
and there are only 12 doctors who treat
people for every 10,000 residents.
While most of the examples presented
above are fairly well concealed from the
average observer, the problem of housing is
much more visible. Based on the Report of
the President's Commission on Urban
Housing (the Kaiser Report) published in
1968, the average American family spends
15% of its income on housing alone. A family
which earns $10,000 a year pays out 12% or
around $1,200 a year in rent, while a family
earning only $4,000 a year pays as much as
30%. What's worse, most of the poorer
families live in substandard homes. Ac-
cording to the Kaiser Report, between i/5th
and l/6th of all housing in the U.S. is sub-
standard, with an even higher figure in
rented housing where 1 out of 4 buildings is
classified as substandard.
ilie reason for such a high percentage of
substandard housing is deeply rooted in the
old law of supply and demand. There is
simply a shortage of housing. As a result,
when decent vacant housing is scarce,
landlords can raise rents and ignore their
tenants' demands and real estate brokers
can raise prices. Stated briefly, the housing.
situation is caused by an increase in
population which has far out-distanced the
amount of housing being constructed.
As is usually the case, it's the poor who
suffer the punishment of substandard
housing. Although various types of urban
renewal programs have been introduced,
the final results are not as impressive as
government officials would like us to
believe. In the name of urban renewal,
thousands of homes have been destroyed
and the people.forced to take refuge in
another more crowded and substandard
housing district. In the mid-60's New York
City demolished hundreds of homes in a
poor black area and replaced them with an
impressive cultural center which is to be
enjoyed primarily by middle class whites.
Since 1949, urban renewal has torn down
over 500,000 homes - mostly of poor people -
and constructed only 100,000 to replace
them. What a convenient method for ridding
a city of unwanted minorities!
In order for us to make a serious dent in
the housing problem, the Kaiser Report
estimates that 26 million new and
rehabilitated housing units will have to be
produced between 1968 and 1978 to provide
adequate housing for the entire- population.
The government, through a serious and
effective lobbying effort by public interest
groups such as GonnPIRG, must subsidize
low or moderate income housing so that all
Americans have access to decent housing. A
substandard rat infested apartment
building not far from the Capitol serves no
other purpose than to stand as a monument
dedicated to our insensitivity and lack of
concern for those less forunate than we.
Take Nothing For Granted-
By Tom Bray
May Day Festivities
On Wednesday May 1,1974 there will be a
non-coercive strike at Trinity College in
sympathy with the 289 predominantly black
students arrested for criminal trespassing
at the University of Connecticut on Tuesday
and Wednesday April 23 and 24. This strike
is being organized by the Trinity Strike
Committee which held its second
organizational meeting on Monday, April 30,
1974 in the Senate Room. The strike com-
mittee has also set up an auxiliary
organizational meeting on Monday, April 29,
Defense Committee, which will discuss
options available in supporting the UConn
300 before their May 21, 1974 trial in
Willimantic.
Wednesday is a pretty good day for me. I
don't have any classes on Wednesdays. I
used to work at the bookstore on Wednesday
afternoons from three to five, but it got to be
a drag. So now I have a four day week. Two
days of classes and work and two days of
work in the mornings. I was supposed to
have a class on Wednesday and Friday
afternoons but it got changed to Thursday
nights only Steely Dan was in Waterbury
last Thursday with Sunship and put on a fine
show.
This Wednesday is May Day. Nobody has
to do work on May Day. There are so many
other things that could be done on May Day,
like for instance:
8:00 AM--Poetry reading and preliminary
festivities. On the Quad, in the dorms, on
Vernon St., etc.
8:30 AM to 4:00 PM-Classes that aren*t
cancelled by professors or classes that want
to meet in the spirit of May Day. See below
for hypothetical May Day topics of
discussion.
9:00 AM-Breakfast at Saga ends,
10:00 AM-Free distribution of excess
Tripods to street people in the surrounding
neighborhood. Start at Mather Campus
Center.
High Noon-Guerilla theater on the Quad.
The script is still being written so if you
want a part just let Bill Ferns, or myself
know. Actors responsible for supplying their
own wardrobes and special props.
2:00 PM-Siestas and caucasing at local
taverns
3:00 PM-Tea time
4:00 PM-ALL COLLEGE MEETING-
Place yet to be determined organized by
Trinity Strike Committee. Main topic of
discussion: "Should we vote in SGA elec-
tions on May 3 & 4, 1974?"
6:00 PM~break for supper
7:00 PM-Final TWO meeting of the year




MEETING-subsidiary topics to be in-
troduced-place to be announced.
Some suggested May Day Topics For
Discussion:
Is there a draught in Mexico?
How does Wilhejm Reich apply to Trinity?
Are the Yankees and the Indians a cartel?
Who owns America, the press or the
politicians?
Who is legally responsible for the Tripod?
For Cinestudio?
What is the legal status of Trinity Young
Democrats and Young REPUBLICANS?
Could Ella Grasso defeat Bob Steele, Jr.?
Why did the President of UConn call State
Atty. Gen. Killian at 5:30 AM Tuesday April
23, 1974?
Who is that security guard and why is he
always following me?
Why was Eugene Frankel rehired?
Does Kennedy want to be President?
Is Lockwood a viable candidate for
Governor?
What should be done with Mather Hall?
If none oi these topics appeal to your
professors, you may not want to go to
classes on Wednesday May 1. At least one
alternative workshop is scheduled:
"Intro Philosophy-demonstration of
Hume's cause and effect relationship ex-
plained via the medium of billiard balls"-
meets at 98 Vernon St.
Other workshops are also being
scheduled. Keep your eyes open. As Otto von
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"Trinity Tripod wishes to make
i0" W i I l i a m Matthews' article on
S p o r t s i n l a s t w e e k > s
are as follows:ows:
Ferris SpC°?r ParaS raPh states that "the
open •> TVC -lties' P r i ma"ly the pool, are
Poo f M-f-ls n o t t o t a l ly correct. The non-
thrwKm w e r e appropriated nearly
Thin ! a s m u c h m o n e y a s was the pool.
x m r d Paragraph: Karl Kurth did not
Correction
inform the Tripod of the error which was in
actuality brought to light through Matthews'
analysis.
The third paragraph reads as if the pool is
the only recipient of the College's in-
structional budget allocation of $13,000.
The fourth paragraph reads as if the
$13,000 was appropriated to the Physical
Education Deoartment only. It is_spP ""
among PE courses, intramurals .and
recreational sports time. The last sentence
implies that recreational sports consists of
pool time only, which it does not.
In the "Description of Expenses",
recreation does not mean intramural sports
as is indicated in the column entry listed as
"Recreation (intramural sports)". The
indicated $1750 goes solely towards
In the seventh paragraph, the statement
that "Kurth noted... the amount of evening
and weekend time the swimming pool would
be open" is incorrect. As was indicated in
the above corrections, recreational ac-
tivities comprise all non-structured activity
in the athletic center. This includes the pool
time, but not exclusively.
We apologize for the incorrect editing
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Environment To Express Spirit
By Cliff Posman
Photo by Jody Scala
Rene Dubos said the final goal for us is to develop an environment for the
more complete expression of the human spirit.
"If we are thoughtful enough, informed
enough, and willing to treat the earth with
loye, we will be able to create an en-
vironment that is environmentally sound,
economically profitable and esthetically
rewarding," said Pulitzer Prize winning
author Rene Dubos. "The final goal," he
added, "is to develop an environment for the
more complete expression of the human
spirit."
Dubos said, "We must recognize that a
large percentage of the landscapes have
been shaped to fit the needs of man.
Also, Dubos said, "We have done a great
deal of damage but we can correct the
damage very rapidly because of the
profound resiliency of nature."
"The environment provides us with
esthetic and emotional satisfaction," ex-
plained" Dubos. "There is no natural en-
vironment that is satisfying to the human
mind. All are created by man," he said.
Dubos observed that all men live in a
tropical environment. "Even the Eskimos,"
he said, "create an artificial tropical en-
vironment by wearing heavy furs and living
in snow houses."
Dubos noted that men need a fairly open
environment. He said, I'Wheneyer man
settled he cleared the forest so the horizon
would be accessible to the human eye."
Our environmental philosophy must in-
clude a willingness and an ability to change
the surface of the earth, said Dubos.
"Conservation means conserving the
earth," he continued,' 'not as it was made by
nature or God but as it was transformed by
man."
Thus, Dubos explained, the essence of the
conservation movement is maintaining a
man-made level of environmental quality.
"The resiliency of nature is so great that it is
possible to correct damages inflicted by
centuries of mismanagement," noted
Dubos.
Dubos cited the rejuvenation of the shad
industry in the lower Hudson River and the
marked improvement in the ambient air
quality of London. "I am very confident
about the future," he said.
Dubos compared his position with that of
anthropologist Margaret Mead who spoke at
Trinity College three weeks ago. He said
Mead is a pessimist who assures the end of
the world by the turn of the century.
"Human beings hardly ever engage in
constructive action through fear," noted
Dubos. He said the doomsday talk of Mead
and environmentalist Barry Commoner
would not inspire people to act. He added
that the reason we have begun to change our
ways is because a solution to our en-
vironmental problems is in sight.
Rene Dubos is a world-renowned
microbiologist and experimental
pathologist, according to Current Biography
1973. Since 1928, he has been associated with
Rockefeller University where he has
researched the antibiotic properties of
bacteria obtained from the soil.
One of the basic tenets of his research
efforts has been that microbes should be
studied in their natural environment on the
development of the individual has been of
prime interest to Dubos.
Dubos has received 29 honorary degrees
and published 17 books. In 1969 he was
awarded a Pulitzer Prize for So Human An
Animal.
112 Persons Remain On Waiting List
By Lisa Heilbronn
"It appears that we are in better shape in
getting people housed than last year," said
Del A. Shilkret, Dean of Student Services. At
this time, there are approximately 112
people on the waiting list, as opposed to 129
at this lime last year, he said.
'i ShVttpet attributed the easing of the
rooming situation to a drop in the number ot
women who signed rooming contracts, and
the addition of 111 Crescent Street to the
available housing. Ill Crescent proved quite
popular, Shilkret noted, going well before
the 194 and 216 New Britain apartment
houses.
Shilkret noted that the male-female ratio
of the waiting list was more even this year
than last, being roughly 66 men and 46
women this year, compared with 120 men
and 9 women last year.
This distribution is better, Shilkret ex-
plained, because more women generally
drop out of the system to take part in ex-
change and foreign study programs, making
College
women easier to place from the waiting list.
Also, the smaller number of men on the list
improves their chances of being housed, he
added.
The rooming lottery went as usual this
•year, said Shilkret. The only significant-
. shift, from prior years, he noted, was a
preference for High Rise suites when South
Campus suites were still available. The
ranking of 111 Crescent for next year is
undecided, but it will probably be in the 'C
range, he added. Shilkret said that all
housing numbers would be averaged, and ,(
each dormitory's rating reconsidered, once
the entire rooming process is over.
Regarding next year's rooming lottery,
Shilkret noted that trends might be in-
fluenced by the installation of bathrooms on
the third floor of Jarvis this summer. Also,
the current procedure for assigning num-
bers to those students who hand in their
contracts late (that is, assigning a priority
number after the rising- sophomore class) is
being reconsidered.
It is impossible at this time to determine if
more housing is needed for Trinity, said
Shilkret. Because admissions and absences
vary from year to year, he continued, it is
hard to determine how many rooms will be
needed from year to year.
For example, he explained, the college
projects admitting 30 more women this year
in the incoming freshman class. This means
the drop in female contracts this year may
reverse next year.
Another point, he said, is that a certain
'settling down' process takes place from the
deadline for handing back your room (this
year it is May 3), and the beginning of the
next semester. From room selection last
year until March 1 of this year, Shilkret
noted, close to 500 individuals were involved
in room changes or graduated. This makes
it possible for vacancies to occur which
those on the waiting list would not have
expected, Shilkret said;
Hear the Trinity Pipes Friday at 8 p.m.




The College has decided not to hire an
outside administrator to replace resigning
Dean of Student Services Del A. Shilkret,
according to Vice-President Thomas A.
Smith. Instead, Smith said, the College has
reorganized the Office of Community Life
and the Office of Student Services.
\The Office of the Dean of Students will
replace the Office of Community Life and
the Office of Student Services, said Smith.
He added that Dean of Community Life j .
Ronald Spencer will hold the title of Dean of
Students.
Smith said the Office of the Deal of
Students will include the Dean of Student
Services, the Associate Dean of Student
Services, the Assistant Dean of Students, the
Assistant Dean for College Residences, and
the Master Calendar Coordinator.
Ellen Mulqueen, associate dean of student
services, David Lee, assistant dean of
student services, and Elinor Tilles, assistant
to the dean of community life, have ex-
pressed the intent of accepting new ap-
pointments and responsibilities, according
to Smith.
Mulqueen will become the new Dean of
Student Services. Lee will become the
Associate Dean of Student Services. Tilles
will hold the position of Assistant Dean for
College Residences.
Smith said Mohamed Jibrell, assistant
dean of community life, will become the
Assistant Dean of Students. He said Terry
Costelloe will retain her position as Master
Calendar Coordinator. He also said Spencer,
Jibrell, and Costelloe will retain the same
responsibilities.
The responsibilities of the Dean of Student
Services will include overall administration
nf student services areas and the Mather
Dean of Student Services will be responsible
for student activities and will share
responsibility for the Mather Campus
Center, he added.
According to Smith, the Assistant Dean
for College Residences will be responsible
for the housing program, the resident
assistant program, and student I.D. cards.
Smith stressed the manner in which all
members of the Office of the Dean of
Students have worked together in the past.
He said the College unified the two offices in
order to achieve greater cooperation.
Smith said it is the College's preference to
move people from within when they are
confident pf such a move. He said Tilles had
worked with other members of the two of-
fices and was interested in a full time
assignment. In the past, he added, Tilles had
worked part time.
SEC Ballot Correction
The following names did not appear on
the ballot for student elections in last





Mather Board of Governors
Lawrence Golden
Eric Wright






Dept. To Offer Full Program
By Arthur Johnson
Richard Morris said the Education Department will offer a full schedule of
courses next year,
"The Education Department will go
ahead with a full program and President
Lockwood has communicated that
nothing further will be done about the
department in the foreseeable future,"
said Richard Morris, chairman of the
education department.
Although President Theodore D. Lock-
wood has made no official statement to
the College, Morris stated the President
instructed the Education Policy Com-
mittee (E.P.C.) to halt its investigation
of the Education Department. The
establishment of specific procedures for
evaluating departments and programs
will precede any further investigation,
Morris continued.
Lockwood stated that the faculty of the
E.P.C. concluded that the investigation
should be suspended until criteria could
Lockwood and the Trustees concurred
with the E.P.C.'s decision, he said. Drew
Hyland, chairman of E.P.C, c " m m e " 1 ! ;
the investigation was halted Deca"«
criteria needs to be developed to
distinguish peripheral and. centwu
educational objectives. Hyland decUnea
further comment. ,
"This was the real issue
explained, "there were no
procedures for investigating,
students as well as former graduate ana
undergraduate students have « * * £
concern over the future of thei kouca
Department, Morris c/»h*a{£jtt«i
sizeable number of alumni have written
to Lockwood expressing support ot ffl
department in addition to ^ te r s
support from N.Y. and Boston educators,
Morris concluded.
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Johnson To Speak On Prejudice
Cornelia Johnson
A Hartford community leader and ten
members of the Trinity community will hold
open discussions about prejudice in the
Chapel, tonight, starting at 7:45.
Sponsored by the Committee on Minority
Interests, a group of students, faculty and
administrators organized last year by
Aletha Strong '73, the discussions are open
to the campus community.
The speaker will be Mrs. Cornelia T.
Johnson, a family service worker for the
South Arsenal Neighborhood Development
Corporation (SAND) and Greater Hartford
Process, Inc.
President Lockwood, Dean Edwin P. Nye,
faculty members Francine Blau, William T.
Bowie, Neil Garston, Samuel Hendel and
James Miller, and students Janice Hester
'76, Jeanne Horn '77 and Cristina Medina '74
will respond to her speech and lead the
discussions which follow.
The format of the program is patterned
after the "Marketplace of Ideas" held in
early March in the Chapel, in which Trinity
faculty criticized a speech from several
points of view. The faculty then moved to
different places in the Chapel to engage in
conversations with part of the audience. The
audience was free to choose the con-
versation in which they wishes to par-
ticipate, and were encouraged to move
freely from one group to another.
Mrs. Johnson indicated her speech would
touch on many different aspects of prejudice
as she has observed it, including racism, the
plight of women, institutional racism, and
"unspoken prejudices." Some of her
remarks will be directed at the College,
others as the white majority and others at
the general situation.
Mrs. Johnson, who lives in Hartford, has
worked with teenagers, unwed mothers and
families in Hartford's Clay Hill and South
Arsenal areas. Active in the field of mental
health, she has served as advisor to a group
of mothers in Clay Hill, and was involved in
counseling and job placement for trainees in
Hartford's Model Cities program.
She is a co-founder of Amistad House, a
group home for girls, and of the Clay Hill
Community Health Services, an ambulatory
health clinic in the North End. She serves on
many local boards, including Catholic
Family Service, State Mental Health Ad-
visory Board, the Alliance of Black Social
Workers and the Public Relations Board of
Hartford Hospital.
The Committee on Minority Interests,
originally called the Interracial Interaction
Improvement Committee (IIC), has been
meeting last year and this year to discuss
the situation of various minorities on
campus, and to plan ways to make some of
the problems known and to help eliminate
the problems.
This is the first campus-wide event
sponsored by the committee. President
Lockwood and the Chapelare supporting the
effort.
Students Recommend Changes In Sports
(Third in a series)
There have been many recommendations,
given by various students and the
Recreational Advisory Committee, in light
of the criticisms presented in Tripod ar-
ticles, that may meet some of the extra
demand for unstructured free activity in the
Ferris Athletic Center. Below are some of
the recommendations which seem the most
likely for consideration by those financially
involved groups:
The Student's Activity Fee should give
money towards the finances of the
Recreation Sports Program. It should be an
amount sufficient in size to substantially
expand the number of weeks the program
should run.
More money should either be ap-
propriated from the College's instructional
budget, the present source of funds for
recreational, intramural and Physical
Educational programs, and be used
specifically for the purpose of expanding the
recreational program.
The Athletic Department should reap-
propriate money from their $81,000 dollar
budget. This money could be extracted
evenly from other sports, proposed some
students.
A fourth recommendation calls for the
organization of a sub-department or com-
mittee to help find and distributed and
organize the finances and operation of the
recreational program. This would probably
occur only if the Athletic Department took
on some of the financial responsibilities of
the Recreational Program.
In analysis of these recommendations, it
is evident that the feasability of the
proposals vary. Probably, the most likely
source of extra funding would come from
we Student Activities Fee. Since the
recreational program is more of a privilege
than a right, according to Karl Kurth,
Director of Athletics, finances should be the
responsibility of the student body. Because
of this, the additional funds would probably
come from Students Activities Fee.
As for the College's Instructional budget,
a large addition of money would definitely
help expand the recreational program but
would also have to be shared with the
physical education program and intramural
sports. This proposal would work only if the
increase were very substantial, which is
improbable with the tight budget the College
is now experiencing.
The Athletic Department, according to
Kurth, is unable to give any funds what-
soever to the recreational department at
this time. As was stated in the previous
articles, any extra money would go to the
informal sports programs. Besides this, the
Athletic Department would be unwilling to
create any complications between the
recreational program and intercollegiate
athletics, commented Kurth. This would
also probably eliminate the sub-department
recommendation.
According to the recreational Advisory
Committee, the most likely addition in time
would occur in the spring when the weather
is most inclimate; there would be an ad-
ditional two or three weeks added after
spring vacation. Depending on the amount
of extra finances available, the next most
likely expansion of the program would be in
the second, third and fourth weeks of
November. These two additions would
lengthen the total program from the second
week in November until Easter vacation.
At this time, three guards, one at the door,
another at the pool, and a third acting as
supervisor, are needed for the evening
program. It costs, according to Phil Brewer,
Recreational Advisory Committee member,
nineteen dollars a night to keep the Ferris
Athletic Center open.
According to the committee, the biggest
problem is student input. If any action is to
be taken in a constructive effort to expand
the recreational program, it is essential that
students express their opinions to the
Recreational Advisory Committee. Without
this response, an expansion of the un-
strucfure free activity time at Ferris in the
evening would be very difficult to arrange,
let alone finance.. If indeed there is a greater
demand for the recreational program, the
RAC and the Athletic Department do not
know of it.
It can be concluded that there is enough
interest in unstructured free activity to
merit an expansion of the recreational
program. However, more money and more
official response is needed before any action
can be taken.
SEC Alters Voting Procedures
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
voted on April 16 to follow the city of Hart-
ford's method of 'minority protection' in the
student elections on May 2 and 3, according
ra Tony Piccirillo, chairman of the SEC.
'The method is extremely simple," ex-
Pamed Piccirillo. He explained that the
j^C decided that a voter may only vote for
wo-thirds the number of open positions on
any committee or organization. *
.« is important that students follow the
lections on the ballot, stated Piccirillo.
*ne ballot clearly indicates the number of
Two Trin Students
To Go Abroad
AIESEC recently held its International
^onvention in Bordeau, France, according
«> Mike Gilman, an AISEC member. Two of
mmty's members, Dave Stabler and Gary
^ajkowski, were selected for foreign in-
ternship programs, said Gilman.
Dave will work in South Africa for four to
°« months beginning early this summer,
»aid Mike O'Brien. He added, Gary is
destined for Ireland in a similar program.
ik4f rently, AIESEC-Trinjty is engaged in
ir* ?Pnng push" for new members, said
pa u
11- H e s a i d AIESEC can bridge the
sap between economic theory and the
Poetical business world.
Although AIESEC is relatively unknown
i',camPus, many opportunities for foreign
'"lernships, self- management experience,
«na interactions with area business leaders
"Wv exist, explained Gilman. One of our
S o s P e c t s is an internship program
S U r a n c o m P a n i e s of Hartford,
candidates for which the voters may vote,
he said. Ballots which include more votes
than is allowed will be disqualified and not
counted, he added.
The reason for this change, said Piccirillo,
was to allow minority viewpoints a greater
chance of representation on the various
committees and organizations. Minority
viewpoints have a greater chance of
representing themselves through an elec-
tion when such a method is used, he added,
Lockwood Reappoints Frankel
(Editor's Note: The following letter to
the faculty is the text of President
Theodore D. Locfewood's recom-
mendation to offer Frankel a two year
reappointment. It was sent only to
faculty.)
'To The Faculty:
You have received the report of the
Committee on Academic Freedom,
which was asked by the chairman of the
Appointments and Promotion Committee
and by Professor Frankel to investigate
whether there had been any violations of
academic freedom or of procedural due
process in the review of his department's
recommendation for his reappointment.
In keeping with the opinion which the
Academic Freedom Committee rendered
and with my own judgment, I have of-
fered Professor Frankel a reappointment
for two years, effective September 1,
1974, under conditions which clarify the
manner in which any subsequent con-
sideration of reappointment will be
reviewed.
Because of the discussion which has
surrounded this case, I wish to make
clear why I reached this decision, and I
also wish to underscore the importance
of certain conclusions reached by the
Academic Freedom Committee. First, I
am pleased that the committee found no
violation of academic freedom. Thus we
as a faculty can dismiss the irresponsible
allegations of political bias.
Second, it is most important that the
Academic Freedom Committee con-
cluded that the Committee on Ap-
pointments and Promotion acted in a
proper manner. They found no evidence
of violations of due process in its han-
dling of the case. Knowing the incredibly
difficult task facing the faculty members
of the A&P Committee and the long hours
those persons devote to carrying out their
responsibilities in your behalf, I ap-
preciate the care with which the
Academic Freedom Committee ex-
plained their findings. I trust that the ad
hoc committee reviewing our procedures
will take this analysis into consideration.
That the various understandings in-
volved in the review of this appointment,
one which entailed considerations new to
the department of physics, did not wholly
coincide is regrettable. From this report
it is clear that expectations differed.
However one may judge the validity of
the distinctions to which the Academic
Freedom Committee drew our attention,
I am certain that all of us would agree
that generosity demands that we be
considerate to the individual involved.
For that reason I have offered the
reappointment.
In closing may I draw attention to the
"opinion" included with the report. The
essential clarification in appointments
must occur at the departmental or
program level, in coordination with the
Dean's Office. Just as the Committee on
Appointments and Promotion at no time
concluded that the history of science was
not an appropriate field of inquiry, so
also the Committee did not move beyond
its legitimate areas of concern.
Therefore, it should not now reenter the
case. Similarly, I think it would be most
unwise for the faculty as a whole to enter
this case, or any such case in the future. I
hope that this "Opinion" and our faculty
discussion have laid this question to rest.
' Cordially,
Theo'dore D. Lockwood
EAT DELICIOUS PIZZA PIES and HOT OVEN GRINDERS
A B C PIZZA HOUSE
ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE
Call When You Leave Your Room
It Will Be Ready On Arrival
"" • PHONE 247-0234
HOURS, M-T 11-12 F-S 11-1 S- 12-12 287 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
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MHBOG & Norman Luxemburg
Past History
Mather Hall Board of Governors
Closed Door Session
Minutes September 4,1973
Please remember that all minutes of an executive closed door session should be kept strictly confidential.
The Board discussed the matters of the contracts negotiated and signed by Norman Luxemburg in order to decide
•• what appropriate action should be taken. 11 was decided to ask Norman to surrender his resignation to the Board in a 6
: yes 1 abstention vote. Should Norman refuse to surrender his resignation, It was decided that he be expelled from the
Board.
'• The Board felt that Norman should have been fully aware of the limits of his power, as a past member of the MHBOG
i and a chief proponent in the forming of the Boards Constitution. Norman had no power or authority vested In him by
; either the MH BOG Constitution nor by a vote of the Board to negotiate in such a way to commit the Board to hire the
; above named or any other acts.
John and Dave Lee with the help of David Bono would try to negotiate with booking agency Lordly and Dame to
; cancel those concerts which could be. Thu includes the Dance Band contracts, which the College need not hire
asNorman had signed them.
Small Activities and Lectures appropriations will be unstable until we find out where we stand financially.
Concerning the upcoming dance, Sat. night Sept. 8th, approx. $500 was appropriated for kegs of beer, which will be
used with garbage cans to avoid damage to the floors. A reasonable amount of money was a proprlated for decorations
Including balloons and helium.. Board members are to meet in the Washington room, Sat. a.m. to help with
decorations. Kikl will set publicity together. John and Martha will buy decorations.
It was decided that we could not afford Fandango for the weekend of Sept. 14, because of our unstable finances.
Nothing is planned for this weekend.
Respectfully submitted,
Kathryn F. Cogswell
here, a'chance to have artists of a significant
stature appear at a reasonable admission
price. Every Board member who attended
agreed that this was a good idea and as I
remember we decided to have this series
starting this fal l . What is the major difference
seems to be what followed. I recall that I as
concert chairman, would try to line up this
concert series during the summer. Apparently
I had one thought in my head and the other
members were thinking something else.
the Mather Hall Board of
Mather Hall Board of Governors
Minutes September 4,1973
The meeting was called to order on 4 September 1973 at 3:00 p.m. attended by seven voting members theDrWH
Dave Lee and two other students. ' pre5laent,
1. Jeff Clark will not be returning to school for the Christmas Term. He requested that his place on the Board be I
open for him until he returns. It was decided unanimously by the Board that this should not be done^nd that th
vacancy created by Jeff's absence be filled in the October elections.
2. John raised the sublect of the independent dealings of Norman In his capacity as Concert Committee Chairm
over the summer. Norman was called upon to explain any action he had taken. Without the consent of the Board h"'
had negotiated four groups for the mini concert series which had been discussed at the end of last year These wer/
Doc Watson October 6 $2250 '
Malo October 20 $2500
Taj Mahal November 17 $3000
Fanny December 8 $2000
Plus Dance bands:
Duke and the Drivers October 12 $450
Larry Carsman November 9 $350
All prices listed above do not Include operating expenses.
Contracts for the dance bands have been signed by Norman, therefore Trinity is under no obligation to pay for them
Confirming telegrams were sent to those acts involved in the mini-concert series after Norman informed Ellen
MulQueen that he had the full approval of the Board. No one present could recollect Investing Norman with power to
negotiate all of these contracts, even though Ta| Mahal had been discussed latslast year.
The unauthorized negotiating and signing of contracts by Norman Luxemburg necessitated the calling of a closed
door session by the President. After a defense In which he stated that he felt it was necessary for him to act in-
dependently in order to secure the best and most profitable acts for the board, and that he had misunderstood the
extent of his power, Norman left the room.
Members of
Governors;
I am writing this letter in response to your
request that I resign from the Board of
Governors. First, I must say that I prefer not to
resign but I understand your feelings and am
prepared to honor them. Obviously there has
been a gross misunderstanding.
It is my recollection that at the meetings the
new Board held last spring I put forward the
suggestion that we put on a series of "mini-
concerts" in the Washington Room, since we no
longer would be able to use Ferris for concerts
and this sort of series would at least give
Trinity students who wished to have concerts
I thought I had the Board's perrnission to go
on and contract this series with the Board's one
preference that Taj Mahal be the first show. I
realize now there was never a formal vote
taken and so I was wrong. One thing however,
is of utmost importance to me and which I wish
to set straight in everyone's mind. I booked this
series for I thought it was what had been
decided upon. It Is not the least bit true that I
did this out of personal want. The artists I
chose were decided upon after much con-
sideration of the tastes and wishes of the
student body as a whole. I have been extremely
dedicated to the Board of Governors and Its
•programs in all my time as a member and I
sincerely feel that the opinions and decisions I
held or made were not InThe least influenced by
personal preferences, I wouldn't dream of
throwing away all the Board's money on six
MHBOG Explains Release Of Information
This information has been re/eased by the
Mather Board of Governors to clarify a
situation that has been the center of some
controversy concerning the upcoming elec-
tions. The minutes of the Executive (closed
door) Session are not approved, since they
could not have been read at an open meeting,
however, all members were sent copies, and
none contested the account of the meeting.
At the opening of school in September, a
meeting was held In reference to a planning
session which had taken place at the close of
fhe previous academic year. No minutes were
taken at that meeting. However, all members
present at the September meeting agreed that
Norman Luxemburg, co-chairman of the
Concert and Dance Committee, had not been
authorized at the prior session to contract the
above listed concerts and dances. For this
reason his resignation was requested. The
Board felt that, although Norman had ex-
ceeded his authority and possibly placed the
Board in financial ieopardy, his reasons
represented an honest effort to recruit good
entertainment for the Board and the student
body, and thedecision to ask for his resignation
was based largely on the feeling that he had
misused his authority as co-chairman of his
committee. He therefore lost his right to vote,
but retained the right to remain active in the
Board functions as a non-voting member, as all
students do.
It should here be emphasized that since the
intentions of the act were honorable and good,
and since it represented a misuse of his
Luxemburg Explains His Position
To the student body:
In the past few weeks, rumors have been
circulating In regard to the part I played In the .'-
programming of entertainment for the Fall-7.
semester, 1973. The Mather Hall Board of
Governors has decided to release information
in an attempt to clarify the situation. I also
have decided to write my rationale for my
actions—that is, my explanation, to the best of
my recollection, so that you, the students, may
examine the evidence and make judgements
accordingly.
I would begin by saying that roughly three
and one half months elapsed from the time of
the Board's Spring 1973 planning sessions until
if reconvened in the Fall of 1973. In addition,
there are no minutes of any of the Spring
meetings of the newly elected Board of
Governors. I think, therefore, that it is fair to
say that all parties Involved are making
statements based upon their recollections of
what did or did not transpire.
The reason that this situation was not
publicized earlier is that the Board of Gover-
nors decided in the Fall to keep the matter
confidential. I was asked to do the same. Since
its dictate of confidentiality has been violated
and since rumors are now circulating, the
Board now realizes the need to present this
information,
• I disagree in part with the minutes as printed
(the minutes are unapproved) and I would like;
to clarify my own position.
In the Spring of 1973, the Board of Governors
met in its first sessions to elect officers and to
discuss the planning of events for the Fall.
Having been elected Concert and Dance
Chairman, I asked the other Board members
present during this meeting what they desired
to program in this area for the Fall semester.
As I recall, the Board agreed that since the use
of Ferris Athletic Center for large concerts
(i.e. $7500- $10,000 acts) had been abolished, in
order to continue to present concerts for the
students of Trinity, the Board would put on
more (4) but less expensive concerts ($2000-
$3000) in the Washington Room. These mini-
concerts were further discussed. Based on my
experience and research in concert booking, I
informed the Board that early booking (i.e.
before school reconvened in the Fall) was
definitely necessary if the best possible en-
tertainment were to be gotten for the least
expense. As I recall, other members of the
Board agreed to this procedure and then we
went on to discuss which acts were preferred
by the Board. Ta] Mahal was the first choice
and Doc Watson in a return engagement was
second. Many possibilities were discussed, and
I recall that the Board (eft the decision of the
remaining two concerts of the Mini-Concert
'Series to my discretion as concert chairman. I
went on to tell the Board that if this was
definitely what they wanted to book, all four
should be negotiated and booked during the
summer months so as to be prepared in ad-
vance with matters of planning and publicity,
as well as to leave time in the Fall for the
planning of other events. I then asked if I, as
concert chairman, that is, representative of the
Board, should negotiate with the agency of
Lordly and Dame for these four acts, as well as
for some dance bands. It is my sincere belief
that the other members of the Board who were
present at these Spring meetings gave me their
oral consent. No formal vote was taken. All of
my actions during the summer were based on
this sincere belief that I had been directed
orally by the Board of Governors to proceed as
I did to conta- - agencies and to negotiate for
these acts. What I do realize is that without the
authority given through a formal, recorded
vote, I should not have arranged for the signing
of legal documents.
I would like to contest that section of the first
set of minutes which states that I had acted
Letters Concerning The Issue
To the Editor:
I would like to make two points In regard to
Vjorman Luxemburg's rebuttal to the in-
formation recently released by the Mather
Board of Governors.
First, he states, "There are no minutes of
any of the spring meetings of the newly elected
Board of Governors." This is incorrect. The
fact is that the ma]ority of spring meetings
were recorded, the minutes of which, though
some are unapproved, are on file in the Student
Government Office. What should have been
said is that the minutes of the meeting in
question which are not.
Second, the rebuttal states that in regard to
the issue in question, "Since it (The Board's)
dictate of confidentiality has been violated and
since rumors are now circulating/ the Board
now realizes the need to present this in-
formation." On the contrary, I would suspect it
is not for this reason that the information is
being released, the rumors have been cir-
culating for quite a while, but because the
upcoming election has created a situation in
which the Board must take such action to fulfil l
its responsibility to the voters. Hopefully the




Last fall I heard about fhe mix-up between
Norman Luxemburg and M.H.B.O.G. Needless
to say, from the stories I had heard I was ex-
tremely ticked off that the student's money was
so frivolously handled. Having iust recently
heard both sides of the story, I now feel the
blame lies with both parties; Norman for his
overzealousness and M.H.B.O.G. for its
lackadaisical procedures.
In the future, this type of situation can be
avoided with a more stringently run board.
Therefore, Norman should be given the same
consideration by the student body that any
other candidate is given.
Chip Kruger 75
To the Editor:
Having spent several hours at 3 pertinent
MHBoG meetings, I pose the following
questions concerning Norm Luxemburg's
summer contract arrangements and MHBoG's
handling of the situation:
Who is right? Did Norm Luxemburg overstep
his authority in getting the bands (as MHBoG
maintains), or is MHBoG covering up for the
fact that, among other things, they simply
didn't like Norm's choices of bands (as Nor-
man maintains)?
If Norm is right, why didn't he send letters to
the 10 other MHBoG members (8<t x 10 equals
80c) simply confirming how the money, around
$13,000, would be spent? 13 grand ain't hay (all
of it stood to be lost); why couldn't he simply
ask for the opinions of the 10 other members to
see what they thought? It is reasonable to
expect a person who commits $13,000 of
students' money to be very cautious in how he
commits it?
If the Board is r ight that Norm was only
supposed to investigate bands (possibly con-
tract one), then how did they expect to get
concerts first semester if they weren't retur-
ning until September (there's a time lag In
getting these kinds of groups)? I don't know; is
this an inconsistency in the Board's argument?
Why did the Board go into executive session
when discussing Norm's actions as a public
servant? Were his actions of a public nature?
They concern $13,000 In public money; they
also concern his private life—which way does
the sword cut?
At what point does a public servant (Nor-
man) cease to become directly responsible to
the public (the students)? MHGoG decided that
point came in this affair—can any such point
exist in a non-corrupt government?
Why did MHBoG refuse last Thursday, night
to take a roll call vote on whether or not to
release the secret minutes? They told me " I
was taking this thing |ust far enough." (a
paraphrase). The Connecticut House last year
had 600 roll call votes; the SEC has roll call
votes on important issues; why does MHBoG
refuse to have a roll call vote when a con-
stituent asks for it? It takes very little time. Do
events in three months especially after
worked to get a larger budget for this year.
In closing, I'm deeply sorry that I have ap-
parently bound you to programs you would
prefer not to put on. Even though you have
stripped me of my position as a Board member
I would still like to help with your programs.
I 'm sure what I arranged will be successful and
you will be pleased with the student reaction.
Once again I am sorry things happened this
way. It was never my intention to misuse the
trust you placed in me.
Sincerely yours,
Norman B. Luxemburg
authority, the Board sought only to remove that
authority from him. The minutes were not
released becuase the board felt that no
criminal act had been committed, that the
situation had been resolved, and that no pur-
pose could have been served by their release
except to cuase harm to Norman.
Due to the upcoming elections, however, this
information Is now pertinent, and the Board
feels that its responsibility to the student body
is to provide an accurate account of the entire
situation.
independently to get the best possible acts for
the Board. Rather, I believe that I acted in good
faith—that I acted as a representative of the
Board of Governors, and not as Norman
Luxemburg, independently, in an attempt to
take care of these bookings during the summer
so as to get the best possible entertainment at
the lowest price. It has been the accepted
policy in the pasT for the concer' chairman to
sign contracts in regard to the hiring of small
dance bands. In order to eliminate me
possibility of future such misunderstandings, I
believe that all such contracts should be signed
by the faculty advisor of the Board of Gover-
nors. I aIso believe that the Board of Governors
should make it its policy to record, in writing,
all discussions, transactions, and decisions.
Such a policy should help to alleviate the oc-
currence of such problems in the future.
I have now realized that it was a !^
book and to arrange for the signing of these
contracts without the authorization of a f o r m ^ '
recorded vote. However, I continue to believe
and to maintain that my actions were carnea
out in the sincere belief that these same actions
had been consented to by the other members or
the Board of Governors.
Norman B. Luxemburg
they get that many requests? Who would It hurt
to have a roll call vote, other than MHBou
members up for re-election?
Why does MHBoG have the rule that no non
MHBoG member can speak at their meetms
until all MHBoG members are done speaKMi
(and often done voting), on all issues^of
business? I (and another person who arriv
•separate from me) had to sit quietly•* *
nesday's MHBoG meeting for 1 3/4 ™T ut
this the best way to egcourage student _inp
into the Board? The Board seemed to, «eM
long and disorderly meetings (which _w
come about otherwise) necess"ated *«">
The meeting Wednesday was three hour*
it mi9ht have been longer otherwise. Would
have been better? Is their policy a sooa
bad policy? . . h i s ?
Where's the Tripod been in aM « " » is
So. Who's covering up for whom, it any
covering up for anybody. Mos _ °r
questions should be answered by' me ug(j
burg and MHBOG .lettera, it «™?̂  , ac-
dressing the issues". At least I thin* •
cuse no one of anything; ™ore0™' o ing for
and AAH BOG have a lot of good points o
them, along with any possible faults. g c
questioning anyone's mo t i ves ' ^ ' vOtes
tions. At any rate, I hope the electora
wisely on Thursday and Friday. s i n c e r e |y ,
Gar s
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announcements
AIESEC Zionism
on Wednesday, May 1st, seven o'clock in the
Senate room at Mather hall AIESEC will be
holding a meeting for new members. The
organization offers excellent business ex-
perience in many ways, such as seminar
programs and internships abroad. Upcoming
elections will be discussed, with many positions
open for new AIESEC members.
Choir
On Saturday, May 4th at 8:15 p.m., the
Trinity College Concert Choir directed by Mr.
Jonathan Reilly, is presenting a Gala Concert
Performance featuring "Dona Nobis Pacem"
by Ralph Vaughn Williams, according to Peter
Wolk, manager-elect of the choir. This concert
is for the benefit of the England Tour Fund, and
donations are $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for
students, he added.
The Concert Choir, said Wolk, is presently
engaged in a fund-raising campaign to help
finance their three week tour of England which
Oeginson May 28th. In addition to the current'
"munchies" sale, Wolk noted, members are
also selling a recording of selections from
previous concerts like Faure's "Requiem" and




There will be a meeting of the French Section
on April 30 at 4; 15 in Goodwin Lounge to discuss
course offerings, foreign programs and a new
malor. Refreshments will be served.
Arthur Waskow will speak on "Radical
Judaism and Socialist Zionism" on Thursday,
May 2, at 8:00 p.m. in Life Sciences
Auditorium.
Waskow is a Resident Fellow of the Institute
for Policy Studies in Washington, D. C. He has
taken part in the continuing effort to create a
vital Jewish community and life-process in
America. He is also a member of The
Fabrangen in Washington, and of the
Executive Committee of the Jewish Peace
Fellowship and the Advisory Committee of
Breira.
He wrote The Freedom Seder: A New
Haggadah for Passover and The Bush Is
Burning—Radical Judaism Faces the Pharoahs
oftfhe Modern Super-state. He has published on
Jewish issues in Response, Judaism, the New
York Times Op/Ed page, the National Jewish
Monthly, Win, and the Village Voice, and has
spoken at many synagogues and campuses on
the need for new forms of Jewish action.
Waskow is also the author of The Limits of
Defense, The Worried Man's Guide to World
Peace, From Race Riot to Sit-in, 1919 and the
1960s, and Running Riot: A Journey through
the Official Disasters and Creative Disorder of
Our Day.
Waskow has been active in liberal and
radical politics. He was elected a delegate from
the District of Columbia to the Democratic
National Convention of 1968 and was a member
of the steering committee of the New








MAYBE WHAT YOU NEED IS A MAXiMUS SUPER.
Maximus Super Seer. F. X. Mail Brewing Co.. Utica, N.Y.




THE USE AND MISUSE OF PEOPLE'S RELIGION
M An autobiographical odyssey from the
best-known, most iconoclastic and best-sell-
ing writer on religion in America today M
"Bri!liant."-7/7e New York Times B "The
best book to read to discover the new the-
ology in the making."—Chicago Sun-Times
author of The Secular City
$2.95 • A Touchstone Book published by
SIMON AND SCHUSTER
Paskowitz
Robert Paskowitz, saxophonist, with pianist
Rocheile Homelson,will givea special postlude
Sunday afternoon May 5 at 2 p.m. in Garmany
Hall, Austin Arts Center. A choreographed
interlude by Linda Cherkas wil l be included in
the varied program. Refreshments will be
served after the performance.
Chapel
The final chapel Committee meeting of the
year for the purpose of electing next year's
Chairman, Secretary and Treasurer of the
Committee will beheld at 4:15 p.m. on Monday,
May 6, in the Undercroft. Please alert your
friends to this meeting and urge attendance.
Nominations should be made at the start of this
meeting.
The Committee's function is to advise the
Chaplain, to give thought to events and action
relating to the College and the wider com-
munity, to oversee the aims of the Chapel, and
to plan activities.
Upward Bound
University of Connecticut Upward Bound
wants a junior or senior male who can tutor
math for 8 weeks: $850 and room and board.
Contact Paula Robbins for further information.
Post Office
The Post Office reminds students to pick up
their change of address cards for their
magazines and newspapers. Sometimes, it
takes six weeks for changes of addresses to be
made.
Saga
The minimum wage for SAGA Workers will
be $1.91, beginning May 1.
Project Goya
Project Goya is coming to a close as we
arrive at the end of the academic year. The
response to the opportunities to become a
Big Brother/Big Sister show that the Trinity
community does see a need in having this
program continue. Therefore, Project Goya
will be continuing and developing during the
74/75 academic year.
Students that are interested in working
with Project Goya should contact Terri
Collado, 527-9828, and Willie Smith, 524-0157.
If you are interested in working your in-
terest in "Goya" around your class schedule
for next semester, call us after you pre-
register. Even if you have an idea you might
be interested, give us a class and we'll ex-
plain "Goya", plus you'll be able to begin
working with your Little Brother/Little
Sister early in the semester when the
weather is still warm.
The fifteen students that worked with
Project Goya throughout the semester had
varied but rewarding experiences. Because
"Goya" will be in action throughout the
74/75 year, we will be able to have more
interaction of activities with each "Goya"
relationship. So give us a class and get in-
volved with some Little Brothers and Sisters
that really would like to have a Big Brother
or Sister.
Staff Appoints Cobbs Editor
The Tripod staff elected Jim Cobbs, '76,
editor-in-chief at a staff meeting last Sunday
night, April 28.
The staff also elected Mark Henrickson
'77, and Arthur Johnson, '77, as news
editors. Henrickson was previously a copy
editor and Johnson was a reporter.
Also elected were Carey Laporte, '77, and
Mary Nelson, '77, copy editors; Meri Adler,
'76, assistant arts editor; and Pete Taussig,
'75, sports editor. Taussig has served as co-
sports editor with Doug Sanderson since
December.
Ron Blitz was re-elected Arts Editor, and
Dave Levin will continue as photography
editor. Scott Morris and Charlie Charuvastr
will remain as Circulation Manager and
Business Manager, respectively.
No nominations were offered for Ad-
vertising Manager and Inside Magazine
Manager. The editor-in-chief was em-
powered by staff vote to fill these positions:
temporarily by appointment. Staff elections
for the positions will be held by September
30.
Also, at the Sunday's meeting a new
Tripod constitution was approved by the
staff. The constitution defines the respon-
sibilities of each editorial board position and
clarifies the criteria for staff membership.'
The new constitution was approved by the
staff with no dissenting votes after approval
by the Student Activities Committee (SAC).
According to outgoing editor Lindsay Mann,
the constitution had been submitted to the
SAC just after Open Week but was not
passed until last week's meeting.
Said Cobbs of his plans as editor, "I don't
have any drastic changes planned, but I
think the paper needs more humor". He also
predicted "more in-depth articles on racial
problems, student trends, and the
curriculum". i
Cobbs expressed a desire for more input
from students, faculty, and administration.
"A good paper should reflect many
viewpoints," he said. "The paper shouldn't
be purely news. It should have a direction,
generating activity and thought."
YOU WENT OUT
ON ALIMB AND LOANED
A FRIEND YOUR CAR.
THEN HE WENT OUT
MAYBE WH«fYOU NEED SS A MJH1MIS5 SUPER.
Maximus Super Beer. F. X, Wail Brewing Co.. Utica, W.Y.
Finish Strong
Heavies Edge St. Joe's, 4 Others
By the Bomb
The Varsity heavyweights sprinted by St.
Joseph's of Philadelphia in the final 400
meters to win for the second consecutive
year the President's Cup held in
Poughkepsie, New York. In the six boat race
on the Hudson River, Trinity matched,
strokes with the Philadelphia crew as the
two boats worked from behind through the
remainder of the field. The only other win of
the day for Trinity was to go to a very
smooth, but unchallenged pair over
Manhattan College. The lights, freshman
and junior varsity all took second to Marist
College, the home crew and eventual winner
of the point trophy.
In the varsity heavyweight race Trin
literally splashed away from the stake
boats. A sloppy start in the motor boat
wakes, put Trin down a half length to St.
Joe's, but the surprise was that Washington
and Marist, with a fast, clean (and maybe
current-aided, too) start slipped away to a
two length lead in the first 10-15 strokes. By
the time the six boats had settled into their
respective racing rhythms, Trin was in, at
best, fourth place and rowing a mediocre 36.
Before the first 50 mark, Trinity lowered its
stroking and began to move. But Trin was
still down half a length to the flying
Philadelphians. The end of the first 500
meters saw Trin explode back even with St.
Joe's, but still behind Marist and
Washington.
The second 500 was St. Joe's and Trinity
battling each other and magicaJiy moving
oven with the early leaders. Still at a 34,
Trinity edged to a three seat advantage with
a series of back-to-back tens, from which
Scan Drea, the St. Joe stroke, replied by
faking it up to a 37. (Sean Drea, by the way,
is reputed to be one of the top scullers in the
world, especially after his unchallenged win




Freedom Committee's report ignores the
/coTVUnue* > systematic pattern o£
discrimination against radicali dissenters,
as documented in Prof. Landberg's letter to
the Tripod two weeks ago. If this tendency to
purge dissent has been temporarily
frustrated in the Frankel case, it will con-
tinue with others. Unless a renewed struggle
forces a change in this policy, I can con-
fidently predict that many of the same
faculty who led this fight will not be allowed
to stay at Trinity on a permanent basis.
MichaelP.Lerner
"BOOK SALE" • The New Britain College Club will
sponser a used book sale on Friday May 3 and Saturday
May 4 at the D8.L Corblns Corner store. Book sale
hours are II a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday; 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday, Proceeds will be used lor their scholarship
and fellowship fund."
SENIORS!
• Looking for a job?
• Going to travel after graduation?
« Need income tax information?







Going into the final 500, it was Trinity and
St. Joe's battling for tirst place nonors, Trin
moved even from a two seat deficit with
some close attention to leg drive and that
incited St, Joe's to start their sprint. Trinity
followed suit and wound it up to a torrid 43
spm as they moved out ahead to the delight
of the Trinity fans for a three seat victory.
The varsity lights surprised Marist (a
growing powerhouse in the lightweight
division), but not quite enough. This time it
was Marist who was to enjoy the pleasure of
Correction
Last tveek's article on the women's
lacrosse team credited some goals to the
wrong people. In the game against Yale
Barbara Hayden, Liz Barnes, and Margo
Halle each scored one and Letitia Erler
scored four in the 7-7 tie. Sorry about the
error.
Schedule Changes
Varsity and Freshman Golf
May 9—M.I.T. & Harvard
12:30 Away instead of 2:00
Freshman Baseball
May 4—Loomis
Will be played at Loomis instead of at home
reshman Lacrosse
April 27—UHartford
Rescheduled to May 1,4:00-Away
a come-from-behind victory. The Trinity
150's (and in some cases 140's) reproduced
their blazing opening 500 of last week,
proving it was far from a fluke. Before
Marist could catch their breath, Trin had
three seats at the start, then a closed length
past the 500-meter mark. Marist was
behind, but was not to be broken as they
hung desperately onto the Trinity rud-
derpost, .while Trin did everything but
torpedo the Marist shell in an attempt to
open the lead up. It was now a two boat race
with Iona and URI wallowing in the wakes of
the leaders.
In the fast moving tidal current, the two
boats approached the final lap with the Blue
and Gold still up a length. Trin moved the
stroke up one, but Marist shifted into their
sprint like a Fiat going into fifth gear at'60
mph. It was an electrifying sprint as the
ranting Trinity fans held their breath hoping
Caldwell's crew would hang on. The two
boats were even with ten strokes to go, but
Marist could not be stopped as they slid to
1.5 second victory.
The freshman and J.V. heavy races were
almost exact opposites. In the latter, Trin
screamed out of the stake boats to a quick
length lead and had open water by the end of
the first quarter. Sloppy rowing and trouble
with motor boats allowed Marist to make up
a length in the second quarter. From there
Marist continued to take advantage of Trin's
mistakes to take a 11/4 length victory. Yet
this was the first time this crew had beaten
another boat and to take second in a five
boat race is a moral victory.
The freshman, on the other hand h*A .
poor start giving Marist a length lead e a l








length of thisi »
, at the 500 mete
mark but couldn't get any more. Then £
did the same thing at the 1000 meter «£
but again Marist caught them settling awl•
regained their lead. As the two leading
churned through the 500 meter mark it was
obvious that Trinity needed to sprint and to
do it early. Lack of coordination inside the
boat may have been the cause but
somehow, Trin never took it up and staved
one length behind at the finish line.
The Trinity pair captured the pair event
for the second consecutive year virtually
unchallenged from the start. This pair
opened up a lead of over thirty seconds over
Manhattan College, but they are building for
races to come—the Rusty Callow cup and
especially the Dad Vail in Philadelphia. In
fact, Trinity has some very hungry oarsmen
growling in their boat house eager to regain
some of the shirts that Marist won on
Saturday. The freshman, previously un-
defeated, hopefully have learned that it
takes a full performance to beat a quality
crew, while the lights have extended their
speed and hope to continue that growth next
weekend with another shot at the Marist red
shirts. Again, I hope that the varsity heavies
have learned something—grind it early at































Summer's coming - time to get it together with lots of time for the things
that count. Whether you're going on the road, or working for what you
believe in, or just hanging loose-have a good summer.
In any case, now's the time to call us to make arrangements for discon-
necting your phone. It's your protection against having to pay for long
distance calls that you never made. We'll also be glad to arrange for
your phone in the fall, if you're coming back.
And thanks for the opportunity to serve you.
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Bant 9 Splits Four; Downs UHar
By Doug Sanderson
Great pitching efforts were responsible
for the two games the Trinity Bantams won
out of four played last week. Senior
righthander John Kindl pitched his second
straight three-hitter in downing heavy-
bitting Tufts in the first game of a
doubleheader Saturday, 4-2. Earlier in the
week, Steve Carlow put out a bases-loaded
threat by the University of Hartford in the
eighth inning to save the game for Bill
Scully, 6-4, In the week's other two games
Trinity fell to Worcester Polytechnical
Institute 9-6 Friday and to Tufts 4-2 in the
second game of Saturday's twin bill.
In Saturday's opening tilt Trinity gave
Kindl a two-run lead in the second inning.
Rick Hall led off with his nth walk of the
season and moved to third on Mike
Hoskinson's two-out single. When Jumbo
catcher Eric Haley threw a pickoff attempt
into left field, Hall scored and Hoskinson,
who had stolen second, moved to third. Jack
Holik's bloop double scored Hoss.
Tufts answered with unearned runs in the
second and a wild pitch.
Bob Andrian walked to lead off the
seventh (final) inning for Trinity, but was
forced at second by Kindl, who then took
second on a groundout. John Wiggin's two-
out single scored the winning run, and Hall's
single scored Wiggin.
A four-run eighth keyed Trinity's win over
UHar, the Bants' first win over their West
Hartford rivals in several years. Steve
Thoren's two-out, two-run single was the
game-winner.
Wiggin singled to open the inning and Hall
walked. Mike Getz greeted reliever Phil
Levesque with a squib single to load the
bases. Levesque's walk to Hoskinson cut the
UHar lead to 4-3. A home-to-first double play
dampened Trinity's outlook before Thoren
notched his clutch hit which scored Getz and
,Hoskinson. A single by Dave Kuncio scored
the sixth run, but UHar refused to play dead.
In the bottom of the inning, Bradley stood
on first with two outs when Trin starter
Scully tired and walked Craig Montvidas
and Gary LaRocque to load the bases. Then
Carlow came in to retire John Palermo, who
had previously tripled and singled, on a
routine popup, and Carlow had little trouble
in the ninth as he saved Scully's second win.
Friday's home game against WPI saw two
things cost Trin the game. Carlow had his
first bad outing of the spring, giving up five
earned runs in less than five innings. Then,
with Getz on the mound, the fielding fell
apart as the Bantams fell behind 9-2 after
seven.
Triling 2-1 after four, the Engineers sent
10 men to the plate in a four-run fifth. Bob
Simon doubled off the fence in left for a run,
Mike Sundberg tripled to right for two, and
Paul Avakian singled him in. The three
markers WPI notched in the sixth seemed
like icing on the cake until Trin rallied in the
ninth.
Kuncio opened the ninth with an infield
hit. Holik doubled and Greg Garritt, Trin's
dr, ran for him. Thoren hit a soft liner that
shortstop Jim Cullinane mishandled,
scoring Kuncio. Wiggin, who seems to
participate in most Trin rallies, drove a
triple to the tennis courts in right for his
second extra-base hit of the day, driving in
two.
Scully's two-out rap to center scored
Trinity's sixth run, but the home team could
manage no more. WPI raised their record to
2-4 with the win.
In Saturday's nightcap with Tufts, played
at Medford, Mass., lefthander Mitch Shaw
(1-3) held the Bantams in check with only
one hit through the first five innings.
Meanwhile his teammates staked him to a
four-run lead with three in the second and
one in the third. Bob Norton and Dan
Falcone had RBI singles while Bob Stacey
knocked in two with a single.
Trinity picked up two in the sixth and
threatened in the seventh, but could not
quite manage the comeback. Getz' double
and Kuncio's second single drove in
Trinity's runs.
Scully picked up the loss, his first after
two wins. Tufts, which has lost four one-run
games, improved its record to 2-9 while
Trinity, at the end of the week, stood at 5-6.
This week's games are all at home.
Wednesday at three, Amherst comes to
makeup an early-season rainout, and
Saturday Trin plays two with Wesleyan.
REPORTER RAMBLINGS: Kuncio, 5-
for-13 on the week, took over the batting lead
at .375.... Kindl's win, in which he gave Tufts
no earned runs, lowered his ERA to 0.64....
Team batting up to .223.... Catcher Holik
came back from Medford upon his shield,
not with it. In an attempted double-steal by
Jumboes in the fourth, Hall's gun home to
Holik nailed Eric Haley, but Haley rammed
Holik. Heroically, Holik held the ball, but he
lost two teeth and had to go to hospital. Hope
you're OK to play more, Jack.
Harriers Drop First Three Meets
By Gary Morgans and Greg Barison
The Trinity track team, missing several
crucial runners, lost its outdoor season
opener to Amherst two Saturdays ago.
Lacking Joe Calabro and Jeff Clark, both of
whom both pulled hamstring muscles in
midweek practices, and ace jumper Gary
Czajkowski, who missed the bus, the Ban-
tams were unable to make a repeat of their
311/2-31 indoor win over the Lord Jeffs. The
meet was run under mild sunny skies on the
University of Massachusetts tartan track, a
short distance from Amherst.
Despite coming out on the short end of the
92-62 score, the Bantams produced some
fine efforts. Most notable was the perennial
"new quarter miler" and captain Ron
Duckett, who turned in three exceptional
performances. He began with a swift anchor
leg to Trin's winning 1/4-mile relay, which
was clocked in 43.8, 2/10 seconds off
Trinity's school record. Next he breezed to a
10.0 win in the 100, far ahead of all com-
petition. The Duck finished with the biggie.
Running the anchor leg of the mile relay, he
made up a 15 yard deficit with plenty to
spare, turning in a 48.8 second split. The
mile relay time was 3:31.9, excellent at this
point of the season.
Vic Novak, the harrier's premiere
weightman, took firsts in the discus (140' 6")
Photo by Dan Kelman
and the shot put (44' 5"). He continued this
"momentum" with a spectacular per-
formance in the weightman's 1/4-mile relay.
After losing a comfortable lead, he dove to
complete the "perfect handoff," making
quite an impression on the UMass track.
John Naab, back from a year's LOA,
stepped right back into form with a victory
in the javelin, heaving the spear 160' 10".
Hal Smullen was good for a 12' 0" jump in
the pole vault, a winning performance.
Freshman John Ziewacz leaped 41' 6-3/4" in
the triple jump for a first in that event.
Jim Forbes, coming off a vigorous
practice schedule, proved it was all worth it
with a first in the 1/2 mile (2:03.2) and a
second in the mile (sub 4:30 speed). Even
with these efforts he still had enough en-
durance left to later turn in a strong leg in
the mile relay. Don Baur took the lead from
the start in the quarter mile and never
relinquished it, winning that event in 52.7.
Outstanding individual performances
have been the only bright spots of Trinity's
track season thus far. Despite a nucleus of
athletes who consistently score, an overall
lack of depth has been responsible for the
team's winless slate. More recently, the
team was crushed by Williams 101-53 and
edged out by Wesleyan 78-75.
Trinity's first home meet, against
Williams, started inauspiciously, as the
excellent 440 yard relay team, which had
easily beaten Amherst, was knocked out of
contention by a series of miscues. Trin's
leadoff runner, senior Andy Taussig, pulled
a muscle on the first turn and the ensuing
handoff was muffed. Taussig and Gary
Morgans, who had run a brilliant leg in the
Amherst victory, became entangled,
resulting in a spill which gave the Ephmen
an insurmountable lead.
If people are not coming to the meets to
watch me lumber through a 5:21 mile, they
must be there to watch Ron Duckett.
Trinity's premier athlete, Duck has
provided old-time heroics in every meet,
Unbeaten in the 100, with a 9.9 into the wind
at Wesleyan, Ron has also anchored the 440
and mile relay teams. Against Amherst Ron
got the baton over five yards behind his
opponent, yet glided to a spectacular 48.9
clocking to give Trin the win. Similiarly, his
last leg rescues have given Trinity 440 and
mile relay victories against the Lord Jeffs
and Wesleyan.
addition to his relay and distance duties. If
any one runner is hurt time-wise because of
the team's weakness, it is Jim Forbes. A
half hour after capturing third in the mile
against Williams in 4:37, Forbes returned to
take third in the half with a 2:03. Against
Amherst he took a second and a first and the
Wesleyan meet saw Jim capture two thirds.
While the Wesleyan three-milers waited all
day for their race, an overworked Forbes
carried Trinity's slim hopes in that event.
Although he turned in an excellent time
under the circumstances, his fourth place
did not give Trinity the points it needed in
this tight duel with the Cardinals.
Ron Duckett, one of Trinity's greatest athletes of all time, is seen here
running in the mile relay against Williams. Duckett, who ran a 9.9 100 into the
wind at Wesleyan, is undefeated in that event as he prepares to join the World
o t b a " League after his graduation.
Our best distance and middle distance
runner is sophomore Jim Forbes, who also
holds Trinity's cross country course record.
, Having to carry the burden of the Bantams'
thinness in these events, Jim is forced to
double in the mile and the half-mile, in
The Bantams' leading point getter is
jumper Gary Czajkowski. After missing the
Amherst meet, Gary won the high, long
and triple jumps against Williams. At
Middletown Gary took firsts in the ]ong and
triple jumps and a second in the high jump.
Also scoring in the jumping events in every
meet is freshman John Ziewacz. Under the
tutelage of Gary Czajkowski, John has given
Trinity a powerful, if unpronouncable,
scoring punch in the jumps.
Although injured at the Amherst meet in a
special pachyderm relay, Vic Novak has
lead Trinity's field contingent. After nursing
his shoulder during the Williams meet, Vic
stormed back to win the shot put and discus
competition at Wesleyan. Jon Naab in the
javelin and shot and hammer throwers
Henry Clement and John Connolley have all
contributed points to the Bantam cause.
Gary Morgans and Donny Baur have
excelled in the sprints. Baur took the 440 at
Amherst in 50.2 and got a second at Mid-
dletown, in addition to some sparkling relay
duty.
Morgans had his finest day at Wesleyan.
Shortly after taking the 440 in 52.8, Gary
turned in a courageous stretch performance
to win the 220 at the tape.
Ex-Marine Jeff Clark, running despite a
severely pulled hamstring, earned third in
the intermediate hurdles at home and used a
powerful finish to grab second at Wesleyan.
Kevin Stover and freshman Tony Trivella
have run tremendous legs in the 440 relay
wins. Gil Childers, in middle distance and
the high jumps, Hal Smullen, pole vault,
Hobbie Porter, hurdles, and Archie
Collander, mile relay, have contributed
many points to the team total.
While Trinity is 0-3, the above-mentioned
athletes have proven their ability to com-
pete and win. There are, therefore, plenty of
exciting races in store this Saturday when
Trinity hosts Union, which boasts an 18 meet
win skein. Meet time is 2:00, so come out and
watch!
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Down Fairfield, New Haven. MIT
Lax Annihilate 3 Opponents
By Al Stark
The Trinity Laxmen had a very successful
week with three consecutive victories over
Fairfield 12-5, New Haven 16-3, and M.I.T.
11-4. Trinity now sports a 4-3 overall record
for the season.
On Tuesday the Bantams corralled the
Stags of Fairfield with a strong 2nd half
performance. Midfielder Chris Max opened
the game with a goal after only 11 seconds. A
minute and a half later midfielder Dave
Lewis took an alert pass from Nick Bensley
to give Trin an early 2-0 lead. Midfielder Bob
Rupp notched the first Stag bull's-eye at 4:16
with a sharp move near the crease. Max
struck once more when he found the lower
right side of the cage at 13:26 following a
Fairfield foul.
Trinity was anything but impressive in the
2nd quarter. The Bants had a very difficult
time in trying "to clear" the ball and the
normally tough defense stepped out for
coffee and donuts. At 4:51 of the 2nd period
Trin was found guilty of slashing. The Stags
quickly tallied as midfielder John Magaw
spotted Gary Fitzsimons alone cutting
across the goal face and Fitzsimons stroked
the hard white pill past goalie Jeff Ford.
Fairfield tied the score 3-3 25 seconds later
when attackman Paul Fitzpatrick dodged
past a Trin defenseman to put his 6 foot shot
in to the lower right corner. Trin gained its
last goal of the 1st half as Rich Tucci took
advantage of a penalty to give the Bants a
narrow 4-3 bulge. The lead was short-lived,
however, as Rupp ran the entire length of
the field uncontested to put a bouncing 20
foot shot into the nets.
After the half time break the Bantams
came out to prove that they weren't
deserving of all those names they heard
bantered about by coaches McPhee and
Hall. In fact, the 2nd half was all Trinity.
Following a penalty at 1:47 of the 3rd period
Tim "Cat" Stevens quick-sticked the Trin
Photo by Letitia Erler
Unidentified New Haven player gets ready for an attack on Bants' goal in
Friday's game won by Trinity 16-3. Paul Griffith bars the way, though, as Rip
Lincoln (18) and goalie Jeff Ford look on.
Laxwomen Drop Two
By Fran Congdon
The women's lacrosse team suffered two
defeats last week. On Tuesday they lost to
Brown, 3-1 and on Thursday, Rosemary Hall
topped them 7-5.
The team traveled to Providence, Rhode
Island to face Brown on a dirt playing field
while a thunderstorm threatened to break
out. During the first half the teams ex-
changed goals to tie it up. Barbara Hayden
scored for Trinity.
However, during the second half Trinity
could not get it together and the opposition
netted two more to win 3-1.
Last Thursday's game was more exciting
and Trinity could have won except for a last
minute letdown by the defense.
Trinity scored early as Liz Barnes, on
defense, carried the ball downf ield, lost it in
front of the net, but quickly regained it to
scoop it in amid the confusion. Rosemary
Hall Cameback quickly with a shot from out
front which slipped by Karen Blakeslee. The
teams exchanged goals again before the
first half was over. Second home, Barbara
Hayden, pelted one in from in front of the net
and Rosemary Hall had one bounce in and
out of the net. The half ended with the score
tied at two all.
The second half began with a disallowed
goal for Trinity because of a player in the
crease. Rosemary Hall scored two quick
ones, though, which put them ahead 4-2.
Trinity started clicking and scored three
times in a row to put themselves ahead 5-4.
At the ten minute mark, Letitia Erler
passed to Barbara Hayden who put it in.
Next Laurie Tanner grabbed the ball from
the faceoff, penetrated to the net and
deposited it in for a quick one. With twelve
and a half minutes left, Erler captured the
ball, circled around the net, and sent it
home.
Unfortunately, the lead did not last long as
Rosemary Hall managed to tie it up and go
ahead by two before the game ended. Most
of these goals resulted from easy
penetrations by the opposition through the
Trinity defense. Barbara Hayden (as usual)
and Laurie Tanner both played well.
The team has three games left which are
all away. They played Smith yesterday and
went into the game with an 0-3-1 record.
Golf Sinks Coast Guard
By Chip N. Putt
Somewhere scattered over the many
acres which make up the Farmington Woods
Golf Club are thousands of little wooden
slivers. Most visitors to the course would
mistake them for what is left of many well
used tees. Actually, though, they are the
paltry remains of the Coast Guard vessel,
blasted out of the water by seven accurate
Trinity gunners. It really was not much of a
battle., as last Friday the Trinity golf team
racked up its seventh win without a loss by
an equally convincing margin of 7-0.
The match itself was neither the best of
^ ^ times. Though all
seven players won, and most rather easily,
the scoring was generally not very sen-
sational; were it not, for the even less sen-
sational performance of the Coast Guard
team, Trinity's golf team might yet have a
blemished record. However, it was not the
worst of times either.
Once again the team got a great deal of
consistency from the middle positions;
something coach Whitney Cook will be
looking for at the Connecticut, (actually
played yesterday but too late to be covered
in this issue). One of the rounds turned in
Ten into a 5-4 lead which they never jabs gave the split decision to Max <w>
relinquished. 30 seconds later Bensley saw Steve Lewis showed a great deal of DotentiJi
hi= nnrfnm. MQ^t pi i a«, ^^i^r , „..„.,.,.* a t 9:55 w n e n he got the thumb for usingWs
stick as a lethal weapon. A mere minute
later the main event found Dave Lewis in a
is pa t er ark Cle ry coming around
from behind the cage and the result was a
nice looking quick-stick tally. After a man-
up Stag score at 8:42 by Rupp, his third, the
Bants finally cut loose. Three more 3rd
period goals by Stevens, Cleary, and Max
gave Trin a 9-5 advantage. The powerful
Trin offense got three more 4th period'
goals by Max, Moffitt, and Kaplan while the
defense settled down to hold Fairfield
scoreless for the 12-5 decision.
On Friday the Chargers of New Haven
brought their well-disciplined unit to
Trinity. The score of 16-3 is somewhat
misleading considering the fact that Trin
missed several open cage and fastbreak
opportunities. Trin's total dominance of the
game is easily understood when one looks at
the shot on goal stats. The Bantams had a
total of 65 shots as compared to N.H.'s 19.
The game was marred by 27 penalties and
three major altercations which kept the fan
interest high.
Trin broke out on top after only 19 seconds
when Dave Lewis assisted Chris Max. Nick
Bensley iced the game away with three 1st
period goals. His first goal at 2:36 was a
beautiful solo affair on which he picked up
the white sphere near the restraining line
and then meandered through the Charger
defense to beat the goalie on a one hopper.
The long haired attackman got his second
goal at 4:08 on a man-up opportunity and
then again at 7:47 when he took a pass from
Cleary.
Dave Lewis made it 5-0 at 5:02 of the 2nd
period as he combined with Cleary on a time
out installed man-up play. Two minutes
later Cleary dazzled the crowd with a
beautiful hard angle shot. New Haven's
Brenlon McDermott got a man-up goal at
8:42 for their only 1st half score. The Trin
Ten took an 8-1 lead into the intermission as
nifty Mike Moffitt and #7 (Chris Max) got
goals at 11:18 and 12:23 respectively.
The 2nd half was. exciting if one likes to
see a good fight or two. Trin got 8 more goals
while New Haven garnered two 4th period
scores. The goal getters for the Bants were
Cleary, Lewis, Bensley (3), Kaplan,
Mooney, and Sugar Bear Solomon, but the
fights and penalties really became much
more important. Chris Max and N.H.
counterpart had an interesting exchange in
front of the Charger goal at 5:01 of the 4th
period. Max's quickness was evident as he
attacked his man with a crunching blind
side tackle and then a clever series of swift
scrap with an unknown Charger player
Lewis showed a lot of style with a crisn
combination of punches which was
highlighted by a roundhouse to the head
Actually the 4th period hardly resembled
lacrosse, but in the other three periods Trin
certainly showed a great deal of potential
poise, and potency.
The Bantams went over the .500 mark on
Saturday as the laxmen played their best
lacrosse of the year in an 11-4 victory over
Trin's overall game was outstanding as
the Bants demonstrated that they knew how
to play lacrosse as well as fight. Midway
through the initial period Mark Cleary fed
attackman Tim Stevens in front of the goal
and "the Cat" showed his quickness with an
eye-blinking right hand shot. M.I.T. tied the
score at 12:22 when attackman George
Brown ripped the cords with a turn around
jump shot.
Chris Max continued his excellent play as
he worked his way through a crowd at 1:14
of the 2nd period. At 2:34 it was #7 again, and
again Max made it look easy with a waist
high sizzler. M.I.T. attackman Bob Connor
found the nets at 3:19 on a series of dodges
which allowed him to get off an impossible
shot to block. Twenty seconds later Nick
Bensley beat a double team with a pass to
little Mike Moffitt who then threw it into the
cords for the score.
Connor made the score 4-3 at 6:10 as he
wiggled his way through a depleted Trin
defense. Trin got two more 1st half tallies by
Max and Frank Chase. Max's goal was
assisted by Bensley and Chase was assisted
by an Engineer check of the stick.
In the beginning of the 2nd half the two
teams exchanged goals. Trin then realed off
four straight 3rd period tallies as Bensley,
Max, Tucci and Cleary all found the range to
put Trinity on top 10-4. Cleary also got the
last goal at 6:27 of the 4th period as he
turned Bensley's pass into an assist.
The Trin Ten has seemingly come of age
during this game splurge. Individuals like
Jeff Ford, Mark Cleary, Nick Bensley, Chris
Max, and Rip Lincoln must get much of the
glory, but the team as a whole has per-
formed well to give Trin some much needed
balance. Yesterday the Bants took a bus to
U.R.I., Wednesday Union comes here for a
3:00 P.M. game, and Friday they play
Middlebury in Vermont.
Photo By uave Li* !B
Laxwoman Letitia Erler, one of Trinity's top scorers, races past a Mt.
Holyoke opponent in action last week. The Bantwomen aren't doing too well so
far, but team is exciting and has great potential.
last Friday and worthy of notice was Ed
Staudinger's excellent come-from- behind
victory. Playing at number two and having:
to cope with the distractions of number one;
Schuller and his lessons on how not to putt, J
Ed came charging back from a three-hole i
deficit on the back nine and finally beat his
opponent on the first hole of a sudden death
playoff.
Elsewhere in the ranks, Andy Taussig
defeated his man 7 and 6, Henry Bruce
remained undefeated, George Finkenstaedt
took yet another lesson from Taussig before
the match and won nevertheless, and
i Jennings and Shultz (spelled without a c >
both played, ah, well enough to win.
Trinity now faces the Connecticuti next,
going in perhaps not the favorite, but *
least the only undefeated team.
So Trinity will be gunning for y
two wins tomorrow against WiUiains
Dartmouth, and if they are « « g g j
Coach Whitney Cook may well start hearn B
Coach-of-the-Year nominations. i » i
Englands follow Williams-Dartmouth;,aw
is hoped that Trinity can hold its own K
north. The week promises to De <*"
tremely testing one;
